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SCHOOL FINANCE:
TEXAS RESPONDS
By SENATOR OSCAR MAUZY <Dem. ·Dallas) Chairman, Senate Education Committee

The compromise
In 1973 the landmark decision of San
document , Senate
Antonio Independent School District v .
Committee SubstiRodriguez placed the burden of eliminating
tute for House
. the substantial interdistrict disparity
Bill
1126, was the
r in per - pupil expenditure on the states. The
product of the coms Supreme Court, while acknowledging the
bined efforts of
need for a higher level of quality and
members of the
opportunity in educati on, refused to recog Senate and House
. nize the implicit constitutional protection
Education Com .t for children in school districts whose per mittees, rep res en·1 pupil disbursement is minimal as a result
tatives of the Govof the low property wealth base in a given
ernor 1 s Office, the
political subdivision. Since education was
staff of the Senate
not recognized by the Court as a fundamen Education Comtal right or liberty, the strict judicial
mittee, the Legisscrutiny test was not applied and the task
lative Council, the Texas Education Agency
of equalizing the finance system was placed
and the staff of the School Finance Special
squarely in the hands of the legislature.
Projects Division of the Central Education
For nearly a century Texas has relied
Agency. A record number of bills were re upon a dual approach to school finance:
ferred to the Senate and House Education
appropriations from state s~hool funds
Committees during the 64th legislative sesand ad valorem taxation by local school
sion. The Senate committee met twenty
:..t districts. Generally speaking, until
times to hear testimony and debate the merecent times the system functioned rearits of the various proposals.
sonably well because most of the wealth
and population of the state were spread
Through this major legislative accommore evenly across rural Texas. However,
plis h ment, substantial steps have been
urban growth and industrialization have
taken toward correcting the inequitites
created widespread disparity in the ability
of the system challenged in Rodriguez.
of many districts to finance their schools
The important equalizing features of the
bill include:
1 through ad valorem taxation.
1) To determine the local fund assignAfter many years and several unpro ment, the revenue generating capacity
ductive legislative sessions, the beginning
of a district will be determined by applyof public school finance reform in Texas
~~f~}"allftory tax rate of 30~ per $100
has become a reality. It is only a begin See SCHOOLS, p . 12 .
' ning, but it is a significant beginning .
.. 1-'le.r)' ..
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EDITORIAL
We were ready to announce our award
of excellence from the ABA-LSD law
school newspaper competition but an unexpected event prevented us from doing
so. We didn't win. But we remember
Ples·sy v. Ferguson too~ Congratulations
is in order for another Texas publication,
Southern Methodist University Law School's
ADVOCATE, which won the Class A competition. (WITAN was Class C; i.e., poor) .
We're not dispairing, however. We
look forward to considerable growth
because we feel that this law school de-.
serves a respectable forum for the
expression of ideas. For this reason we
welcome your interest, your efforts and
your suggestions .

****************
There are several items of importance
that should be brought to the attention of
each student at the law school. Last
April WITAN 1 an an article delineating
the inequity of representation on the
Senate of the Student Bar Association.
Certain organizations at the law school
have traditionally been allotted represen tation on the Senate, over a·nd above the
representation already afforded each
member of such organization by virtue
of his elected class representative. This
has resulted in a rather skewed approach
to democratic principles. Certain organizations are represented, others are
not. No logic dictates the favored from
the unfavored.
This past summer an amendment to
the Constitution that would abolish dual
representation and would reapportion
fraternity senators with popularly elected
individuals was approved for a general
student election. Unfortunately, the provision was amended with a delaying clause
and the entire provision will appear on the
ballot.
·
Allotting certain organizations voting
representation on the Senate is providing
some students with more representation
than others. It is roughly equivalent to
See EDITORIAL, o. 8.

CLettersCJo'WitaiL
TO THE EDITOR:
PAD, its officers and members would lik
to offer their appreciation to those who
patronized the PAD scholarship booksale,
It further wishes to condemn the individuals who took books without paying -in violation of the Honor Code and criminal laws. It is hoped that our brothers
and sisters in the law school would be asj
trustworthy to fellow students as they
would be to their future clients .
Mike Cohen, Marshal, PA
See LETTERS, p. ~
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Lock Out...or Lock In?
On Becoming A Lawyer....
By BARBARA ROSENBERG

By KAYO MULLINS
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The lock-up· of the Law Faculty Bl;lilding
during lunch is not a faculty lock- in.
The original 12 to 2:00 p.m. closing of the
faculty building was prompted by a small
percentage of students interrupting facult y
members during lunch and con ferences.
Since the secretaries have lunch shifts
during those hours and students have
neglected to check with the receptionist
before cornering professors in the lounge
or their· office , there. was not enough
buffer between these ·s tudents and the
faculty. The inconvenience to students
seeking the aid of professors was consi dered and the lunch hours were changed
to the lun ch hour of 12-1 : 00 p . m. The
professors wish to maintain an open door
policy w h ich can better be effectuated by
making appointments and checking with
the receptionist before visiting a professor.
Appointments can be made with professors
for the hours of 12 -1 :00 p . m . and the pro fessors can arrange for the student's entry
of t 1e building.

ti,
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Moot Court goes National

For the first time St • .Mary's Law
Center
will send a three person team to
t.
10 the regional qualifying round in Dallas,
d Texas, for the National Moot Court Come petition. In order to select the competitors the Moot Court Board has restructured
the Orville C. Walker Moot Court Comrt petition along the lines of the Norvell
Competition.
The Walker Tournament is to be held on
September
15 and 16 . The final rounq is
:e
:n scheduled for Friday, September 19. Judge
Spears and Judge Suttle will judge the
e finals.
This is a significant step forward in
et the moot court program and the support
y of the entire student body is essential to
the continued success of the program. All
students are invited t o attend the session.

When I arrived in San Antonio it seemed
to be the culmination of a very long dream.
The city was bright and busy, the Paseo
del Rio unbelievably beautiful, and it was
here for me to enjoy for the next t hree
years while I "studied the law." A phras e
which always seemed to have some sort of
majestic tone to it .
When I first saw the administ ration
building from way down Cincinnati its
Disney-like appearance only reinforced
my theory of the dream. Did I really get
up this morning or was I still in bed
dreaming?
Orientation was when I first realized
that maybe it wasn't a dream after all.
There, I was informed that the first year
class would be 224 strong and to my
surprise and pleasure there would be
fifty women. The fi~st year class hails
from 33 states and the District of Colum bia, with about one - half from Texas.
Almost a hundred different colleges and
universities are represented. Later
when I talked with Dean Schmidt he told
me that while only 14 minority students
had registered, that 44 hact been accepted,
which is about 20% of the total.
After orientation I faced the ordeal of
buying my books. I was not to fear,
though, because there was plenty c:i. h elp
around . Everywhere I turned there was
a knowledgeable second- year student
who had just the book I needed . "WI-o
do you have? 11 he would ask . Whe.1 I
answered he would say "this is just
the book you need, you can't pass without
it. 11 Great, I said, and bought it. I turned
around and another one took his place
except this one says "if you read that book
yo'h 'll flunk - - throw it away, this is the
one for you. Who sold that to you anyway? 11
It was the end of the week before I thoug ht
to ask what kind of grades t hese advisors'
made, and my suspicions were confirmed.
The next thing I got was the gruesome
See LAWYER, p . 6.
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aba-lsd convention

Montreal
1975
By DAVID PENNELLA

LESSON ONE:

Caveat CEmptor!

The annual Law School Division m-eeting
By CLAUDE DUCLOUX
was held in conjunction with that of the
ABA in Montreal , Canada, August 9
Ahh, the end of August. Summer has
through August 13. Its purpose was to
brought a brief respite from the books
elect new officers, plan new programs,
for some, the benefits of summer emplO)'·
adopt resolutions, attend section meetings,
ment for ot4ers, and a:las the thrill of
listen to prominent speakers and meet with
summer school for those less fortunate
lawyers from across the nation.
than ambitious.
This year St. Mary's had a personal
The first official gathering of the law
interest in the election of national officers
school fall semester convenes. Freshsince Joshua Brown, SBA President,
men, adorned with those attractive
ran for Division Delegate. Unfortunately
"HELLO, my name is 11 green stickers,
Joshua lost by one vote in a second ballot.
pensively slip into an available seat as
The defeat, ho~er, was not in vain for
quietly as possible . Irish Spring is
it served to make St. Mary's more visible
working overtime. The supposed s~lemnity
on a national level. I believe we all owe
ofthe occasion overpowers even the gaudiJoshua a vote of thanks fo1· both his hard
ness of the most conspicuous. Now come
work and courage in running for office.
all the introductions, the admonitions
We should also thank our 13th circuit gov(may they rest in peace), the grandiloernor, Ulysses S. Jones, for his strong
quence, the invitations to campus orginiza
support for Joshua .
tions, and the flag waving of upper class ! occupied the dual role of voting delemen all dressed up to show you what you,
gate and member of the credentials comtoo, can be in a few short years . Perhap!
mittee. The major accomplishment of
the class will be treated to that cinethe house of delegates was passage of
matic epic, "San Antonio: City of Your
revised bylaws which were, in great part,
Dreams! "
a response to an ABA committee report
But the freshmen all know that this isn't
criticizing the LSD structure . The report
really what they came for. When this
suggests the abolition of three national
official fanfare is over, then comes the
offices from the current six. The revision
real meat: "We wanna know the dirt! 11 and
has attempted to avoid implementation of
"How do I pass this course? 11 Such are tht
such drastic measures by meeting these
statements of those freshmen who have
criticisms, as in the case of the number
heard from their roommate's brother wha'
of offices, where one position has been
law school would be like. As the general
eliminated.
gathering is dispersed into those advising
Resolutions passed by the house included
sessions (or mis-advising sessions) they
the solicitation of outside funds from
are determined to get the ''low-down 11 ,
foundations as an additional source for
The roving reporter covered one such
LSD funds, the preclusion of the dissoluadvising session. It is amazing the power
tion of predominately minority law schools,
See CAVEAT__~_~. ll.j
official r eco gni tio n of Student Bar Ass o cia- •-------------:t:-:h·e-·l:-:-h•rt-:1~1·----·-•..,••••""'1
tions, increased participation of women in
committees and commissions of the ABA,
OF YOUR NAME IN PRINT
establishment of a minimum wage for law
CAN BE YOURS
clerks (the Tuscaloosa Alabama Bar ·
IF Y 0 U WILL 0 N L Y HE L P.
members conspired to set the wages of
WE CAN'T CONTINUE UNLESS
law clerks at $1. 2.5 per hour. This reso YOU TAKE PART IN WIT AN .
lution was brought by the University of
See MONTREAL, p. 14.
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Summer is a time of langu id gin and
tonics on tennis courts , of icy Dom Fe rig non aboard the sloop and of weekends in
Southampton . Yet whether vacation was
spent at the Waldorf or well - head one
waited with breathless anticipation the
advent of the new school year .
What would the first day of school be
without the outline king , Charles Schmidt,
selling the now classic "Charles Schm i dt
Memoria l Outline Series of Arne rica" ?
The first day of classes holds all the fam iliar sights and sounds of an opening night
on Broadway . . . the tintillating conver sation, the chaff of laughter and the rumors .
Within five minutes the tog ten rumors
have made the social scene, and within the
next 15 minutes they had become so dis torted as to hardly be recognizable from
their previous form. As a public service
I would like to com pare the truth with rumor
to show the extensiveness of such fabri cations .
Rumor: It is rumored that Dean Reuschlei n
has applied for canonization.
Truth : Dean Reuschlein has applied for
canonization of the Flonzaley Q u artet.
Rumor: The Law Journal is now selling
co ffee to all students at 10~ per cup in an
effort to show that they are just plain folk.
Truth: Brian Sokolik is living out his
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fatso's
bar-b-q
1743 Bandera Road
432- 9439

ONE FREE BEVERAGE
w, Any Sandwich or Plate

Offer Expires October 24 ........... / c. o ...._ \'-'t'\

BEER $1.75 PITCHER
OPEN 11 am - 8:30 pm

CLOSED SUNDAYS

life -long secret ambitio n of bein g a f ry cook.
Ru mor : It is rumored that Charl es E.
Cantu made his debut this s ummer .
Truth: Charles E . Cantu made his
debut this summer.
Ru mor: It is rumored that the d e s i gn
for the new "St. Mary's Law Cent e r" sign
was changed from the original idea. Ori ginally as designed and color c o-o rdinated
by A . A. Leopold "wel c om e " w as t o be
tastefu lly spe ll ed out in fl ashing n eo n.
Truth : It was not actu a ll y A. A . Leopold
who designed the ori ginal s i gn b u t rather
William Francisco .
As extensive as the r u mors are , we are
looking forward to a veritable flo od when
it is found out what actually do es g o on in
the Adminis tra~ion B u ilding between the
the hours of 12:00 and 1:00 p . m~

NITWT/N

By GREG KOSS

In wit , to wit, t!1e V:itan is
A vehicle sublime.
For satire 'tis a satirist's dream;
Ask Buchwald any time .
For fighting fits of boredom
'Tis wonderful in sales.
But fiction , Ah, no fiction;
We don't believe in tales.
We've biting social satire ,
Complete with resident snob;
But just because you're on our staff
Won't guarantee a·job.
To this we add editorials,
Letters , essays , gripes,
And just a pinch of boring stu ff
To aid with sleepless nights
But even though
I loves it so
There's one thing that I curses .
Ads "two for one"
When done undone
Leave with half me verses .
When you patroniz e o u r adv e r tise r s,
please tell them you read t heir ad
in WI T AN. Witho ut thei r s upport we
wo u ld have no newsle tter .
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LAWYER, continued from p. 3 .
By ANDY LEONIE

The Annual Red Mass at St. Mary's Law
Center will be ce l ebrated, Thursday,
October 16, 1975 at 6:00p.m. in the
classroom building. All law stude!l ts,
faculty and their guests are invited to
attend.
The Red Mass orig inated in France
du r ing the Thirteenth Ce ntur ~r and shortly
thereafter was cele:'lrated regularly at
Westminister on September 29, the feast
of Michaelmass. The purpose of the
Mass is to invoke the blessing of the Holy
Spi 1·it on courts and those that practice
th er ein. It is traditionall y referred to as
t 11e Hed Mass, not be c ause of t h e red vest me nts worn b y the c elebr ants, bu t because
of the red judicial robes worn by the high
court judges in France and England.
T h e principal celebrant will be the Most
Reverend Francis J . Furey, Archbishop
of San Antonio. Msgr. Patrick J. Murra y,
Chancellor of the Archdio c ese, will deliv e r
th e homily . Music for t h e Mass will be
sung by the Intercollegiate Liturgical
Choral society under t he dire c tion of Dr.
Joseph Murgo.
Following t h e Mass the r e will be a
reception for those who have been in
attendance. It will be outside, weather
permitting. Dress for the Red Mass is
semi-formal.
~-------------------_..
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SALADS
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anecdotes about how this prof destroyed
this guy, and that prof made this person
faint. By the time I got to class I expect
to see someone with a whip, chair, and
gun to make us jump through legal loopho
The class schedules were a disaster.
The reason, I am told, is that more peOf
from the bottom of the alphabet were
accepted than expected. For a w hile ther
you couldn't tell if you were AB, BC or
AC-DC .
Finally, the weekend came and I had
time for a little reflection. Maybe the
hardest thing to do was brief that first
case . It seemed somewhat unnatural to
sit down -and turn to the first pag e of an
entire legal education. Someone called
it their own personal miles tone.
After I got started I would find myself
thinking that I was incapable of believing
what I was doing; what am I doing h ere?
It could be these doubts that caused three
people to drop out already.
If was during that weekend I began to
realize that it wasn't that bad. I was
still in one piece and even that contrac ts
prof that ever yone had warned me about
was more like Groucho Marx than Attila
the Hun. About the time I decided, I'm
going to like it around h ere, I dis covered
there were more classes to prepare for
and I had better get back .to work.
It seems everytime I start to relax
someone comes up and asks about a case
I haven't briefed yet or an article I
•
needed to read and it's back. to work agru: :
When I think about finals I can't help
I
but no-tice the similiarities to the fattenit
of the lamb before slaughter. If you hea.
some lost soul ·standing out under a tree
"baahing 11 that will be me. Just come pa: 1
me on the head and point me toward the II
library.
I
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• Lecal Papers
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DITlFURTH

SBA Program

JOINS

Judge for a Day
By KARLEEN KAUFMAN

FACULTY
By
MARIANNE LIPSCOMBE
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A new addition to St. Mary's faculty
is David A. Dittfurth, who describes
himself as a student of Heidegger, Husserl
and Sartre . Dittfurth received his -BA in
history, and his JD in 1967 from the
University of Texas . Following two
compulsory years with the army in the
special courts division at Ft. Polk, Loui siana, and as a JAG officer in Vietnam,
he entered private practice in Houston .
In January of 1972, Dittfurth entered
U. T . Law School for his LL. M. Later
Dittfurth and two other instructors introduced the Harvard Legal Methods course
to the University of Indiana Law School.
The method involves studies and practice
in case analysis and legal research
and writing, culminating in moot court
competition. Recently he published an
article on judicial reasoning utilizing a
phenomenological approach. The article
is entitled Judicial Reasoning and Social
Change, published in Vol. 50 of the
Indiana Law Review. While at U. T. Ditt furth participated in Tex. PIR G (Texas
Public Interest Research Group).

Under the previous SBA administration,
the Senate began a High School Speakers
Program . This year it has been incorporated into a program designed as a
"mock-trial" which will be pres en ted to
various high schools. Government students
will participate in the trial situation
under the direction of volunteer law students. Working in conjunction with the
Woman's Bar Auxiliary's program and
escorting high school government classes
on a tour of the courthouse, the Law School's
Mock Trial Program will hopefully enlighten the students' knowledge of various
legal procedures.
A tentative goal of late October has
been set for the program's initiation. A
list soliciting volunteer law students will
be posted within the next two weeks . All
are invited to participate .

When not preparing lectures for his
three classes, conflicts, domestic relations, and federal procedure, Dittfurth
and his wife are exploring San Antonio.
Another activity, jogging, has unfortunately
suffered due to the number of classes he
is teaching.
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EDITORIAL, continued from p. 2.
giving General Motors a seat in 'the U.S.
Senate and telling Chrysler that it 1s for
their own good. WITAN endorses t he proposal with reservations concerning the delay in implementation.

*****************************
Student Body President Josh Brown
has p resented plans for the SBA to
seek implementation of a St. Mary's Legal
SerVlces Association program . The
purpose of the program , initially, is
to offer the under graduate students of
St • .Mary 1s University professional
advice on legal problems. The long
range goal of the association is to offer
legal counselling to the surrou nding
community. The Young Lawyers Association of San Antonio has offered its ass istance in obtaining volu nteer lawyers to
participate in the program as the legal
advisors. Law students participation consists of obtaining facts from the clients

Good Quality
Bond Copies
7 cents each

NEED TO S-T-R-E-T-C-H
YOUR DOLLAR?
Try our COMPLETE
Printing Service
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Criminal Law Association
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The Criminal Law Association would like to invite all law students {and any
other interested persons) to join the association and participate in the many interest - qt
ing functions planned for this academic year. As you know, membership in the
th
CLA provides a much-needed supplement to the course offerings in criminal law
I'"!
and procedure. There is no substitute for recitations of first - hand experiences,
and CLA can provide this through its speakers 1 program and other special activi ties. For your information, here is a schedule of future events:
September 24 at 12:00 P.M.

Luncheon
,
Roy Barrerra, defense attorney
3rd floor, Scholasticate Bldg.

October 15 at 7:30 P.M.

The Assassination of President
Kennedy - film and lecture
Prof. L. Wayne Scott
Classroom l o4

November 19 at 7:30P.M.

General Meeting
Program: "Reliability of
Eye-witness Testimony 11 •

In addition to these definitely-scheduled programs, CLA members will be able
to attend our annual Austin luncheon in January with the judges of the Texas Court
of Criminal Appeals, followed by a guided tour of the Supreme Court Building. This
experience has invariably proved to be extremely rewarding. Other activities for
this year will include a tour of the Texas Department of Corrections facility in
Hunstville and a continuation of our Indigent Defenders' Program . (Paid ad.)
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LETTERS, continued from p . 2.
TO THE EDITOR:
There are far too many students at St.
Mary's who keep their mouths shut in class.
They sit there, like so many rips in the
vinyl seats. Most professors like to think
they are speaking to a live audience. Many
students wish to learn and understand the
~ law. For all their. sakes, we should refute
the professor when he is wrong, ask for an
explanation when the matter is confusing ,
and expand on the subject, or request that
he do so, when the professor has made a
particularly brilliant point. Instead, too
many of us just sponge it all up half-consciously, intermingling the flashes of genius,
the mediocre rambling, and the harmful misinformation and contorted logic.
Some students say that they are here only
to get a piece of parchment. This is a rational position, and even an honorable one,
nnder our present closed-shop union rules
which require that piece of paper in order to
exercise one's right to defend one 1s fellow
man. But a student who uses this argument
cannot then complain about others who talk
in class.
Other students claim that people who ask
- questions and argue in class are inhibiting
their chance to learn and wasting their time.

After spending eleven years at vari ous colleges and universities, three of them on the
other side of the rostrum, I have heard more
fatuous comments, inane questions , and semiliterate bel ches from students than I care to
remember. They were all worth it for the
occasional remark that cleared away the
cobwebs .
Other stuqents here claim that they don 1t
know enough abo ut the subject to speak.
If at their age they don •t know enough logic
to spot its occasional absence in a lecture
or case, they shouldn 1 t be in law school.
And their admitted ignorance disqualifies
them from judging other students 1 remarks.,
It is not the professors who complain of
talkative students, it's the peer-group
Mafia that we 1ve developed here . They
don't have the guts to speak out loud in
class so the teacher can hear it . They
groan and mutter audibly to their neighbors
--if they knew ventriloquism, they ' d use it
-- and then attack the participating student
after class. Like a soldier who skulks in
war, then i s all belligerence at home.
I will continue to offer my own insights,
free of charge (or for $70 an hour, if it
makes the recipient feel as though he 1 s
learning more by paying for it). I would
like to hear you rs, in class . if well meant .
I don 1t wish to hear them at the Pit or
shouted from speeding cars.
EGON R . TAUSCH
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All THINGS CONSIDERED

REVIEWS
By MARK STOLTZ

Fear of Flying by Erica Jong ( New York:
Holt, Rhinehard and Winston, Inc., 1973),
311 pp.
In spite of what you may have seen,
heard or read Fear of Flying is not a
naughty book. But somewhere in this
wide country a political and social fossil
will label it "filthy, obscene and unfit to
be read by man, woman or child," pro b ably without reading the novel itself.
There are in truth few scenes in the novel
depicting coitus or other forms of sexual
recreation that seem to upset some people
and some of the language in the novel is
the kind that was carefully deleted from
the Nixon tapes. There is also much
discussion about sexualit)• that is presented
in terms that do not appear in a Masters
& Johnson volume. An apt and affected
appellatation for the novel's language
would be "Chaurerian".
The novel concerns a thirty year old
Jewish poet from New York City named
Isadora Wing who is in the painful process
of examining her life. She is in her second
marriage, this time to a Chinese American
psychoanalyst, and it is crumbling. She
goes to Vienna with Dr. Wing and there
meets an Englishman out of her fantasies
who turns on her mind and libido. Isadora's
dilemma concerning the Englishman churn
up unpleasant memories of her adolescence,
her family and her two marriages. The
most interesting parts of the novel are the
narrator's rememberances of things past.
The reader is left with the question of
deciding the direction Isadora's life should
take. The possibilities Ms. Jong leaves
the reader to choose from are ambiguous
and problematic when considered in the
light of Isadora's confused past.
Much has been made of the fact that the
author of Fear o.f Flying is a female, i.e . ,
a woman has written a dirty book. This
seems unimportant after reading the novel.

What becomes important is the undeniabl
fact that Ms. Jong is an exciting and ski!!
ful storyteller. She writes with poet's
ebullient and control yet her prose retai
a perspicuity that keeps the novel unpretentious and therefore readable by the
general public.

••• • • ••• •• •• •••• • • • •

t

Conversation with Kennedy by Benjamit t
C . Bradlee (New York: W. W. Norton
& Co ., 1975 ), 251 pp. Hardbound.
t

Conversations with Kennedy by Benja F
1
Bradlee is a cruel book because it mak!
one confront the terrible truth that he -w
r
never be President of the United States. 1:
The seventh grade civics class adage tl
says "anybody can grow up to be Presid
a
of the United States" is a half-truth and
a distilled one at that . Anybody can gr
up to be President but hardly anyone do c
tJ
Well if one can't be President, the next
best thing would be to have a President v
ti
for a friend as Bradlee did; the amendt
a
Am eric an dream.
The book is in journal form and most S
of the journal entries were written the
day of the author's conversation or visi. b
with Kennedy . It covers the period fron tJ
1959 to the tragedy in Dallas during whi( g
time Bradlee was the Newsweek bureau
chief in Washington, D.C.
There is little substance to the book. T
For the most part it is filled with politi· N
cal gossip and such fascinating informa·
1
tion as the number of times a day the
b
President changes his shirt or the fact
d·
t h at he only has one scotch before dinne
even though the guests have more. The
book includes pictures of JFK with Brae
lee as if to show everyone who peruses ;
it that the author did know Kennedy. Th·
1
book does have a certain nostalgic char= t
about Kennedy , the man witho.ut being
maudlin about Kennedy, the slain Presi·
dent. There are interesting parts,
mostly when Bradlee catches the power·
ful man' informal moments with his
family (this is indeed vicarious living
a
that is high on the hog) but they are un- c
fortunately too few.
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Law School Orphan
By ANDY LEONIE
In this, the second year of the WIT AN'S
successful existence the question still is,
"where is it?" At various times the answer
has been a letter box, a typewriter, or a
briefcase.
At a time when professors offices are
being located in the library and when the
possibility of moving overflow law classes
to the main campus has been rtlentioned,
physical space at the Law Center is obviously at more of a premium than Myron Floren.
Our esteemedS tudent Bar Association
has a lavish office suite in the class room
building, other student organizations having
their desks positioned in the same suite
also share in this luxury.
There is another publication at the law

11

school renowned for its lack of wit and
basic incomprehensibility. It is housed
in a suit e sumptuous to the point of decadence. Why , it is even rumored that there
is an entire room set aside for coffee - pot
devotions.
The Legal Research Board is located in
what appears at times to be a vacated
warehouse, sometimes used and sometimes
not, but it does overlook the faculty
building. This rather large and virtually
empty room lends its elf to the idea of
partitioning. A new idea it's not. A good
idea it is.
With respect to the law school's poor
orphan, the WIT AN, the solution appears
rather obvious. The only other way to
bring it in and off the streets is to
pursuade the Law Wives to throw up a few
more walls and a roof on the construction
project protecting the Law Center from
the setting sun.

rt:~~~~~--~~--~----~~~~~~------~~~~~~~~--------~~-----------busy to have fu n, you may begin having fun .
10. CAVEAT, continued from p. 4 .
those
advisors
wield!
The
mid-law
"surFR: Oh, I think I see • • •
{ t
11
vivor
lounges
easily
before
the
inquisi
AD: Yeah, well , it ' s kinda an wwritten
.t
dt tive newcomers, fielding questions from
rule here in law school.
ali sides and dispensing the wisdom of
5th FR: What about assignments? How
>t Solomon without a moment's hesitation .
much time do you put in preparing for class?
~
lst FR: A guy outside told me not to
AD: Well , that all depends oq. your
buy the casebook for Contracts because
schedule, y'see . I did my torts cases
::>t there is a good Gilber~ 1 s outline.
Is that
during the morning break, borrowed the
.
ce?
property cans during lu nch , and depended
good
advl
li(
.
AD: Of course not. That was terrible
on a b uddy to tell me what they covered in
.u advice. Buy the Casenote briefs instead.
the other contracts section immediately
. They are much better than Gilbert 's .
before mine. I figured o ut the role system
··. Next?.
in agency class, and as for criminal law,
t 1·
a· 2d FR: Should I buy the Prosser Hornhe rarely called on us so I have to admit
book for Torts?
I just squeaked by .
t
AD: Naa. I never used it at all, and I
6th FR: Wow! You sure beat the system~
1e: did •• uh . . 0. K.
But what about finals? Weren 1t they tough?
3d FR: How do you make a brief?
AD: Sure, but just do what I did and get
1e
. AD: Well, uh, I quit making briefs
yourself into a good study group and cram
ac·
after the second week of class. Ya see,
like heck the night before. Someone in
~b I had so many canned briefs and outlines
your classes will always have tlie inside
that I just figured it was a waste of time .
track as to the material on the final.
.rr: 3d: FR: Thanks, you're a big help.
6th FR: Sounds good. But then what was
4th FR: Will we have any time for social
your biggest problem last year?
;i·
life?
AD: Onlyonereally, !guess. !spent
AD: Sure; But first there is something
the whole s u mmer petitioning the admissions
r· you must do . You must convince all you r
committee to staJ{ in school because my
fellow students that you have no time for
grades were so lGw. Lu ckily, I got back
anything but studies. As soon as you have
j u st in time to help with these orientation
convinced everyone that you are much too
sessions .

;it
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SCHOO l.S, continued from p. 1 .
valuation to the property in the district,
based on 100% true market value . Pre viously, a complex formula known as the
County Economic Index had been used,
resulting in tax havens for wealthy districts.
The new formula is designed to achieve
fiscal neutrality in that a district must tax
at the statutory rate if it is to qualify for
state funds.
2) State funding of $90 per average
daily attendance (ADA) in 1975-1976 and
$95 per ADA in 1976-1977, as opposed to
$37 per ADA previously.
3) Compensatory funding of $40 per
ADA which is intended to supplement the
cost of special programs with very low
student-teacher ratios and special instruction (education programs designed for the
physically and emotionally disadvantaged).
4) Fifty million dollars per year in
state equalization aid is apportioned to
equalize tax efforts with tax bases. The
Local Fund Assignment, that share of
revenue which a district must raise itself,
is determined by the taxable wealth of
a district. Accordingly, districts with
low tax bases and high tax rates generate
less revenue than wealthy districts taxing
at a lower rate. Under the new plan,
state equalization funds will flow dis pro portionately greater to those district
having the lower base of taxable property .
5) Driver Education Programs will
receive $25 million based on ADA . Under
prior law this program was unfunded and
the cost was borne by the school district
or the students.
In addition, the bill provides for funding
and professional units to be earned on the
basis of varying pupil-teacher ratios within certain grade and program clas sifications. Transportation allotments will be
increased by 62. 5% in both years of the
biennium with special education children
receiving reimbursement for actual costs
not to exce~d $260 per eligible child .
Should the implementation of this new
Foundation School Program be detrimental to a school district, several "save
harmless "clauses are contained in the
measure.

I

Public school finance reform is worth
noting as the most significant legislation
dealing with public school education to be
passed by the 64th Session. Although we
have not achieved total equalization, a
significant beginning has been made.
Coupled with the hopeful adoption of a ne"
Texas Constitution, which guarantees eac
child an equal educational opportunity, th
efforts of many may result in a truly
progressive response to Rodriguez, the
Court, and the people of Texas.

Freshman Senate
Candidate Statements
Qualifications: Chief Justice of the Supre.
Court of North Texas State Univ., for two
years, President of the Pre Law Club, ao
co-author of the Legal Services Program
of N. T .S. U.
The most important of these is the wor}
with the formation of the Legal Services
Program where I not only drew legislatiot
to get a lawyer for Student Aid but, more
important, initiated the first program whe
undergraduates interested in law could wo
with the City Attorney's Office in Denton.
Stephen F. Said
************************************~

Student government can and should serve
as the principal avenue through which we
as students express our thoughts and
wishes about our professional education
to our faculty and administrators. As a
senate representative, I hope to do just
that: represent my cla-ssmates and frie nds
as their voice to our law school.
Wanda Wray

*************************************'
Robert Ruiz, 25, married. B. A. Univer·
sity of Corpus Christi, History Major.
Undergraduate Representative, Student
Government. President Pan American
Club. One of the four regional members
of Equal Employment Opportunity Committee , State Welfare .
Have activel y pu rsued interest in representing colleagues and co-workers.
Would like to do so for freshman law class
433 - 8888
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PAD Rip-Off And Ripped -Off
By KEN NYE

Every semester, Phi Alpha Delta,
one of the three legal fraternities on
campus conducts a "book exchange" where by law students may not only buy but sell
their books with a considerable advantage
over local bookstore offerings. The frater nity takes 10% of the seller's earnings
and applies all the money toward a scholarship fund. Thus, this service enables the
fraternity to assist the students twofold .
However, this year's exchange terminated
with a bit of dis cord. The fraternity has
not been able to co -ordinate with the students who have money or books due them
and thus the fraternity is presently unable
to make an accurate accounting of the
profits made from the exchange. Con versely, it appears that some students
have been unable to receive either their
money or their books! P . A. D. makes no
definite assessment as to the present
status of these books. They merely state
the books appear to be missing. Missing
indeed! Either the books were lost or the
books were stolen.
If the books were stolen the responsibility
and liability of the students involved is
clearly set forth in the Honor Code. Yet
if the books were lost, what , if any, is
the responsibility of the fraternity toward
the students? The fraternity, in order to
minimize this type of risk maintained at
least one and generally two or three
fraternity members in the room to safe guard against abuse . (The need for such
a safeguard, although perhaps realistic,
is in itself very distressing.) Yet books
were still missing. It appears the fraternity is assuming no liability. With an
operating profit margin of 10%, does it
become unrealistic to expect reimbursement? As it was explained, P. A.D . would
have to sell $25 worth of books to reimburse
a student for a $2. 50 outline .
From a policy standpoint it is not difficult to sympathize with the fraternity.
Yet "policy standpoint'' will not ease the
financial pangs of the victimized students.

Phi Alpha Delta is planning an all school
party for the end of the month. A seminar
concentrating on built in attorney's fee
provisions in the Texas Consumer Credit
Code will be held in the near future.
Phi Delta Phi is forming a resume file.
Resumes of students and graduates will be
made available to the students to provide
ideas as to form, in4>rmation to be inclued,
etc. A complete list of emplo yers will be
on file, il.cluding the names of persons to
whom resumes may be addresse d .
The Law School Intramural Football
Team has held practices the last three
weekends. Twelve out of sixteen starters
have returned and the team boasts of some
good freshman players . The team won the
all-school intramural title last year .
Games are played in the field adjacent to
the classroom building every Sunday
afternoon. Spectators are welcome.
The Women's Law Associati on had its
first meeting Thursday, Sept. 12. The
group has made many plans for the
organization and St . Mary's l aw stu dents
for the coming year . For October the
Women's Law Association is pl anning a
bus trip to Wurstfest in New Brau nfels
and an all student party and a u ction on
Oct. 10.

There can be no question that P . A. D.
is at fault. To what degree will probably
never be determined . Perhaps they were
at fault in failing to provide adequate or
competent manpower for the p roper
physical and administrative control of
the books . Or perhaps they were at fault
in assuming they were dealing with professional people who would condu ct them selves in a professional manner. In any
event, reform appears to be nec e ssary
in both the areas.

WI tan
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MONTREAL, continued from p. 4.
Alabama School of Law to ask the ABA to
pass a resolution to the effect that all
law clerks should at least receive the
federal minimum wage! ) and the establishment of an International Convention for
Racial Discrimination.
The following national officers where
elected for 1975-75: President: Lynne

Gold, Villanova University; First Vice
President: Dick Eymann, Gonzaga Un i v er
sity; Second Vice President: Richard
Annis, University of San Diego; Secretary- Treasurer: Carol Coe, University
of Missouri - K . C.; Division Delegate:
Jon Gray, University of Misso u ri -K. C .
and Dayle Powell, Cumber l and Schoo l of
Law, Sanford University.
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DRUGS
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COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
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Toward a
NewTexas
Constitution
When Mark Twain allowed as how the
onl y difficulty with the criminal court
system was finding twelve people every
day who can 1t read and don 1t know anythi ng, he di dn't know about court probl ems
in Texas . Here the backlog of crimi nal
cases waiti ng on appeal has hit and
pas sed the 2000 mark and an average of
two years goes by before a conviction
is u pheld or reversed . Were this the
Texas court system's only problem , it
would be quite enou gh .
However, that ' s just a notori o u s
example of the probl ems engendered
by what' s been called 11they hydraheaded
monster.'' Texas has the singular dis tin ction of having created the most com plex cou rt system i n the entire country
and could probabl y take honors with that
for the whol e worl d. Texas, as of 1973,
had 2468 courts and 2598 judges. Even
Great Britain , with her populace of 56
million, has fewer judges than the
number serving the 12 million people in

school of law

' October 1975

By N ELSON W. WOLFF
( Fo rmer State Senator;.

Bexa r C o unty)

ot a speedy public t r ial .
The new constitution provides some
long awaited remedies for the maladies
of delayed j u stice, excessive number of
courts , the com plicated appellate and
trial court system a n d detailed a n d
contradictory jurisdiction probl ems. The
progressive changes carried in the new
constitution are the final product of some
six years of debate and research , and are
no less than laudable efforts to infu se
some prudence into Texas jurispru den ce .

THE UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEM
It ' s the new constitution ' s Alpha an d
Omega in j udicial reform- - and it' s
drawing a lot of fire from opponents
•
accustomed to an unwieldy judi cial system,
a tradition honored only by time .
Under the new constitution Texas will
have a un ified judicial system wit h four
tiers of courts . When Texas puts her
unified judicial system into force she
will join 29 other states that have ei ther
Texas~
moved toward a modification of such a
You would think that with all our judges,
system or embraced it entirel y . At the
Justice with her scales and sword would
top of the tiers is the Su preme Cou rt
Dl be moving with swift alacrity- - but she's
a s the lone high court in the L o n e St ar
not. The two - year delay on the appeal
State. A Court of Appeals wit h jur i s of a cri minal case makes a sham of
diction to hear both civil a n d c rimina l
Secti on 10 in the Bill of Rights' first
matters will fo llow , then the Dis tric t
arti cl e guaranteei ng that the accuseyij.W
Courts (which are the main t rial courts )
ry all criminal cases shall have the r~ a !-IBRARY
See CONSTITUTION, p . 10 .
Un. ,•cr• it
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EDITORIAL
The Scheduling Dilemma

As you are aware, the fall exam
schedule and the spring class schedule
have been officially posted. We regret
that once again we must note that the
schedules are unreasonable for many
students. We think that the time has come
for student i nput into the formulation of
schedules. The Student Bar Associat ion
should deal with this problem at once-as should the Facul ty Curric ulum Committee .
We regret that Dean Schmidt will not
comment to WIT AN about the schedules.
We have never intentionally misquoted
anyone we have interviewed--and in the
unlikely event that an error did occur the
appropriate remedy would be to bring the
matter to t c. attention of an editor so that
a correction can be made . We would be
more than happy to print a correction if
one is called for. WITAN has never been
told what the alleged misquotes were , al thoug! J we've been aware of memorandums
circulated among the faculty . We think
Dean Schmidt has a moral obligation to be
more open \'lith students and more amen able to positive criticism.

*********************
Vote For a Change!

On Tuesday, November 4th, every
registered voter in Texas will be able to
cast a ballot to determine whether Texas
will continue to be governed by the
Constitution of 187 6, as am ended over 200
times. We encourage every student to
vote for the proposed Constitution. This
is not to say the document is perfect; it ' s
not. No document could every satisfy
everyone -- let along Texans. It is , however, a good document that can improve the
quality of government in this state. We
en courage you to study the issues, attend
the scheduled debate, and vote- - for a
change .

CLettersCJ'o'Witaq
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LETTERS TO WIT AN SHOULD BE NO
LONGER THAN 200 WORDS WITHOUT
SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT PRIOR TO
THE DEAD LINE DATE .
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TO THE EDITOR :
I am grateful to Mr. Roy Barrera fo
sharing his legal experience at the last
Criminal LawAssociation Luncheon. Be
I would like to criticize what he had to
say.
Changing Bolt' s Thomas More a bit
with Mr. Barrera in mind
The b
made judges to show their spl endor - as it made defendants for innocence and
juries for their simplicity. But l awyers
it made to serve wi ttily, in the tangle of
its mind . . . and no doubt it delights the
law to see splendor where it only looked 0
for complexity. But it's the law's part, p
not our own, to bring ourselves to that
\1
extremity. Our natural'business lies in t'
escaping. . . .
s
Mr . Barrera might have said the abo d
himself; he certainly suggested it. But 5
what did he say? He posed the interest it c
questi on "Is it moral (ethi cal) for a lawye c
to advocate for a known criminal? 11 In
c
answer he could have tol d us, say, that
the value o f equit abl e due process outwei~ 1
any indivi dual ethical considerations. Bu t
what did he say? He told us that it was
£
a jury ' s job to determine a man ' s innocen r
of guilt. If he wanted to give that answer
he should have asked "Whose job is it to
find the criminal guilty? 11
But what di d he say? Straini ng our
credulity he told us that, although judges
avoid controversial points of law during
election years, l awyers can straightforwardly and unequivocally advocate for a
guilty client whom they might despise. Is
thi s an extremity to whi ch the law will sot t
day deliver us?
In clos i ng , I would again thank Mr.
Barrera for his time and edu cative contri·
butio ns; but I would note that he escaped
the point of his own talk .
D. Call ahan
See LETTERS, p . 8.
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Schedules-- - AGAIN? By DENNIS JAMES

The spring course and examination
schedules have been posted on the
bulletin boards recently. This annual
event was accompanied by a great deal of
& muttering from students concerning
the timing of their exams and courses.
J. Perhaps the most pained expressions
came from those students who hold afterlc noon clerking positions with local law
firms. The spring schedule has placed
many of them in the very difficult position
of choosing between their jobs and the
a courses they need to prepare for the
bar examination. Commercial Paper and
Wills and Administration are going to
s be offered at 2p.m. and 3p.m. respectively
f on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
u
Behind the scheduling problem lies
official ambiguity over the law school
position on the role of student jobs
with local law firms . The ambiguity is
1 the result of two conflicting views on
student participation in an activity that
o· does not fall under "academic pursuits",
strictly construed. One outlook with
it considerable support is that law school is
·e. a time of intensive training in the theory
of law. Another view is that law school is
a training ground that should provide theo :i, ret ical and practical opportunities for
h the student. There is considerable support
for both positions. The practical imple~r. mentation of these concepts is the testing
r ground for each .
Practically speaking, to advocate a
purely academic approach to the study of
the l aw presupposes several factors. The
s first is that the school has an adequate facility to accomodate these legal scholars.
St. Mary's Law Library has less than 200
seats, not including the classroom, to
Is accomodate more than 600 students. The
or second presupposition is students attending
St. Mary ' s not only have adequate financial
resou rces to pay for the nearly $2400
ri· annual bill for tuition, fees and books but
also they have received enough to keep
themsel ves alive while they wrestle with
le gal theory. The third presupposition is
3. that all law students are scholars and they

can motivate themselves to grind through
legal tomes 12 hours a day for three years .
On the other hand, the advocate of the
mixture, legal theory and practicality, also
presupposes a number of practical aspects.
The first of the assumed facts is that a
clerking job offers real practical experience
to the working law student . This , of course,
varies with the lawyers who employ the
student and the confidence of the student
himself. The second assumption is the
work done in the law office will no t hamper
academic performance. Again this varies
with the student, the employee, and the
job responsibility . Lastly, there is the
See SCHEDULES, p. 18 .
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New Moot Court Coach
terest is to help make St • .Mary ' s thebes~ \,
By DONALD BAYNE

Mr. Morton Baird, coach of the St.
.Mary's National Moot Court Team predicts
that the advocacy programs being develop.e d
at St. Mary's Law School will out- shine all
others in Texas. Commenting on the enthu siastic support for moot court and mock
trial by Dean Raba and the law faculty,
Baird claims that "with this kind of commitment, St . Mary's will have the best advocacy program in the state." Baird noted
the outstanding calibre of the St. Mary's
student body, differentiating the students
from those at Texas, his alma mater, as
"harder working and more deeply com mitted."
Baird, an honor graduate of the University of Texas and the Texas Law School,
was recently selected by Raba to supervise
the St. Mary's Moot Court Team entered
in the NatioJ;lal Moot Court Competition.
Married to Ann Marjusrite Holmstrom,
Baird is as associate in the law firm of
Gochman and Weir, While a law student
at Texas, Baird was an active competitor
in moot court and mock trial, including
among his honors membership in the Order
of the Barristers and membership in the
only team in the history of the State Bar to
go undefeated in the six preliminary rou nds
of competition.
As a trial lawyer, Baird places particular emphasis on participation in mock
trial, explaining that it provides a superb
opportunity to develop and sharpen trial
skills. ••Mock trial is worth six months of
your life or more to prospective trial lawY erst Baird claims. He advises interested
freshmen to participate in the advocacy
[Jrograms as far as their academic pressures
will permit, by entering the freshman moot
court competition, observing the state and
national competitions, and volunteering as
witnesses for Mock Trial.
Baird notes with appreciation the invalu able advice· given the national team by Walker,
and the support and commitment demon strated by Raba, and looks forward to leading the law school to a position of pre eminence in advocacy. 11 My long term in-

school for advocates in the state. 11
In the past, academic credit has been
given for participation in the Norvell Con
petition in the spring . A trial advocacy
course is in the planning stages for next
fall. In addition, Charles Hardy has
succeeded in establishing a local chapter
of the Barristers, a National Honor socit
for Moot Court participants .
Baird points out , however, that parti.
cipation in Moot Court and Mock Trial Co
petitions are of long - term ben efit to the
student.
Experience in writing appellate
briefs, oral advocacy, and answering
rapid-fire questions are all skills prized
by practicing attorneys.
The Regional National Moot Court
competition will be in Dallas, the weekenc
of October 31 - November 2. Representin
St. Mary's will be Larry Likar , Jon Kelb
See MOOT COTTH !' , p. l ~
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Election Results
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Five freshman senators and one
honor court justice were elected three
weeks ago. The election included a
referendum on the special prosecutor
amendment to the Honor Code, and the
SBA constitutional amen dmen t to increas
class representation whil e abolishing
special interest representation. Both
provision s were passed.
Out of 274 eligible freshmen voters
2ll actually voted, yielding a turnout of
77. 9% . On the referendum, where all
671 law students were eligible to vote, tt
turnout was 337, or 50.2% of the student
body.
Eileen Sullivan, a 22 year old studet
from Pueblo, Colo·rado, tied for the leac
of the elected senators with 82 votes . ~
attended St. Mary College in Leavenworth, Kansas where she received a bac
lor's degree in Spanish. When question
as to her goals as a senator Eileen said,
11
1 don't believe it ' s valid to say that in
three years we will take the time to corn
municate, to apply the l aws or responsi
See ELECTION, p. 17
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: SBA Announces Plans
By JOSH BROWN

:n
This semester the Student Bar Associa•n tion is pursuing an active involvement in
community oriented programs and affairs .
· With the help of several hardworking individuals, the follo\ving programs have been
~ initiated; Mock Trial Program- under the
lf direction of Karleen Kaufman, a mock trial
script was written to be enacted before
~i· various high school government classes
...o throughout the city . Eight schools have
already asked that the trial be performed
te at th en
· respectlve
·
schools. Since the program will commence the week of Oct. 20,
d volunteers are urgently needed.
Constitutional Revision Symposium On Oct. 23 at 7 :00 p.m . in the law sc}lool
ld classroom building the Student Bar Associa:n: tion will sponsor an open discussion of the
1} pros and cons of the proposed new consti'i tution . Don Nicolini has secured the services of the following gentlemen: John Hill,
Attorney General, State of Texas; John
Onion, Presiding Judge, Court of Criminal
Appeals, against;Nelson Wolff, Member,
Citizens for a new constitution, for; .Manuel
DeBusk, Chairman Dallas County Democratic
Party, against;Henry Guerra, WOAI Radio,
Commentator-Moderator. These gentlemen
are travelling a long distance for this proas gram, therefore, a full house would be
appreciated.
Legal Ethics Symposium - Andy Leonie
has just completed preparations for this
discussion of Legal Ethics . Scheduled for
Nov. & at 7:00p.m. in the law school class room building. The panel includes the
th following: Morris Hassel, Ms . Shirley
nt Butts, Judge Fred Shannon, Abe Ribak, and
Rev . James A. Young S.M. Ph.D .
e~
Please plan to attend . A discussion of
ac Legal Ethics from various points of view
Sl should be very interesting.

~~ ~n .memoriam john waller

w e r e s a dd ened to h ea r of
the death of our fellow student,
Ill John Waller,
and extend our
;ib sin c e r e s y m path y to h i s fa m i 1 y •
d, We
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viewpoint
By MARY MULALLY

Several weeks ago the law school
bookstore took the long overdue action of
pulling locks from all u n paid lockers and
removing the contents until the key was
returned and t 11e fine paid or the locker
was properly rented for the fall semester.
Many students have expressed their
disagreement with this action. However,
to date, it is the only option that has produced results. In past semesters, the
books tore had hoped to collect fees and
unused keys by posting a list of names of
those using overdue lockers. T:2is list
has invariably been ignored. It has been
clear for sometime that some other, more
drasti c action was warranted. In my
opinion the action taken w as the onl}' fair
solution u nder the circumstances.
T h e fact is t h at once a locker is
rented the bookstore effectively loses
control. If t h e student choses not to pa y
each semester, or passes his key on to
a friend as a parting gesture on graduation
day, there is nothing that can be done -except to use the master key and pull t :-t e
lock. But, you may ask, why confiscate
a student's property? Such action is the
onl y practical and dfective way to get the
key back -- the bookstore has no duplicates
The chances of the key being returned
rise appreciably when the student knows
that the return of his books is contingent
upon the return of the key.
Perhaps you still sympathize with
the plight of the "confis catees. " Look
at it this way -- these students are using
a service with out paying for it. Many
students pay the locker fee each semester.
Wh y s hould they pay while their less honest fellows use this service free of charge
one semester after another? The bookstore has had numerous inquiries about
lockers this semester, but there are none
to be had. Why should they be denied
access to this service because some
students selfishly hoard the keys and
do not pay their fees? In my opinion it
is neither fair nor just.
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A Case of
LSD Elects first Woman PresldeJC~
Witan

By ROBERT HOBBS

First Impression
No. 999999
RE:
ESTATE OF
OLIVER WARBUCKS, DECEASED

I
I
I
I

IN THE PROBATE
COURT OF
BEXAR COUNTY
TEXAS

ORDER ON APPLICATION FOR PROBATE

I•

II

Q,, this the 1st day of October, 1975,
can e to be heard the written Application
filed herein on the 10ti1 day of September,
1975, by Little Orphan Annie Warbucks,
for the probate of a certain instrument in
writing, bearing the date of April 1, 1970,
filed herein v.ith said Application and nov.
produced in court, alleged to be the Last
Will and Testament of Oliver Warbucks,
and it appearing to the Court that citation
upo, said Application was issued and has
been served in the manner and for the time
required by law, and the Court having heard
and considered the evidence, makes the
follo\",ing findings, observations, and
orders:
Tne Court feels compelled to note
certain pee uliarities in this proceeding
and tLe instrument to which it relates.
Such instrument bears the signatures (or
mark, as hereinafter explained) of three
witnesses, all of whom appeared and testified at the hearing. The first, identified
only as The Asp, \\as of such sinister
appearance that the Court doubts his credibility . The second, known as Punjab,
seemed credible enough, but made it difficult for the Court to maintain the usual
decorum for which this Court is well
known, because the witness entered the
courtroom·, and remained, on his knees,
this posture being necessitated by the fact
that he is a giant, and by the fact that his
height was greatly accentuated by his wear-

See WARBUCKS, p. 16.
II

CHICAGO, Sept. 29 -- "The Law Stu.
dent Division has the potential to make
professional legal organizations more re; '
ponsive to the needs of the country, " say1 ,
Lynne Z. Gold, newly-elected president
of the American Bar Association 1 s 20 , 00( '
member Law Student Division, the nation
largest organization of law students .
Gold, 37, a third-year student at Vill:
nova Law School, Villanova, Pa. , is the
first woman to hold the office of Law Stud
Division president.
"My election," Gold said, " i s reflecti
of a change in the legal profession, which
is opening up to increased participation
by women and minorities. 11
She entered law school after raising
four children, being in theatre for 10 yea:
a nd for a year and a half, serving as
moderator of the television show, "Off
the Pedestal, 11 about women who have
chosen alternate life styles other than the
traditional housewise role . Her age was
not a barrier to her going to law school.
"People need to know that law schools are
accepting older women," Gold said .
She was graduated from Albright
College, Reading, Pa. , in 1973, ·where
she was valedictori an of her class . She
lives with her husban d and four children
(ages 11 to 18) in Valley Forge, Pa.
Gold succeeds David W. Erdman,
Georgetown Uni versity Law School, Wash
ington, D . C., as president of the ABA
law student group.
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Roy Barre~a, called by Texas Monthly
one of the top ten criminal lawyers in the
state and a past distinguished law alumnus
of St. Mary's, spoke at the initial luncheon
of the CRIMINAL LAW ASSOCIATION
last month. Barrear 1 s remarks centered
on the moral cons iderations and legal
ethics of representing a client who the
lawyer knows is "guilty as sinu. Stressing the difference between factual and
legal guilt, Barrera explained his theory
of "mental gymnastics 11 and his rationalization in maintaining ethical standards
when representing a guilty client .

1e
s

.S

The MOCK TRIAL Competition at St.
Mary ' s will begin with eliminating rounds
the first week of November. This year the
program, initiated only last year by the
Texas State Junior Bar, will be a national
competition. The Regional Meet will take
place in January, with the finals rounds in
Houston in February. The topic this year
is the strict liability of a landlord for
injuries suffered by a tenant during a robbery.
Due to the amount of time involved in
promoting this type of competition, the
participation is limited to 16 teams, and the
school competition will be run on a·singleshot elimination system. Only those who
win their round the first night will go on to
the second night, and so on, until one team
is chosen. In order to alleviate the inherent
weaknesses of this elimination system, a
second team will be chosen to represent
St. Mary's by a comm ittee composed of
facult y and members of the Moot Court
Board •
DELTA THETA PHI is having a Rush
Party Saturday night, November 8, 1975.
The party starts at 8:30 p.m. and is at
the party room of the High Ridge Apartments
at Callaghan and Fredricksburg Road.
There will be dancing, food and stimulating beverages.

7

Consumer Attorney Robert Thompson
called on the courts to require creditors
and sellers to strictly comply with the
Texas Deceptive Trade Practices at PAD's
recent Consumer Rights Seminar. He
warned that if substantial compliance
becomes the standard, the act will be
severely weakened as an effective consumer remedy.
Among other items, Thompson emphasized that anytime the term "substantial" is used in the legal sense, it
requires a court determination of the
issue, making the case "much more
speculative."
There was a large turnout for the
WOMENS' LAW ASSOCIATION Luncheon
October 1st to enjoy a roast beef meal
and listen to four speakers: George Long.
a private practitioner; Crawford Reeder,
former City Attorney and now chief of
the City Trial and Appellate Section; Jane
Macon, an Assistant City Attorney; and
Don Krause, Action Chief Attorney for
Bexar County Legal Aid. The topics
discussed included the challenges to
young lawyers, personal experiences in
the law profession and attitudes towards
women attorneys.

Where was Witan
This Month?

In the past year \1\ lT AN has had more than
a half dozen homes . As a continuing
feature we will offer these photo clues and
offer a prize to any non- staff per son who
guesses the correct location. This month •s
prize is a free lesson in newspaper layout.
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LETTERS, cont . from p. 2.
TO THE EDITOR:
Recently an edifice has been erected
which, in years to come, students will
take for granted,and not reall y know nor
desire to find out the true story behind
this project. They will inevitably look
upon it as another tribute to the power
of their tuition. Such is not the case,
however, for the new sign which proudly
proclaims, in a splendid architec tural
manner, that this is the LAW CENTER,
was the sole undertaking of our ''silent
partners.'' There has been little said
about these people to whom many of us
owe our entire success and even our
existence in law school.
How many students could endure the
trials , tribulations and f r ustrations which
daily confront this silent segment of our
student population? We all feel that
what we have to endure - -the boredom,
frustration and ~xhilaration of law school-is a Herculean task for which no sacrifice by these silent partners could be too
great. Their task, however, never ends
with an exam or the finality of "passing
the bar. 11 No, for when each of us is
admitted to the bar, the mistress whom
we have wooed for three years will become
our wife.
Law school is the mere courtship of this demanding and unforgiving
lady; the profession is the state of wedlock with her. After the hours of loneliness which were endured so that each of
us might achieve our dream of advocacy,
our silent partners have nothing to look
forward to other than a bigamous marriage
of their partner to the mistress whom
they have envied. The profession is even
more demanding than school, requiring
more loneliness of these partners. And
while we , the students, are experiencing
the thrill of a legal education our silent
benefactors untiringly labor at other
demanding professions - - nurse, teacher,
mother or wife.
The brilli ant masonry announcing
the LAW CENTER is a tribute to these
partners, our wives, who were the inspi-

ration behind the sign. TheWives C lub
is the organization respo n sibl e for this
crown of pride which has been added to o
law school. It is but a nother exampl e
of their ceaseless devoti o n to the dreams
ofthei rspou ses. Than kyo u , wives~'
J . Brian Sokolik

R
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Letter
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Delaware

By JOSEPH W. WE IK

of

Schweetheart,
th
Today, after six weeks of law school, A
one of my most confirmed be liefs was
in
shattered. It seems that I was operating U
under the fal se impression that Jack
P
Benny was alive and well, and was teach - n:
ing me Torts ever y Monday and Wednesda r;
Aside from the obvious resemblance, this F
belief was based on the fact that the class vr
is run like aT V game show. The players R
compete by feigning ignorance when called n:
on, thus trying to see how long they can b·
stay on their feet while the professor rant. P
and raves at them. Prizes are awarded in tr
two ways, the first being the chance at
ii
immortalit y in the footnotes of that great tl
epic, How To Get A 55. The second prize o
is awarded on the basis of an informal
s
wager made among the students, whereby t<
the student collecting the most "stand up" [
time wins a free weekend a t "Boystown." b
Today, I was finall y called on , but
V
feeling no desire to play the game, I tri ed ~
my best to give a straight answer. The
game, however, is no put-on, because
v
lunacy is the rule in Secti on C (Special
a
Class), and it is highly contagioJus. As a r.
s
See DELAWARE, P • 18.
s
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REVIEWS

Rustlers' Hill, A Th~illing Narrative of
The Texas Frontier, V .F. Taylor (Naylor
Co ., San Antonio , 1953), 210 pp.
By GEORGE SPENCER
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Philol ogists, bibliophiles, and students
of American literary history rejoiced in
the discovery of a work long thought lost.
Although postulated to be extant by students
in the field (e.g. , Goldtrieb , "The
Ur-Black Bart: Perspective on the Evidence,"
PMLA LXIX, 928 ff. ), it was not until last
month that Rustlers' Hill, A Thrilling Narrative of the Texas Frontier by Vincent
Frank Taylor was uncovered by clever investigators amid the musty shelves of the
Rare Book room of the downtown San Antonio Public Library. Scholars who have
been shown the work are unanimous in
praising it as an unheralded fountain of
the themes and characters which appear
in the bulk of "Western" literature during
the 1950 1 s. Dr. Hans Arsleff, professor
of American Literature ·at Harvard University, said the event is "clearly comparable
to the last generation's discovery of the
Dead Sea Scrolls • •• Rustlers 1 Hill will
be of immense value in the study of the
Western Novel . We're going to be working
with it for a long time. 11
The impact of Rustlers' Hill on previously accepted theories as to the genesis ·
and development of the Western Novel pro ..
mises to be immense, and will, no doubt,
spread to all phases of its study. Wholesale re-evaluation may be in order . Works
such as The Lone Ranger and artists
such as Zane Grey, long accepted as or1g1nal or independently creative, may have to
be re-classified as secondary and derivative,
or, as the experts are increasingly coming
to say, Neo-Taylor. The problems associated with the re-assessment are, of course,
enormous.
fhe following passage typifies the task
facing scholars:
[rhe hero, Texas nanger Jim Hill, and
his Indian friend, Todo, prepare their

9
equipment in anticipation of an expedition against Black Barton, the man respo·nsible for the massacre of Jim's
familyJ
Jim stood up, ch~cked hi!; ~· un5 and
looked at Todo, who was eying him
from head to toe.
"That Colt you gave me did its job,
Todo. I keep it in reserve with this
new one to break in. 11
11
Let Todo see Old Colt."
Jim walked over to his saddlebag
and drew out a holstered • 44 with dark
walnut grips and handed it to To do.
nseventeen," he counted off tiny
notches in the ends of the grips.
"Ranger shoot much. 11
"Everyone was in self-defense, Todo.
Todo grunted. "Good work. 11

Is it possible that Ranger and Todo
prefigure the classic duo, the Lone Ranger
and Tonto, or, even more exciting, does
Black Barton presage the ubiquitous Black
Bart? Unfortunately, experts are cur rently divided, and a satisfactory answer
will require decad-es of patient study .
The greatest puzzle however, is how
a work of the richness immediately apparent in Rustlers 1 Hill could have ever been
allowed to pass into obscurity . The answer
may lie in the book' s incredible inventiveness; it may have simply been ahead of
its time. Repetition in countless lesser
works has scarcely diminished the bol d ness and innovation displayed in i:he
following:
Pedro Roberto Urdanela Guerra
••• (was) a good horseman and
was handy with a long, thin-bladed
knife, especially when the back was
turned ••• None of the Americans
liked or trusted him . He could not
shoot a gun as well as they nor could
he hold as much liquor.
And again:
rrNow, Mose , you go and milk these
cows, feed the stock and hogs and then
go home. And if anyone asks you if you
seen me say 'no sir. 1 It may mean
See REVIEWS, p. I 5 .
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CONSTITUTION, cont. from p. 1.
er ed an administrative district for the
and Cinall y, the Circuit Courts whose
jurisdictions are limited to cases of a
lesser nature than those heard in District
Courts.
Under the unified judicial system,
all judges are required to be licensed to
practiced law and this reflects a
nationwide trend toward insuring each
citizen access to a lawyer judge. Under
the new constitution all judges will be
elected as they are under the present
constitution.
The new constitution requires the
state to bear the cost of the unified judi~ial
system, a feature that 'r ectifies the current problems imposed on local governments which, under the present constitution,
must devote a good chunk of their
budgets to covering costs of the courts.
The unified judicial system operates on
the thought that no court stand alone, a
point I'll cover later in this article, and
delegates authority to the Supreme Court
to provide for the efficient administration
of the unified court system.
THE SUPREME COURT
Texas now hold3 the dubious distinction
as one of two states in the entire country
that maintain two high courts. At the
present time, the Supreme Court handles
civil cases on appeal and the Court
of Criminal Appeals handles criminal
cases on appeal.
The new constitution will establish
the Supreme Court as the only court of
last resort in Texas. It will have the
authority to hear criminal and civil cases.
The 14 Courts of Civil Appeals will become Courts of Appeals heari~ both
criminal and civil cases. The Supreme
Court will be permitted to sit in sections
of not fewer than five judges, empowering
the Court if it chooses to divide responsibility between civil and criminal
matters.
In addition to being Texas 1 court of
last resort it also is charged with the
duty for efficient administration of the
judicial branch. Under the new constitution, every Court of Appeals is consid-

management of the trial courts. The
administrative judge for each district
shall be designated by Texas• Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court with the advise and
consent of the Senate.
The legislature is given authority to
create an agency of the judicial branch
to assist the Court in the administration
of the court system. A rule of adminis"~
tration may not be inconsistent with general u
law and would be effected with approval
b
of the Supreme Court.
1·
i:
COURTS OF APPEALS
0
The present 14 courts of Civil Appeals
0
will be known as Courts of Appeals, hearh
ing both criminal and civil matters. Moving
the logjam is the m ·o ving force behind
r
this innovation that 1 s adherad to by another g
48 states. The present Courts of Civil
a
a
Appeals provide more than enough "judge
power 11 for the people of Texas with its
14 Courts sitting 42 judges. States
with populations comparable to Texas
have Courts of Appeals hearing both
criminal and civil matters: California has
48 judges sitting on Courts of Appeals;
Ohio has 38; New York, 28; and illinois,
24.
Opponents of the new constitution
have stated that though there will be 14
Courts of Appeals hearing criminal
matters there will still be a logjam
because there can be an appeal to the
Supreme Court. In answer to this charge,
let me say that while there is a constitutional guarantee on the right of
appeal, nowhere is there a constitutional
guarantee to more than one appeal.
A superb advantage in the unified
judicial system is the Supreme Court's
authority to transfer cases between Courts
of Appeal and to also transfer judges
between the courts during times of
temporary overload.
Under the new constitution the Supreme
Court also has the authority to temporarily
assign trial cour t judges to any of the
Courts of Appeal. This authority will be
See CONSTITUTION, p. 12.
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For those interested in the fine arts,
there were tickets to the San Antonio Symphony donated by Judge Barlow and ticlt"ets to
a play donated by Joe Anderson. Of course,
for
those interested in a more private
When the Rockefellers wish to disshowing,
there was the team of Dean Harold
cretel y discard cast-off jewels or art
Toscanini Reuschlein and Thomas Armstrong
treasures, they call the Park Bennet GalBlack
in a duet entitled "Gregorian Chants
leries in New York, or for an international
to a Boogie Woogie Beat. 11
flair, Southby ' s in London . Many of the
While other items such as a tape reworld ' s most priceless articles have wound
corder , silver dish, a book, a letter, a
up on these famous auction blocks. The
shirt,
a tour, and even Sarge's dolls were
bidding is always cutting and cruel as col11
offered, it was undisputed that the donations
lectors, in the grip of "accession fever
of meals cause the most excitement. No
indulge in the atavism of collection. Lips
doubt, among the offerings of diner chez
of spectators tremble as an endless parade
Hobbs,
luncheon at La Luisianne with L.
of Chagalls, Cezannes, and Cellinis change
Wayne
Scott,
or Francisco's cookies, the
hands .
coup de gras of the evening was ''A Debutante
1g
Yet the thrill of accession was never
Dinner for Two with Cantu. 11 While not only
more strongly experienced than when the
being the largest single money raiser of the
gavel fell on some of St. Mary 1 s treasures
1
night, it was a dream come true for the
at the Womens Law Association Auction
of Professional Memorabilia . Vince Taylor, lucky deb who had spent that very afternoon
trying on dresses -- just in case. WIT AN
who donated the very ~tetson from which he
has pulled so many of his Con. Law lectures, plans to have a reporter on the scene when
Charles Cantu picks her up at the dormitory.
acted as auctioneer par excellance.
In his
In all the evening was a tremendous
own West Texas style he accepted the bids,
success for the WLA which gives them the
one by one. Yet, how can one put a price
financial
ability to continue their work -tag on lunch with Dean Raba? Or Edwin
which still remains a mystery to most. A
Schmidt's homemade ice cream? Or an
standing ovation is owed to the committee
Orville Walker sculpture?
who promoted the auction.
Perhaps one of the best buys of the
. , - - - - - - - · Mon.- Thur . Only ----- -~
evening was the item donated by Peter
Parenti, who gave his talents to prepare
Buy 1drink..
. . get 1 FREE! I
the highest bidder's income tax return.
with this ad
:
Imagine his surprise to find out that.the
20)1
winner has a business with long term capI
ital gains exceeding his short ter-m capital
I
losses, Section 1231 property and has been
I
taking a straight line depreciation on his
I
good will since 1950 .
I
James Castleberry's donation of a
I
two hour concentrated property lecture
I
should put the lucky winner on an equal
I
par with those who have taken several of
I
his property courses.
I
A.A . Leopold donated a smoked turkey
I
e fully dressed . We can only hope that
1
I
doesn 1t mean it is wearing Hush Puppies.
I
y
For the sportsman there was Colonel
I
Godwin's golf lesson, which included a
I
golf cart, personal instruction by the
I
Colonel, and free hospitalization insurance.
I

BOMBAY
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CIR CUlT COURTS
With the new constitution, the state
a fair boon during the initial transfer by
trial courts of limited jurisdiction known
bringing in the expertise of criminal trial
as Circuit Courts may be created by the
judges to expedite the smooth flow of the
legislature and will handle cases of a
case load.
lesser nature than those assigned in the
District Courts. A Circuit Court may
DISTRICT COURTS: QUALITY --NOT
c
serve more than one county; however, no
QUANTITY
1<
county may be served by more than one
Over the years special District
r
Circuit Court. The upshot is that the
Courts--such as those for domestic relaCircuit Court system will operate in am
~
tions, juveniles, specially designated
ner similar to the District Court system -·
probate and some criminal courts--have
a
where
the quality of the legal system is
been created to handle the case loads that
1
enhanced b y increasing the number of
had burgeoned to numbers that would have
s
swamped the other courts. The case load
judges to as many as are warranted by the
a
workload. Circuit Courts, like District
of a special court today may be half that
it
Courts , will distribute the case loads to a
number it was ten years ago, while in
lj
balanced number of cases per court.
other special courts , the number of cases
e
A thought for the future is that the
may have doubled.
~
Circuit Courts will eventually supplant
Such special District Courts will be
v.
our present and fragmented County Court
absorbed into the unified judicial system
u
as courts of general jurisdiction and, of
system .
c
course , all judges with a special mastery
COURTS OUTSIDE THE UNIFIED JUDI
in certain legal areas will still be applying
SYSTEM
0
their skill to their specialties . Cases indeed
The 254 constitutional County Courts
s
will be assigned to judges with recognized
will remain outside the unified judicial
iJ
abilities in special areas of law.
system and, as the new Circuit Court sys
c
One District Court per judicial district
is implemented, these County Courts
f,
with as many judges as are necessary to
will probably be abrogated .
n
handle the case load is the future vision
Under the new constitution Justice of
of the unified judicial system.
Peace Courts will continue and, instead of P
l\
The ne'.v constitution 1 s unified judicial
the present constitutional requirement for
s
system will balance the slack and the
four Justice of the Peace Courts per c
s
overflow by vesting authority with the
the new constitution reduces the provisions C
Supreme Court to distribute caseloads evenly to one per county, assigning discretion to
c
between judicial districts and transfer
increase the number of courts to the co
tl
judges 11 TDY'' .between judicial districts.
See CONSTITUTION,
~~~~~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~ y
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"the Professors..e

a brief discussion, it is agreed that the
remaining two will greet the day in about
seven hours, and Mr. Reeder was tactfully
admonished concerning his sleeping habits
ly CLAUDE DUCLOUX
(as only Joe Anderson can admonish: "You're
Most law students take for granted the
crazy~ Go to sleep!").
competence (sic) and expertise which their
The next day is filled with the gallant
law professors demonstrate in the classendeavors of the three woodsmen. Joe sugroom. But few of us realize that our law
gests they take the 15 mile hike into the
professors are truly well rounded indiviinterior. At this point Judge Barlow conduals with a variety of interests, talents,
vinces his compatriots that one should stay
and (incredibly enough) shortcomings!
with the campsite ("Ah'rn not hikin' no damn
Lest their occassional imperfections out15 mahls!'')•
shine the brilliance of their little known
So off the other two went, no doubt dropavocations, the roving reporter will attempt ping breadcrurnbs behind them to find their
in the corning months to bring you highway back agaiJl. And return they did, somelights of less celebrated (than what? )
what worse for the wear, but eager to reevents in the lives of the Law School Staff.
count their experiences, which they did
Keep in mind that these are the same men
between footbaths and bottles of pure oxygen.
who dazzle us with their delivery and bring Imagine their delight when they discovered
us into that wonderland of restatements,
that Judge Barlow had fixed them an exquisite
codes , and Carbolic Smoke Balls.
meal over the campfire ("What is that junk?")
A look at a few summer vacations may
Judge thought it unnecessary to give any
offer helpful insight into what the profes explanation other than, "But Ah Lahk Chineez
sionallegal mind does for relaxation. For
See PROFESSORS, p. 15.
instance, did you realize that on this very
campus, in our very midst, exist three
fellow campers extraordinaire. The three
musketeers of the campfire, the trilogy of
poison sumac? Let me tell you, Rocky
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
100 ST. CLOUD
Mountain National Park will never be the
same after the auspicious visit of Joe Ander734-7361
Member F. D. I. C.
son, Judge James Barlow, and City Attorney
Crawford Reeder (guest professor for Municipal Corporations). In order to understand
the true glory of the voyage, imagine, if
STUDENT ACCOUNTS WELCOME!
you will, Judge Barlow's oft-repaired Dodge
trekking the 1, 000 mile drive at a steady
y- NO SERVICE CHARGE
50-55 mph ("Please speed up, Jim~ No fool
would stop a car with Judge ' s plates! Hell,
Y' NO MINIMUM BALANCE
you go faster than this down Hillcrest to
schooH "). Those of you riding behind Judge
Barlow may have often wondered about his
obvious talent for the track.
Arrival in the midst of pines, and the
tent is quick! y erected with the minimum of
profanity. Crawford Reeder insists on
sleeping outside. The stillness of the wee
hours is only broken by the sound of CrawWhtrf? Courtf?sy
• Is Contagious
ford Reeder arising to meet the day, which
will break in about three hours. ("Didn 1t I
tell you? I always get up at 2 a.m."). After

"Deliverance" Revisited
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CONSTITUTION, cont. from p. 12
commissions. Unlike Circuit Court judges ,
Justices of the Peace are not required
to hold a law degree.
The Municipal Courts also fall outside inclusion in the unified judicial
system and incorporated municipalities
are authorized to create the municipal
courts. While they have no civil jurisdiction, they do have jurisdiction over
traffic violations within the town or
city, as well as jurisdiction over municipal
ordinances that provide for criminal
penalties. Under the new constitution, Municipal Courts have concurrent
jurisdiction with Justice of the Peace
Courts under state law on cases within
the city and where punishment is by a
fine not exceeding 200 dollars. Like
Justices of the Peace, Municipal Court
judges are not required to hold a law
degree.
THE STATE'S RIGHT OF APPEAL
What the new constitution 1 s provision
for a right to appeal by the state means is
this: When the accused is found not
guilty by a trial cou r t, the state cannot
appeal the decision. Now, when the
constitutionality of the statute (by which
the accused was brought to trial) is brought
into question, the state can appeal the
decision rendered by a judge of the District,
Circuit or lowe-r courts to the Court of
Appeals. When the accused is found
guilty in the trial court and then appeals
the decision to the Court of Appeals
WOMEN'S LAW ASSOCIATION

bus to
wurst test
Frirlay, October 31, 7Pm

TICKETS MUST 6E
PURCHASED BEFORE TRIP
Price: $3.00 per person

and the Court of Appeals overturns the
decision of the trial court, then the
state can appeal to the Supreme Court.
Because there are many different Courts
of Appeals, there are just as many ways
to interpret the law and under the unified
judicial system, final authority on the
final decision is vested with the Supreme
Court.
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APPEALS FROM ADMINISTRATIVE
RULINGS
p
It's called trial de novo and it's
J
provided as a check against the power
S
of administrative rulings. The new
t:
constitution guarantees the people ' s right 1
to appeal an administrative ruling to
C
the courts. Up to this point, the adminis - C
trative power of many agencies has been 5
a source of no small disenchantment, for : 1
too many times agency administrators-who are, by the way, not elected--have
affected the lives of many people by a
simple flick of their pens. The new consti~
tution guarantees a new trial in a court
that seats a judge (who is elected) .

THE REMOVAL OF JUDGES
The present constitution provides two .
routes for removing judges from office.
The first is laborious and time-consuming,
the second is laborious and costly. This
weighty procedure gave Senator John
Traeger accurate cause to say that
judicial impeachment's a bit like 11 tryin~
to kill a fly with a sledge hammer. rt
The new constitution treats the
matter in a far more efficient manner,
simply directing the legislature to _p rovide by law for the removal, suspension
or censure of Justices of the Supreme
Court, judges and Justices of the Peace.
These are the major changes the new
constitution brings to the judicial system
of Texas. To sum it all up, these changes
present an organized and strengthened
judicial system and allow more flexibility
in the laws concerning the judiciary. More•
over, they eliminate the statutory- type
material that exists in the present constitution and make commendable strides in
delivering the Texas judicial system into
the Twentieth Century.

WI tan
MOOT COURT, cont. from p. 4 .
and Chrys Lambros, winners of the school
competition i n September . Bill White's
brief on the anti- trust problem was chosen
as the best of the competition. In an effort
to improve the team ' s performance, the
members are writing a composit brief for
the first time under the direction of Baird
to enter in the meet.
Baird 1 s as sociati.on with the moot court
program began through his friendship with
John Scarzafava who was a member of the
St. Mary ' s team to the state competition
this summer. Aft~r coaching John private ly, he volunteered his services to Professor
Orville Walker and Charles Hardy, Moot
Court Board Chairman.
REVIEWS, cont . from p. 9 .
Pat's life. You did not see me, remem-

ber that. 11
11 Yas, Sah.
I ain't seed you, naw
11
sah.
11
That 1 s the boy. Now go . 11
The excitement in the academic com munity genera ted by the discovery of
Rustlers 1 Hill remains unabated, and the
subtleties of language and brilliant characterization displayed in those passages sug' gest why. As of yet, the work has been
available only to scholars, but an edition,
with introduction by Sir Edwun Heskyns,
has been promised by the .Modern Library
in time for the Christmas season •

.e•

ts·

PROFESSOHS, cort. from p. 13.
Food! 11 One can only wonder what their egg rolls and Chop Suey tasted like over a spit.
What campers really enjoy though is getting around the ol 1 campfire and talking
about nature and the forest. The whole evening our outdoorsmen took themselves away
from it all, concentrating on the functions
of the city attorney's office and reforms in
the penal system. This encouraged them to
retire early, and Mr. Reeder, determined
to sleep later, took a cozy spot again outside
the tent.
It was useless. Sure enough, in the predawn hours he was up again. This time,
however, nature helped him. A wild hailstorm turned his otherwise comfortable
sleeping bag into a primitive waterbed of
sorts, and he took his place among other
waterborne greats, floating down the
hillside. Thinking quickly, his trained
legal rnind springing into action, he sought
the refuge of the tent. There he found
Judge Barlow wringing the water out of
his bedroll which had become drenched due
to a breach of warranty of the tent manufacturer.
And so, our happy wanderers spent
the remaining days of their vacation alter nately freezing and drying off from the
constant rain. Sound like fun? If so, get
your reservations in early. Mr . Reeder's
trying to talk them into going again n ext
year.
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WARBUCKS, cont. from p. 6 .
ing a tall turban, which he refused to remove despite repeated requests by the
court. He further violated the rules of this
court by wearing a large scimitar, which
he likewise refused to remove. In view of
the witness's size and appearance, the
bailiff's reluctance to enforce the Court ' s
request for removal of the turban and
scimitar was understandable. The Court
intends to request that the County Com missioners raise the alread ~ generous
height of the courtroom's ceilings, and that
the ) hire Punjab as a bailiff, or someone
of equal size and strength, to enable the
Court to cope with future incidents of this
nature should they, God forbid, arise.
The third signature, or mark, on the
Will, \vas in the form of the impression of
a dog's footprint. This impression pre~ents a question of first impression.
Is
a dog's footprint valid as the signature of
a '"itnes s to a will? If the Court seems a
1i ttle confused at this point, it is because
the Court ''as considerably shaken by these
entire proceedings.
Sec. 59 of the Texas Probate Code requires that a non-holographic Will be attested to by two or more "credible witnesses
above the age of 14 years who shall subscribe their names thereto in their own
handwriting . . . " It should be noted
that the quoted portion says nothing about
"persons. " The footprint in question was
alleged!~ made by a dog named Sandy, who
\\as also named as an alternate executor
in the Will. Can a dog be a "credible
witness" under the portion of the Probate
Code above quoted? Does his footprint
constitute "handwriting? 11 Only the Shadow
k nows - t his Court certainly doesn't. As
to whether Sandy satisfies the 14- year age
requirement, the undisputed testimony,
however incredible, was that Sandy was at
least 50 years old at the time he attested
the Will.
The Court was not helped by the manner
in which Sandy answered the questions propounded to him. When asked if he attested
the Will, he answered "Arf." When asked
if he had not attested the VI ill, he again
answered "Arf." In fact, he answered

"Arf 11 to every question asked him, whetheti
phrased in positive or negative form. His 't
testimony would seem to be self-contradic h
tory.
~0
The testimony of Little Orphan Annie
'Y
was not much more helpful, consisting
ar.
mostly of exclamations such as "Leapin' ca
Lizards." The Court is also disturbed by
testimony that Annie, like Sandy, is over
50 years old, although t he Court takes
pz
judicial notice of the fact that she appears ~e
to be a child of tender years.
~
For the above and other reasons, the "'c
Court feels that the case, like Annie, has 0
not been fully developed, and that addition{e
hearings will be necessary, as hereinafte~· c
ordered, before a final decision can be
e
reached. For the guidance of the parties
the y are advised that the Court is beginninL c
to entertain doubts as to the testamentary h
capacity of the decedent. The fact that he e
associated with The Asp, Punjab, Sandy, t
and Annie, and that he named Sandy as an ~a
alternate executor, indicates that he may
have been some kind of weirdo or somethin
:rhe Court's m~nd is fu~ther boggled by ~
testimony concermng ~he s 1ze and extent o
the decedent's estate. If the testimony is
to be believed, the estate tax alone would t:
1
be enough to retire the national debt, whid.
0
indicates that the United States of America
should be made a party to this proceeding, e
in order to protect its interests both in the t
potential taxes and in the international and
diplomatic repercussions which may result s
from Warbuck's death, if he is in fact dead ;i
The latter remark is prompted by evidence r
that he has many times disappeared under >!
circumstances indicating his certain death, 's
only to reappear later wearing his accus tamed tuxedo and diamond stickpin.
It is, accordingl y , ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED:
1. That this hearing be, and it is
~
hereby recessed until 9:00 a.m.
s
November 1, 1975;
fc
2. That the proponent take such steps
as are necessary to interplead the
United States of America as a part o
hereto, and that the Clerk of this :i
See WAR BUCKS, P• 17. 7
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!e LECTION, cont. from p . 4.
8

~ties for values that we're learning now.

cne kind of results we will be 'W'Orki,ng
for in the legal profession will be measured
'JY our awareness now of those around us
and our willingness to work for communication . ''
y

Bob Judd also received 82 votes. At
Bob is the oldest of the freshmen
enators . He also is the only one married .
5
~ter obtaining a bachelor's degree in
E'conomics from Ohio State he attended
'outhern
Methodist University where he
3
n< eceived an MBA in Real Es late & Finance.
~r It-or three years he has been involved in
eal estate development . His campaign
~latform was one of 11 practical issues".
n~~ob wants to insure that the lockers in
, he classroom buildin g are operable and
e ~e also wants to work on developing a law
hudent intern program, where credit
~an be obtained for clerking.
1
~2,

Third in the amount of votes received

in~as Stephen Said with 71 votes . A 22 year
>'i ld native of Dallas, he received his BBA

~ Personnel Management from North Texas
; tate University in Denton. He is very
· lnuch concerned with Legal Aid, having
ch o- authored a bill establishing legal
:a ervices through the student government
~~ t NTSU .
1e
Sue Andrews received 62 votes. She
d
tt sa recent graduate of St. Mary's Univer1
ad )ity where she received her degree in
:e Fnglish . While an undergraduate, she
r >erved on the stude nt senate. Her home
:h, s Fort Worth, Texas.
0

Last on the list of senators is James
f,.ittle, 23, with 57 votes. He is a graduate
f UT- Austin with aBBA in Marketing .
·ames also says he is interested in Legal
f\id . While at UT he was president of thP.
Silver Spurs , a group operating projects
[or retarded children.

s
e
Jimmy DePetris, 22, won his seat
lrt on t he Hon or Court after a r un off el ec :ion with Ronald Schmidt, win ning 85 t o
11.79. He js a native of Dallas , and a gradu at e
af SMU .;

Election Code Changes
A reorgani zation of Senate represen tation and a new e l ection code will change
the Senate and the procedure for el ection.
A referendum was passed removing organization representation in the Senate
and increasing the number of class senators
from 5 to 7.
Several changes in the Election Code
were enacted to clarify ambiguities:
• Election contest procedure: A written
compl aint alleging the violation must be
made within 24 hours to election committee
chairperson for a decision with right of
appeal to the Senate on written notice there of to the chairperson and SBA vice pre::.ldent.
• A violation of the Election Code shall
positively result in removal of the c·a ndidate from the ballot and disqualification.
Disqualification of election committee
members running for office or participating
in a campaign from serving on the commit tee until after involvement in the outcome
of the election ceases .
• Vacancies for class senators and
honor court justices will be filed during
the year through committee nomin ation
and roll- call el ection by the Senat e .
See CODE, p. 18 .
W ARB UCKS, cont. from p . 16 .
Court forward a copy of this order
to the United States Attorne y for
Western District of Texas.
The Court and its staff having been
compl etel y undone b y these proceedings, it
is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED and
DECREED that this court will stand i n
recess for the next two weeks, in order
that all may recover their composure.
All matters scheduled for hearing during
such peri od are hereby postponed indefi nitel y.
ENTERED this 1st day of October, 1975.
/s/ Mercif ul E . J ustice
J UDGE
-- -- - __ ----..J

18
CODE, cont. from p. 17.
• No person shall run for more than
one office .
• No person can serve as senator for
the same class for more than one year .
• A petition of candidacy is no longer
required to state the candidate's overall
average .
• Candidates must authorize disclosure
of fact they are a full time student with
minimum over - all 70 average.
SCHEDULES, cont . from p. 3.
view that practical experience in a job
situation is not only non- detrimental , but
a positive learning experience that shapes
professional goals.
The law school administration has
until recently maintained a night school
where part- time students could obtain
legal training. Like many other law
schools, St. Mary's has realized the
necessity of making law school a full - time
occupation. Unofficial discouragement
of part- time work through inconvenient
scheduling does not recognize the problem
faced by working students on low or non existent incomes, nor is it in any way encouraging the pur suit of legal scholar ship. When asked if he would comment
upon the schedules Dean Schmidt replied
that he would no longer give interviews to
the Witan . Dean Schmidt added that he
had been misquoted by the paper everytime
he had been interviewed, therefore , he
had nothing to say . So it appears that the
schedules will stand and the ambiguity
will remain .
~

DELAWARE, cont. from p. 8.
result, I completely botched the facts,
mangled the reasoning and missed the
issue . When the professor finished humi liating me, I was only consoled by the fact
that I had been on my feet for 4 7 minutes ,
27 seconds, thus shattering the school
record set by Melvin Snerd in 1971. (The
national record was set by Howard Cosell,
who once "B.S. ' ed"a class for 5 hours, 12
minutes . He stopped only to go to the
bathroom) .
The professor, being a kindly soul ,
gave me one l ast chance at a reprieve by
asking the innocent questio n: "Who won
the case? 11 With my bachelor •s degree in
statistical analysis, I. immediately ascer tained that I had a 50 - 50 chance of getting
the answer correct. I employed the most
scientific means of obtaining the correct
answer by clenching my fists and quickly
reciting a verse of "eanie meanie, miney
moe 11 • When finished, I proud! y replied
"My left hand, er, ah, the plaintif£. 1 1 When
the professor roared back "balderdash 11
'
I immediately knew that I had come up one
eanie meanie short.
As I left the class, I was so dejected
t~at I felt like the lady in Dallas who gave
buth to an eleven pound ear and exclaimed
"What could be worse", whereby the doctor
repli ed " It's deaf".
Well, I've got to go now. Schee ya,
schweetheart. I miss you r face (a nd both
yo u r chin s ) .
L uv ,
H. Bogart

~
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Do Numbe rs A lone Mean Quality?

School Scores Low In Resources
The publication of the November issue of
the Student Lawyer brought some sobering
statistics to the attention of law students at
St. Mary's and other schools across the
aation. In an article entitled How Does Your
Law School Measure lip?. Charles D. Kelso,
professor of law at Indianapolis Law S<·hool,
purports to rank law schools throughout the
ution by means of raw data covering the
lize of the student population, the faculty
n and the law library. From these criteria,
ree ratios are formulated: student/faculty,
udent/volumes in the library. Each of the
tegories is weighted from one to eight. A
ary with over 130.000 volumes, for
mple, is rated "1", and a library with
wer than 30,000 volumes is rated "8".
Kelso's study has appeared in other
blications, most recently in Learning and
e Law, and was reported in the October
t75 issue of the New York Law Rcview.
hile disclaiming that his work is a
litative ranking. Kelso does believe that
study "presents data which relate to
ucational quality." Thus, quantitativc data
indicative of quality education. Utilizing
standard of measurement, Kelso has
ced three schools provisionally approved
r 1967·68 in the "A" range, Davis. Maine
Brigham Young, while Dickinson, John
shall and St. Mary's are relegated to the
· range. There arc several explanations
this. First, raw data is not useful without
boration and, second, the study itself is of
tionable importance.
It should be noted that tHree of Kelso's
es relate to the student and faculty
ulation, while the other three directly
te to the sizl' of the law library.
ordingly, it is important to consider
factors that may a1.:c:ount for low
ent/faculty rc.tios and high volumes
nts in some mstances, and how a high
me count alone IS without significance in
uring the quahty of a given collection.
The study gives St. Mary's credit for only
out of 19 full·time faculty members.
ministrators are not countt•d as full time
ty unless they actually teach.Apparenour administrators were erronPously
'tted since they meet the requiremt'nts
full-time faculty status. This does not
that a significant difference in our
ing would have heen achieved because

By Don Maison and Barbara Rosenberg
it would have raised our standing by only
one point.
The real problem with regard to Kelso's
category of faculty size (and consequently
his ratios of student/faculty and faculty/
volume) is that it is not an accurate measure
of teaching faculty. While adjunct professors
are excluded from any consideration as
teaching faculty, professors that are not
administrators and who don't teach but
instead hold prestigious "chairs" in many
large universities are counted and diminish
the student/faculty ratio. Consequently,
small and mid-sized law schools are at an
obvious disadvantage here.
The single variable significantly affecting
our law school in Kelso's study is the size
(volume count) of the library. Saint Mary's
was given a four in Kelso's scale, meaning
that the library size was within the
parameters of 55,100 and 70,000 volumes.
Although there is no mistake in this
category, it is important to consider the fact

that there is no uniformity among t he 158
accredited law schools in the manner in
which volumes are counted.
For example, some law school libraries
that arc federal government depositories
include these document~ in their volume
count. Although Saint Mary's University is a
government depository, the fact that the
documents themselves are housed in t he
academic library which is only a few steps
from the doors of the law library is
presumably of no benefit to our stude nts,
according to Kelso. The same is t r ue with the
Laredo archives which are also kept in the
academic library. If these materials were
counted, our library size would double.
Whilt> it may be fun to play with numbers,
to do so ignores the fundamental issues. Is a
volume count alone indicative of a quality
law library? A school with 20 sets of t he
National Reporter System could repor t a
(Continued On Page 3)

taw School Service Fee

By Jim Seifert
were being paid by the law students
At registration time in the St. Mary's
separately from their tuition; this total is
School of Arts and Sciences, School of
appropriated from the tuition paid by the
Bu:>iness Administration, and Graduah•
law students to the various Student
School, students pay their tuition, parking
Personnel Services (SPS) organizations,
fees, and a separate fee for student services.
services. and activities that the fee funds.
At the Law School the situation is the same
The effect of this technique was to absorb
except that there is no separate fee for
the fee expenses in the increased law t uition.
student services paid to the Umversity.
Despite a tuition increase for the rest of the
However. the law school, contrary to popular
school nt the same time, the fee was not
opinion, is assessed such a fee. and it has
dropped or incorporated into the tuition.
never ceased to exist.
The assessment for the fee in the law
In the 1974-1975 school year, the lime of
school is similar to the system, used by St.
the last law school tuition increase ($55 to 70
Mary's before the late 1960's to fund
per ~emester hour) a mild uproar of
activities. The amounts needed were simply
displeasure from the law students upset at
allocated from general university funds, 62%
not receiving services geared to them
of whtch presently comes from tuition and
resulted in the removal of the separate
the rest primartly from investments and
charge for the fee. The fee, however, is still
development office fund·raising. To an
collected (per semester: $30 for dorm
extent the same practice still holds.
studenlll, $20 for full time ~tudents, and $10
The student service fee is inadequate to
for part time students). The change offered
pay for the services it was meant to cover.
in 1974 involves tlpe \lflix~sjty1 ~4:Ull}tion of
(Continued Oo Page 31
the fees ($30, $2~Wlbc !ldrU.Itst'libhiy
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Scholarships
Available

EDITORIALS

By Barbara Jones

The WITAN ha~ come of age! No longer
can it be described simply as a "newsletter".
The WITAN is a NEWSPAPER. The
conversion from the old hand-made
newsletter format to the present newspaper
type was primarily dictated by the
breakdown of the one and only typewriter in
our service. The conversion has other
advantages not the least of which is the
reduction of our layout lime. Those outside
of thr Law School who encounter the
WITAN will be more positively impressed
by the professional new look than they would
havt' been by the old amateurish format.
A ncwspapl·r can serve a vital role in
developing and sustainin~ot a positive image
about a Law Schnol. Don Maison and Barb
Rosenberg in tht• article on the recent
"Student Lawver" evaluation of Law Schools
do a superb job of critically evaluating the
study, and making a case for St. Mary's
deserving a higher rank. Their article also
provides :some constructive criticism on real
improvement at tht! School of La".

Also with this issue of the WIT AN Don
Maison, who has successfully shepherded
this newspaper through its major growth
period, ends his term as Editor-in-Chief.
Don was one of a farsighted few who,
recognizing a need at St. Mary's Law School
for a forum of student expression, filled it
with WITAN. This act did not win for him
the endearment of all.
The role of a worthy student newspaper as
a catalyst is not easy. Of necessity it must be
informative and analytical. This means that
sometimes toes will be stepped on, but it also
means that at times backs will be patted.
Amid all this stepping and patting thrre is a
responsibility to maintain a sense of
integrity and objectivity.
Don would defer much of the credit since
WITAN is really the product of many, but he
did establish the pace and refine the spirit.
He and others on the staff graduate this
December; we wish them the good life.
A.D.L. III
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Fifteen hours at seventy dollars an
adds up to a pretty large amount. ...,,,......... ~.
seeking relief from this expense
obtain a scholarship.
U rM.... ft.,&~o~•••
however, scholarships are hard to come
our current economic situation. It won't
to try for one; all you need to know Is
and where.
The Scholarship Committee of the
of Law awards scholarships whenever
have the avaihible funds. Notices are
on all bulletin boards when appm:a~•on~
being accepted. Although there is no
and fast rule applications are
accepted once in the fall and once
spring.
When the appropriate notices are
the student should obtain an " .n .•mu..:n1.1uu
Scholarship" at the Information
Administration Building. Then the form
filled in and submitted to the Chairman
the Scholarship Committee, Mr. James
Godwin. Although there are
scholarship funds from which the o.:u•um•-,..J
draws its resources, the student should
apply for aid from a particular fund, but
from the committee in general. All
applications are evaluated on grade
average, extra curricular activities of
and need.
Students selected by the Committee
awarded scholarships of varying """'n"'IUsually, anywhere from thirty-five to
students receive assistance. There just
not enough funds available to
everyone that applies. However, Mr.
invites anyone that is in need of ,..,.••,,umeeiM
discuss the matter with him. Perhaps he
suggest other avenues of relief and help
student work something out.
One should note that the
Committee of the School of Law is
and distinct from the Financial Aid
St. Mary's University. The student
precluded from applymg tor a1d from
office as well.
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Law School Service Fee

The fee has not been raised since its
inception in the late sixties and it was based
an the 6000 enrollment projected by the
school at the time.
Inflation and a substantially smaller
enrollment has instead resulted in the funds
.,, being inadequate to pay for all the services,
~~resulting in a cutback in fee-financed
\ &ctivities. The Diamondback and Law
:1 Journal are two examples of activities no
:· longer financed by the fee. The
piamondback was made to go self-suppor~1ting;
the Journal is now supported to great
0
extent by money coming from general
university funds.
oc The question of whether the fee is actually
te f any aid to law students is a debatable
fe question. Whether the university varsity
~sports, the Rattler, the Student Senate (with

~
~

slim, however, since university funds don't
return to activities strictly related to the
school they come from. The activities must
be paid for somehow; the funds for them
must be taken from university funds as a
whole, of which law tuition is part of an
indistinguishable mass.
More likely, though never seriously
considered, would be the dropping of the
separate fee at the undergraduate and
graduate levels at the time of a substantial
tuition increase, as happened with the law
school. All services and activities would then
be paid from general university funds, as is
already done with over half the departments
under SPS.
Whatever is done to change the fee
collection method or to abolish it, the effect
would be cosmetic. The services and
activities are there, are not completely
self-sustaining, and money from the
university to support them must come from
somewhere--even the law school.

(Continued From Page 1)

!izeable collection, but one that is of
utility or quality. It is beyond a
.loubt that those law schools with collections
t 1of more than 150,000 volumes have
l)lt presumeably fine collections, but such a
~u; resumption would be dangerous to use in
lu 1•aluating the quality of a medium sized
~~uestionable

r

l~~ ~llection.
~ri

e For example, the University of Utah Law
II al1Jbrary contains a collection of some 148,000
tnt 'Olumes [68 Law Library Journal 169
ort 975)). The same library also houses a
a Hleral government depository. Assuming
?.Si ~at the depository size is equivalent to the
lw~eat St. Mary's University depository, and
~ ~at it is used in a volume count, their
ca ollection without the documents would be
t nly 78,000 volumes. Undoubtedly, Utah's
A" rating would be affected if their volume
sb'~unt was determined in the above manner
a ince three of Kelso's scales are directly
ce lated to a volume count). This would not be
10 ~e case with regard to a law library the size
'th Berkeley, which has a collection of 318,000
olumes.
While the value and the accuracy of
!- elso's study is questionable, it does reflect
~e fact that considerable attention must be

I
!

School
Baylor
Houston
St. Mary's
S.M.U.
South Texas
Univ. of Texas
Texas Southern
Texas Tech

~

(Continued From Pagel)
activities such as movies, coffee houses,
concerts, speakers) are applicable to the law
student is a valid question. On the other
hand, Jaw students could participate in the
Student Senate or Rattler; their presence is
welcome in both and their active presence
would make their content more law oriented .
The possibility has been mentioned in the
last two Student Bar Association meetings of
a possible "law student" service fee of $1-2
per semester to be channeled solely to law
student activities through a source other
than the office of the dean, hopefully the Law
Student Senate. This would be an
"in-addition-to-tuition" assessment. SBA
officers would be anxious to get student
reaction to this possibility.
The possibility of droppmg the present
law school student service fee assessment is

Low Scores

h

II

3

given to our library. It must become our first
priority. St. Mary's budgeted only $70,000
during 1974-'75. Baylor, the only school in
Texas that budgeted less to their library,
serves a student population considerably
smaller than our own. Our collection, based
on an actual physical count, numbered 60,559
at the end of 1973-74, fewer than all Texas
.Schools with the single exception of Texas
Southern University School of Law. The
need for a vigorous funding program for our
law library can best be seen when our
figures are compared with those of other Jaw
schools in Texas.
There are positive features to our law
library as it exists, and in some areas our
collection is good, but overall the need for
expansion is great. What is needed is not a
Kelsonian numbers game approach to
expansion but rather an accessioning plan
that will broaden the areas that are
presently neglected. Moving documents
within the physical structure of the law
library and the acquisition of additional
reporters would not serve to increase the
quality of our collection since the law student
has access to these materals. To do this
would merely give undue credibility to Kelso
and his study.

TEXAS LAW SCHOOL LIDRARIES
Total volumes
Budget
$Spent
al end of 1973-74
1973-74
1974-75
$ 73,051

$ 28,789

$ 31,297

123.377
60,559
190,000
91,078
306,036
40,589
99,080

108,000
60,000
84,500
100,000
140,000
110,969
100,000

110,049
59,923
96,543
93,648
145,776
39,848
108,308

Budget
1974-75

$ 27,074
100,000
70,000
127,801
71,000
140,000
86,792
100,000

Source: 67 Law Library Journal 296 (1974), 68 Law Library Journal 167, 169 (1975).

CaveH
Review
By Mark Stoltz

Cavett by Dick Cavett and Christopher
Porterfield (New York: Bantam Books,
1974], 374 pp. paperback.
"... and playing center for the Lakers is
Dick Cavett's ego..."
Mr. Cavett's book is similar to his
cancelled talk show program; it reveals a
person posessed of subtle wit, intelligent
opinions and acerbic candor. In a sense the
book allows Mr. Cavett to be a guest of his
own program
The format of the book, except for two
chapters, is a series of transcribed
conversations between Mr. Cavett and his
friend and Yale roommate Christopher
Porterfield. One might label it and
"extended interview" but it is more natural
on its tone. The conversational tone survives
the transtion into print and gives the reader
a feeling of intimacy and immediacy with Mr.
Cavett.
Two chapters are written by Mr.
Porterfield, the first concerns the Yale years
and the second concerns a day in the life of a
late night talk show host. Though interesting
in parts these chapters are like a weekly
magazine's cover story, a lot of form but not
much substance.
Mr. Cavett explores a disparate range of
topics that interest him, from endangered
species to Orson Wells (who might be
considered one). Through these verbal
explorations Mr. Cavett comes across as man
with an unusual genius, the ability to talk
with other people.

,,
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ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

REVIEWS
Someone once wrott• that "a book is like a
that takes om• to any port of the
imagination." To ruin a good simile, "a
bookstore is like a shipyard." There are
many bookston•s in San Antonio, but here
arc three unique and unusual ones.
frigat~>

ETCETERA BOOKSTORE, 107 W. Locust.
Tht• Etceh•ra Bookstore is located off
Main Street m•ar S.A.C. It occupies an
unimposing store front and appears like any
other store along Locust..·at least from the
outsidt•. It is not like the others. Anna
Byerly, the owner, describes it as a
metaphysical bookstore
which
offers
alternative information. This would trans·
late into law school parlance as "hornbooks
for lhl• psyrhl'" or "Gilberts on the Mind."

Boolc looking
By

Th1• store offers a wide range of volumes
in areas such as Eastern Phil~ophy,
Western Psychology, and Comparative
Religion. There probably isn't a better
seledion for an "orientalist" to choose from
in San Antonio.
The stor<' also has an exc<'llent collection
of second hand hard bound and paperback
books. D1'ama, philosophy and fiction arc the
areas with the most volumes but the stort.
also has volumes on history and biography.
The 11uality of the used books is generally
high and the prices arc extremely
reas'onable.
Ms. Byerly makes jewelry which is on
display and a limited number of leather
goods are offered. The store also carries
postl•r and prints for the art lover.

Stanley said one possible solution would
be to diminate the third year of law school
and give students a national examination at
the 1•nd of the second year.
"Then the supreme courts of the states
could specify what else a student would have
to be examined on in order to be admitted to
praclil-e in their states," Stanley said.
"Studies for these examinations could be
offerl'd by continuing legal education
programs, structured and prescrtbed by the
organized bar and the law professoriat."
He ~aid this would offer law schools more
opportunity for significant experimentation
in legal pedagogy. It would also give state
supreme courts a greater opportunity to
shape admission requirements and to
exercise control over the educational
prOC<'SS.

-------,
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Stoltz

VILLAGE BOOK STORE, 5942 Broadway.
Wht're in San Antonio could one find the
ten volume set entitle The Modern Theatre,
published in 1811? Probably nowhere else
but at the Village Book Store. This is a
magnificent little shop that is as much a
mus<•um of books as it is retail store. 1t is a
real experi<'nce to examine th<' finely crafted
volt"mes the store carries.
Owner David Bowan says that he tries to
carry what no other -hop in town will. This
shop specializ<'s in rare and fine quality
books for the collector but will occasionally
carry a recent publicltion from an obscure
press. The shop concentrates on two maiD
subjects: Texan and Mexican culture and
Nev. York posters from Broadway plays and
the ballet.
THE BOOK MART, 3127 Broad way.
The Rook ~art is a spacious and charming
shop which offers new, used and rare books.
It also carril•s stamps and has a paperback
exchange. Mr. Kellel who runs the store with
his wife says that the store contains some
90,000 volumPs, give or take a paperback <W
two, and I'd not relish an opportunity to
disprove him.
Tht• shop carnes both used hard cover and
paperback books and the quality of both is
generally excellent. The books are neatly
arranged on white bookshelves according to
subjects, and a giv1•n hook can be easily
locatl•d. The shop has a wide range of
subjl'cts including detective novels, cooking.
fiction, drama, sci·fi, history and gothics. If
this shop ha~ a specially it would have to be
works on thl' Southwest.
This shop is designed for browsing and the
Kellel's are fril•ndly and helpful. So if you
want to fill a library with something other
than law books, or fill a trunk with books for
a journey on a tramp steamer, try the Book
Mart.

Two Year Law Schools
Two-year law schools, buttressed by
continuing Jpgal education, might solve the
problt•m of providing society
with
welh•dueated lawyers, the president-elect of
the
American Bar Association has
suggc:;ted.
"Certainly law schools cannot now be
expedt•d to turn out the complete lawyers,"
said Justin A. Stanley, Chicago attorney who
become:. president of the 200,000·member
ABA next August.
In a recent address to thl• State Bar of
New Mexico, Stanley said a <'hange in the
edu<'ational process seems necessary
because law schools cannot teach their
students all of the law and at the same time
emphasize such mattl'rs as trial or appellate
advocacy, or almost any specialized
substantiv& law field.

~lark

U-HAUL DEALER

fatso's bar-b-q

Bill Robinson Service Center

1734 Bandera R10ad
432·9439

BABCOC K AT HI L LCREST

ONE FREE BEVERAGE
WI Any Sandwich or Plate
Or Beer 8120 Pitcher
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A sign of
the TIMES
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Since man has first learned to scrawl
crude meaningless pictures on cave walls the
symbol or "sign" has distinguished him from
the animals. A very hastily drawn sketch
above an ominous cave might tell of the
inhabitant as being a fearful animal. As
man's talents and techniques improved a
higher form of symbol, hieroglyphics,
adorned archways cryptically telling stories
on the entrance to the great pyramids.
Perhaps the most famous sign of all was
the sign to Hell itself in Dante's Inferno,
proclaiming "Abandon hope all ye who enter
here."
French cartouches were perhaps the
highest form of this silent heraldry.
Flowing letters in gilt on marble or carved in
granite adorned gates and told the names of
les comptes who inhabited the great palaces
behind them.
Innkeepers' signs displayed in t'arved and
painted pictures the logos of their
establishments: the Crown and Anchor, the
Angry Bull, and the Silent Woman.
Who can forget that memorable scene
when the camera pulled back from the Greek
revival mansion and zoomed to the stately
wood placard announcing "Twelve Oaks" as
carriages of Southern belles and beaux
clattered by.
Prestigious signs have blossomed and
often gave indications of the sumptuousness
to follow. The front of Tiffany & Company
boasts letters of stainless steel set in solid
marble.
Who can doubt the sign most anxious to be
seen by humanity is the one guarded by St.
Peter himself and attached to pearl gates.
One of the few innovations in sign-making
came just several years ago when a rare,
inert, gaseous element obtained by fractional
distillation of liquid air was captured in glass
and electrically charged; the Gods smiled
and "Neon" was born.

The Jaw profession, always on the pulse of
the truly important issues and realizing the
growth and expansion of the sign as an art
form, set out a directive in the ABA Code of
Professional Responsibility (DR 2·102 '3'), it
placed restrictions on attorney shingles to "a
sign on or near the door of the office and in
the building directory identifying the law
office)), lest overzealous egoist erect
monuments.
Many may call useless a sign covered by
ivy which says "112 College Street" on a
street that goes nowhere, but it only adds to
the Williamsburgian charm of our little
campus.
One might call odd a too-large sign
attached to a staircase. We defend it by
saying it is not the sign that needs
repositioning; it is the stairway. We ignore
as frivolous arguments that it is
inappropriate to place a sign of "Substantial
Donors" where they may be stepped upon,
and we reject as cruel the analogy that if
they are donors they already have been
stepped on.
However, the sign of St. Mary's which

must take its noble and rightful place among
the immortal art form is the one proclaiming
the simple message "Law Center". Is it t rue
that many overanticipated, expecting
twirling grillwork with lions guardant
trumpeting "Xanadu"? Truly that would
have bf.'en inappropriate. Many point out
traces of orange styrofoam as being indicia of
shoddy craftsmanship. To this we answer
that such traces are as natural as lint in a
navel.
Surely one cannot blame the sign's
detf'rioration on poor work"!anship. It is
obviously the cruel and harsh nature of the
violent weather which caused the minor
crack. This petite chasm, as noble a crack as
in the Liberty Bell itself, enamoured itself to
many and was only seconds away from being,
preserved by the "Committee For The
Crack" for posterity.
Finally, we find no validity in the
hypothesis that the sign is actually a kist.
We should not criticize our sign, for surely
the majesty and grandeur which prompted
Moussorgsky to immortalize The Great Gate
at Kiev is housed in our humble sign.

CLA Luncheon

Preferred Jurist na:med
On Wednesday, October 29 at the monthly
Criminal Law Association Luncheon, Mr.
Charles Conway, Chief of Capital Crimes
Division of the Bexar County District
Attorney's Office, candidly discussed several
questions directed to him by those in
attendance.
From a prosecutors's point of view C.L.A.
members learned a number of things, the
characteristics of the preferred jurist being
the most interesting. Though Mr. Conway

did not elaborate, he said he would choose:
1. A man rather than a woman,

2. over 30 yrs. of age,
3. employed for at least 10 yrs. in the same
place,
4. professional rather than non-professional,
5. Lutheran rather than Catholic,
6. with a military backgrounds, and
7. married rather than single.
Mr. Conway substitute for Mr. John
Quinlan who had been scheduled to speak.
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••the Professors"·

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of Picante
By Claude DuCioux
me the rotten things to do around here," and
begrudgingly took the tiller, muttering "I'm
really not too sure about this."
Try as they might, they couldn't find the
edge of the world. After several months it
was a serf with funny shoes named Vincent
the Tailor who made the startling
observation "I think we're in Big trouble!"
But his fears were qutckly put to rest by an
intelligent Hun named Jaroslav Glos who
responded with "Well, it's not so important."
But they were, indeed in big trouble. Due to
the way the Chief Officer, an Alsatian named
Schmidt, had organized the watch schedules
and meals, some of the crew went on duty for
days at a time, with no food or drink, while
others did nothing but drink. In fact, an
Italian named Giovanni Anderson became
delirious a month into the voyage, and now
roamed the deck speaking in vague
obscenities about how he should haw been
pope.

In preparing for the nation's birthday,
Americans are being soaked with patriotic
storic.o;, merchandise, and other trivia
promoting and exalting the Spirit of
Freedom. Some people have the feeling that
they are swallowing the flag whole. Some
of the great moments in American History
have been recounted in various specials,
documentaries and articles depicting the
development and heritage of American life.
It seems unfair that only the best known
historical events should be recognized. For
instance, 355 years ago this month, the
Mayflower Compact, the first legal
document ever to rule over a civilized people
in America was signed aboard the Pilgrims'
ship. The Compact received more than its
f11ir share of publicity. Few people know,
however, that simultaneously to the
Compact, aboard another ship, another great
legal document was being formed.
Did you ever wonder what happened to
Columbus' flag ship the Santa Maria? Well,
the Spanish kept it in drydock for close to
120 years until a Spanish nobleman named
Ernesto Raba decided to prove once and for
all that the world was flat. Ernesto gathered
up a crew of true believers to accompany him
on his voyage. His crew consisted of rogues,
thieve:;, a few other noblemen, some Slovaks
and a chinese cook (Ernesto loved egg foo
yong with picante.).
Well, things went wrong from the
beginning. Having foolishly entrusted the
helm to a sluggish Basque named Carlos
Cantu, they found themselves a week out of
port, hopelessly lost (with weak Port but
plenty of Sherry), and Carlos wandering
around saying "If there were only some
directions on how to run this thing!"
In addition, the skipper's mate, an
Anglo-Saxon named Joseph Andersson, had
jumped overboard when asked to take the
helm, claiming "Uh-uh! No-how, no way! I'm
not driving this t hing!"
Finally the helm was turned over to
another Saxon, Sir Thomas Black, whose
only comment was, "They're always giving

In addition to the confusion the scheduling
caused there was other trouble aboard. A
spanish soldier of fortune, Porfidio Francisco
was threatening to kill the cook, saying the
cook had robbed him by selling him a
wristwatch that was defective.
There was also a murder aboard. It seems
that an Anglo-Saxon rogue named James of

th( Castle Rerry had gambled with a Gaulic
soldt!'r of fortune named Godwin and beaten
him out of hts life savings. (Godwin had
alv.ays been more soldwr than fortunate). In
the ensuing scuffle, a Scotsman named L.
Wayne was killed and thrown overboard.
(}lt• died without ever revealing what the
"L." stood for.)
Finally. v. hen all seemed lost, the word
camP down from the now's nest that land
was finally sighted . Tht· land being strange
and forbiddmg, Ernesto kne\\ what had to be
done before they could set foot upon the
foreign soil .tnrl face the dangt•rs of the
unknown.
And so lht• remaining great minds
gathered to produce this historic documenl
There was Robert the Hobbler, an
act·ountant who inventf'd the determinable
fel•; a l'elibaiP priest named Leopoldus who
rt'fU!'>t'd to change his chasuble during the
entin• voyage; and a Saint and Scholar
nanwd Harold, who was God's adopted son.
Aftet• days of toil, argument, and
compromise, t'\ery remaming cn·w member
was forced undt'r pain of death to sign what
was to become the first American I.O.U. For,
you see, Ernt'SI n hud no intention of letting
this voyagt• be a free ridt•.
Unfnrtunat£'ly. history does not record
"hcthcr Erncstu ever was repaid for thE'
voyagt•. Legt·nd has it that the spirits of the
men aboard thl' Santa Mari.t are still with us
today, commandmg the bodies of mortal
men, and as such are still trying to repay the
debt owed to that demanding sea captain.
Ernt•sto Raba.

WLA Auction Successful
The Women's Law Association reported
that the Faculty Auction was a resounding
success. The event netted over $400. At the
November 13 meeting, the members decided
to award two scholarships this coming
spring. In addition, several members

expressed a desire for more substantive
activities by lht· WLA. St'\cral committees
wcn• formed to plan a speakers program.
WLA already plans to sponsor a discussion
of tht• changt•s in the Texas rape law and how
it will affec,t Prtforcemcnt by law officers.
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LSD Improves Client Counseling
The Law Student Dlvtson of the American
Bar Association will again sponsor the Client
Counseling Competition. Contract Litigation
and Its Alternattvcs will be the subject
matter of the eonsultation situations this
year.
The competiUon ts nnalngous to Moot
Court, except that tht• !'ikill tested is
counseling rath••r than DpJWllatc argument.
The Competition tries to simulate a real
law firm consultation us closely as possible.

A typical client problem is selected and a
person acting the role of the client is briefed
on his or her part. Prior to the day of the
actua l Competition, students who work in
pairs, receive a very brief memo concerning
the problern. This data is equivalent. The
stude nts are asked to prepare a preliminary
memorandum based on the problem as it is
then understood.
In the actual Competition, which takes
place at a regional host Jaw school, each team

Environmental Law Contest
The Association of Trial Lawyers of
America has announrf'd th.tl lhf' s;hject of
its 6th annual Envirnrnt•ntnl Law Essay
Contest is "Energy All!'rnatives and the
Law." The eoniPst is open to all law
stude nt~.

Each Ia" school" til pick a wmncr who will
receive $100. All \\inning c says then will be
sent to ATI,A for judging by n panel of law
professor~ who wtll select three finalists.

The finalists will receive $1500 each and
will be flown to ATLA's annual convention at
Atla nta Ga., to deliver their essays before
ATLA's Enviromental Law Section.
T he contest deadli:te is April 15, 1976
Any inquires should be addressed to Ms.
Bar bara A. Stein, Contes t Coordinator,
ATLA, 20 Garden St., Cambridge, Mass.
02138.
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Life Of Party
Is sanity lacking m your hfe? Has ··The
Law" permeated the very marro" of your
existence? Arc yoUI· fm•nds h('ginning to
sound like u Prof. Cantu lecture, by
conversing in outlinf! fnrm'l Is your idea of
fun the rapid r!'cital of "r"cc tail heir male
special'· ten limcli in a row'! Has P rof.
Francisco's faretiousnt'Ss failt•d to farm the
fallowed fabric of your fe llow man's mind?
Well, fear no m~rc, hN·ausl' of the "Yes,
Virginia, there is a fianity Cl:tUs(c)." I, t he
last of the Renaissanee thinkers, nm making
·my ser vices available to you: the studt•nts
and faculty of St. Mary's Law S{·hool.
For a nominal fcc, I will attend your
par ties and social gathl•rings to ht>lp you and
your friends engage in conversations of a
mort• sane and JITDCllral nature. I will lend
assistance in formulatmg discussions on a
variety of subJects mcluding: Politics

(attempted assasst~ation for fun, fame and
fortune). Science Fiction (weekend night life
on t he St. Mary's Campus) and Alternatives
to Marriage (contractural cohabitation, or
why buy the cow if you get the milk free).
I can also lead your group in a variety of
activities including dancing lessons for those
fearful of being seen convulsing and
contorting on a dance floor. By far, the
newest and most unique is the current
Mexican dance craze which is sweeping the
country. It is a variation of Montezuma's
Revenge known as the Aztec Two-Step. All
you ha ve to do is drink their water, then
s tand still and let your bowels move.
Previous groups have found this to be loads
of fun and a real gas.
So don't delay. Call now. My fee is
negotiable, with special faculty rates. Phorre
J .W.W. Ext. 644.
Thank You.
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of students is given forty-five minutes. The
first thirty minutes are devoted to an
interview with the client during which the
students are expected to elicit the rest of the
relevant information and propose a solution
or outline of what further research would be
necessary. During the last quarter hour the
students may confer between themselves
and verbally prepare a post interview
memorandum. This memorandum can be
used to explain to the judges why the
participants handled the interview as they
did.
All American Bar Association approved
law schools are invited to enter a pair of
students in the Competition. Application
forms and $30.00 entry fee per school should
be received by the Law Student Division by
November 24. After the deadline date for
applications, the exact location of the
Regional Competitions will be announced.
There will probably be about nine regions.
The Regiorfal Competitions will take place on
March 6, 1976 and the National Competition
will be held on March 27, 1976. (Note date
change from August announcement). There
will be an award of one hundred dollars
($100.00) to the winning team in each
Regional Competition. The National winning
teams will receive three hundred dollars
($300.00) and the National runner-up tea~
will receive one hundred and fifty dollars
($150.00). Please contact the LSD/ ABA,
1155 East 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637
for further information.

Sneak peek at
the next WITAN
The solution is found in adherence to the
principles of consistency, fairness, and
accountability: Not at all strange terms to
members of the legal profession.

•

4. Part of our trouble may result from the
spelling of "Francis" and "Frances". Francis
Bacon was a celebrated English Author,
Francis Scott Key had something to do with
our Fourth of July and while Francis
Cardinal Spellman may dress like a mother,
they call him "Father",- ! will bet a dime to
doughnut he is not a female.
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Torts &Tortfeasors; Who Really Cares?
By Peter

The question often ari~es among legal
academicians, "What exactly is a tort, and
why is it?" It might be noted from the
outset that the first sentence in Prosser's
Law of Torts is, "A really satisfactory
definition of a tort has yet to be found". Let's
attack this bafning question. The learned
Webster defines it as a small pie or shell of
pastry containing jelly, custard, etc. The
English definition IS more succinctly
statt•d···a fruit pie. Corpus Juris Pudendum
departs somewhat in demonstrating a
sensitivity to the truth and makes a perhaps
oversimplified judgment that a tort is to be
defined as "a woman of loose morals". What
exactly docs this mean to the slip and fall
doctrine'!
As has occasionally been espoused, the
most circuitous route to a problem is often
the (tuickt•sl, in that it is the least travelled.
From lht•nce shall we· oroceed. Black's Law
Dictionary define!> a "faro lay·out" as "a
board commonly covered with green cloth to

L. Bloodworth

which the entire spade suit is affix<>d in a
certain order". As the student of law soon
discovers, however, the old English tort law
ascr ibed to the word a diCferent definition:
(Faro lay -out, n. Eng., a defensive move in
the Oriental martial arts, by which an owner
in fee simple may preclude a trespasser ad
largum from obtaining a "squatters-right"
easement on the property of the owner.)
The metaphor is obvious when examined
in the light of Professor Prosser's own
definition of a tort on page 2: "A tort is
conduct which is twisted, or crooked, not
straight." Can more be said?
In order to obtain a perfectly clear picture
of the true nature of a tort, we must turn to
the second 'prong' of the tort test, namely,
the tort-feasor himself. What £>xaclly i~ a
feasor? Again we must turn to Brother
Webster. Unfortunately, he doesn't know
either, but it sounds a lot like feasance, and

in light of the surrounding facts a nd
circumstances, feasance wiU have to suffice.
"Feasance" is the doing or performing of a
condition, duty, etc. Coupling this with our
CJP "tort" definition, we arrive at a
' reasonably prudent definition of "tortfeasor"
-·a woman of loose morals doing or
performing a condition, duty, etc. The law
seems to be settled on this point. Quoting
Justice Holmes from an ear ly, unofficial
Tijuana case:
General propositions do not necessarily
dictate the outcome of t he evening. Whether
they do or not ...depends on the stre ngth of
the conviction with which. . .they are
espoused." Tijuana v. Smith, 4 Mex. 20
(1902).
Phillip Toynbee once wrote: "The
smut-hounds are guilty of elevating personal
prejudice above both art and freedom."
Whether or not this has any significance to
the law of tort is a question of fact.

Legal Services Update
Last September a formal presentation of
the St. Mary's Legal Services (SMULS)
program was mad£> to the Faculty Council.
The Dean appointed a com mit tee chaired by
the SBA prt:sident with professors
Castleb£>rry. Walker, J<'erguson and the past
president of the San Antonio Bar
Association, Henry Christopher. The
committee was to study the feasibility of
such a program at the law school.
Faculty oppostion to the program stems
from two main areas. First, straining
relations with the local bar; second, liability

By J oshua Brown, SBA Pres.
of the law school in a possible malpractice
suit. Both of these problems, however, have
been sufficiently answered. The program can
obtain malpractice insurance; a one year
policy is available for a $500 coverage with
$1.000 deductible. In addition, three weeks
ago a formal presentation was made to the
Board of Directors of the San Antonio Young
Lawyers Association
which
received
unanimous approval and the offer to supply
the necessary manpower needed for the
program..· volunteer attorneys. The program
is currently awaiting the approval of the San
Antonio Bar Association.
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So where does the program stand? The
availability of malpractice insurance and the
expected support of the San Antonio legal
community places the program in t he lap of
the Faculty Council. It now boils down to a
question of whether the faculty is willing and
able to undertake such an endeavor.
T.he many ramifications stemming from a
program of this nature is understood.
However, the time has come for t he law
school to assert some progressiveness and
offer some sort of clinical program for its
students.
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Recog. Bond Program Under Way
by Karleen Kaufman

There is soliciting going on in the Bexar
County Jail till4:00 a.m. every day! This is
how Frank Christian, director of the Legal
Aid Association began his discussion on
Personal Recognizance Bond Program at St.
Mary's last Wednesday.
What's going on at the Jail House? When
the first offender, who has lost his temper or
perhaps done something foolish on a dare,
visits the jail on Friday night, he is
fingerprinted, mug shots arc taken, nnd he is
put in the slammer. An investigator from the
Personal Bond Program \\-ill then make a
"house" call on the accused. He will ask if the
accused would like to be released on a
personal bond, free of charge.
If the accused is interested, the
investigator will ask him questions which
will be rated on a point system. If, for
instance, the individual is living with his

family, presently employed, has no past
criminal record and could return to a job
immediately after being released, he would
probably receive a high rating.
After the interview, the investigator will
check the accused's police report and then
submit his findings to the magistrate. The
magistrate, with the aid of the investigation,
but not relying solely on it, will decide if the
person should be released on personal bond.
The criteria for deciding who qualifies for
pretrial release are not set out in statutes.
The investigator's background report is only
one factor the magistrate will consider. He
will also talk to the accused, and may confer
with the district attorney's office if he
wishes. He will not be concerned with the
nature of the crime. That is the function of
the trial court. Nor will he be concerned with

Tuition Upped $10
by Jim Seifert
A $10 increase in law school tuition has
Trustees action followed.
been announced, to be effective beginning
At the November 3 Student Senate
June 1976. The announcement was made by
meeting, the indication was that the $3
Dean Ernest Raba to a closed special
tuition increase, at least for the next several
session of the Law Student Senate on
years, is indicative of a yearly pattern of
November 21. (statement on page 3).
slight increases.
The dean's rare appearance before the
However, it has been indicated that the
Senate was in line with the way the present
heftier law tuition increase will allow several
set of tuilion increases have been handled in
years before the next hike in the law school.
the rest of the university. St. Mary's SPS
In a memo by Fr. James Young, he
Vice-President John Donohoo appeared
indicates th&.t''even the raise in question is
before the university-wade Student Senate
only a partial step toward a balanrrd
on November 3 to explain the proposed
budget." Some elements of the increasrd
graduate and undergraduate tuition increase
cost are minimum wage laws mandatory
and get student feedback before the increase
increases as of January 1, 1976, regular
JrOposal went to the Finance Committee of
salary increases for part-time teaching
the Board of Trustet•s, and to St. Mary's
salaries and at least moderate raise~ in
Board of Trustee,., for the actual deci.c;ion.
salaries of full-time teachers and adminis·
The Board of Trustees made the derision
trators. "Just to meet these items the
for the tuition increase on Novpmbtor 14 (law,
indicated tuition increase would be
up $10 to $80 per semester hour; graduate,
necessary."
~ $3 to $61; undergraduate, up $3 to $56).
However in addition to there are the rising
The increase reflE"rted the school's estimate
costs of utilities, food, and upkeep of the
of enrollment for next year at prestont tuition
campus which are not covered by the
rates with other sources of income placed
increase.
against needs of the various schools of the
university, salary int•reases, and cost of
The tuition increase for the law school
living increases. On October 29 proposals by
should allow for an increased law faculty
(increasing faculty-studl.'nt ratio in line with
the deans were prestonted to the University
Executive Ct)Uncil. The Council's proposals
the increasing law stud~1body) and defray
were in turn pre~entPd to the Finance
tf,~..ll~sehool ,'re~~· to take place
Committee on Novembl' r 7; lhe Board of
ov\JJr!t.~Q&~ nY!Ifh's"':

the individual's ability to pay. The personal
recognizance bonds are not a form of
financial aid; they are available to both those
who are unable to pay commercial bonding
fees, and those who are able.
The magistrate has actually only two main
concerns: (1) Will the accused appear and
answer for trail and (2) Will he stay out of
troublr in the interim? The magistrate will
utilize the investigator's report in deciding
who, in his judgment, can be considered a
good risk.
The results of PR bond system are to
release the accused from incarceration so
that he ean return to his family and continue
his employml.'nt (rather than destroying his
financial situation) and so that he can afford
to sl'cure the services of a good attorney.
Also if the accused is a first time offender, a
bail bond would prevent his association with
such 'bad company' as hardened criminals
with long records in a maximum security
detention center such as the Bexar Couty
Jail.
Another major benefit of allowing bail
bonds is statistically simple. If charged with
a misdemranor there is a two to three month
wait till time of trial; for an alleged felon
there is a four to six month wait. The Bexar
County Jail's capacity is 1,000 prisoners. To
date the jail has more than a full house and
therl' are 2,900 people out on personall
bonds. Obviously, there is a need for either
an effective bond system and/or larger jail
facilities.
Many (1uestion the wisdom of releasing
alleged criminals, some even ex-convicts, to
walk the streets without so much as paying a
dime to guarantee that they will show up for
their trial. The personal recognizance
system doe•;n't end with the initial interview
in the jail and subsequent release. Once a
month, the accused must call the office of the
program to report any changes in address or
employment, afftrm his trial date, and to
n•assurl.' his attendance at the trial date.
~lr. Christian divides the accused into
thrPe major problem groups. The first are
thP "no shows" who fail to send notice of an
address change, and who "forget" to appear
on the trial date. If he or she can be located
and, if the reasons are good enought, the
.iudgl.' may simply reset the trial date, and
kt>ep t hto person on the same bond. If an
individual is not readily available, i.e, does
nol answer his phone, or can no longer be
locakd al his job, an arrest warrant is issued
Continued on Page 8)
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DITORIALS
The editorial in the last issue of the
WITAN dealt in part with the policy behind
this paper's existence. In a more specific:
sense, projecting a positive image is never
done by relating only "warm fuzzies." To
restrict content in that way is juvenile
journalism at its news release worst. Debate
and controversy are healthy signs, but the
way with which it is dealt will project the
image as positive or negative.
The WITAN has a vested interest in the
continued welfare and success of St. Mary's
School of Law, and the goals of the paper
reflect the policy believed to lead to that
success.
First, the WITAN is implementing the
development of a broad range of feature and
service columns in an attempt to touch all
major aspects of Law School. The Dean's
Desk column. Alumni and Placement Notes,
S.RA. Update, Music Re"view, Doonesbury,
and the Want Ads are planned permanent
additions to the established features
presently in the WITAN. There also will be
an expansion of news article coverage to
include a treatment of world or national
events important in the area of law. Special
comments on signifieant issues or
developments in the law or related areas are
planned beginning with the January issue.
Second, it is expected that in presenting
this broader coverage debate over issues will
nlturally arise. The WITAN considers this a
sign of vibrance and will foster solution
oriented criticism. In no case. however, will
any unwarranted and blatantly provocatory
criticism be permitted in the WITAN. This
type of expression is best channeled through
other means. If a forum for all such gripes
were provided in the WIT AN it would have
the counter-productive effect of alienating
oortain individuals and perpetrating ill will.
As a reader you can rally to St. Mary's and
the WITAN by helping us do what we plan to
do whether you are student. faculty,
administrator, alumni or friend.
Good luck on Final Exams and best wishes
for the Holidays.
A.D.L.III

Tribute to Justice Douglas
•A lifetime diet ot the law alone turns
ju:lges into dull, dry husks." This statement
was once made by Justice William 0 .
Douglas. During his tenure as Supreme
Court Justice, his life style and his sparkling
tissents embodied this philoeophy. Douglas'
retirement !rom the Supreme Court three
weeks ago c:onc:luded at 37 years, the longest
career ever on the Supreme Court. In one
sense it marked the end of an era.
Renowned for his flamboyant liberalism
that seemed to increase with his age,
Douglas' nomination to the Supreme Court,
interestingly enough, was opposed by a few
members of Congress on the ground that his
past chairmanship of the Securities
Exchange Commission had made him a
"reactionary tool of Wall Street." Of course
Douglas never was that. His calling was the
preservation of the Bill of Rights.
When Douglas was 6, In poverty, and
fatherless, he contracted Polio. This seemed
to provide the impetus for developing into a
vigorous and rugged outdoorsman.
Douglas graduated as valedictorian from
high school and was initiated into Phi Beta
Kappa at Whitman College in Walla Walla.
Washington. He received his law degree
from Columbia and upon graduation worked
for two years on \Vall Street. Thereafter he
taught corporate law at Yale Law School
Roosevelt appointed Douglas SEC chairman
in 1937 and in 1939 appointed him to the
Supreme Court replacing retiring Justice

LoUIS Brandeis. In 1948 Truman. like
Roosevelt before him, tried to tap Douglu
~r the Vi~Presideney. Douglas decided to
stay with the Court.
In addition to writing 1,282 Supreme
Court opinions, Douglas also wrote 581
dissents. His energy did not stop there,
however, as writer of 26 books he must alao
be counted as one of the country's mCJat
prolific authors.
Douglas was not without his detractors.
Having been divorced three times and
married four times (most recently in 1966 to
2S year old law student Cathleen Hefferman)
Douglas earned the nickname of "Wild Bilr'.
Three times attemp~ we~ made to impeach
him. Gerald Ford's attempt in 1970 was the
most recent.
The positions Douglas took as Juatiee
were not as ~~ous as many thought.
Throughout his decisions ran a theme of
increasing support for individuals against
powerful corporations and the state. His
concern was in protecting the ordinary
citizen from arbitrary power. In the
Jeffersonian tradition Douglas cherished the
principle of self-determination of individual
destiny. Many of his dissents in later yean
came to be adopted by the Court.
After his stroke on last New Year's Eve,
Douglas did not recover the vigor that onee
was his. His resignation bas left a large void.
AJs Justice Brennan said "It won't be filled
sooo · if ever."
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T. the editor:
Approximately three weeks ago there was

a panel discussion given by prominent
persons but nobody came; well almost
nobody. The topic concerned a highly
controverted 1;ubject in our profession· legal
ethics, but nobody came; well almost
nobody. Recently another program was
given concerning recognizance bonds but
nobody eame; well almost nobody. In order
to present an image of concern tot he visitors
in these programs, students were herded out
cl the library and other areas to insure an
unembarassing bof.y count.
Last spring there was a general election
involving election of third year senators and
nobody came; well almost nobody. This
infamous election contest was re-opened and
students were begged to run for office so we
would have a choice on the ballot. (We did,
however, wind-up with the finest people).
There was a fraternity party recently but
nobody came; well almost nobody.
Fraternity members and officers were asked
for one hour of their time but nobody
offered; well almost nobody. Recently there
was a mid·law caucus with the mid-law
senators but nobody came.
' The aforegoing represents a small part of
the dismal track record of St. Mary's law
students. A real involved bunch! These are
the same students who couldn't find an o~n
door at any other law school in the U.S. and
have traveled great distances for the paper
chase. SL Mary's has given them the
opportunity to become attorneys; what have
they given SL Mary's? Oh yes, $70 per credit
hour (which is one of the lowest private
school tuitions in the country).
These are the same students who sit in
their groups berating the administration for
apathy when they, the students, epitomize
the word. These same students continually
gripe about how poor the facilities are but
yet when the time comes to help this law
school as an alumnus "nobody will come; well
almost nobody." These students have the
answer to make St. Mary's a great law
school; become a non-contributing alumnus.
But all is not lost. for these students do
read their briefs and get their good grades.
St. Mary's is very fortunate to have these
students and they will be a good benefit to
the bar. A real involved bunch.
Name withheld by request

Law Sdaool Priorities
Ta tbe eclitor
An article appeared in November's issue
of Student Lawyer rating law schools
according to a research index with
categories ranging from number of students,
volumes in library, and number of faculty to
ratios between each. Its' author writes, "it
presents data which Telates to educational
quality."
U the reader in search of St. Mary's
l'fnking was slightly impatient andJa bit
near!ighted, tjle effort was pr bably
ftiuitl~ss. H9we~er, 1this, writer took c:in the

UU.. to Wltu aboalcl be DO Jo•er tlaaa 200 wwcl8 _._. apecW
.-nuw-ellta are aaacle prier to tlae cleadliae date.

not inelude such variables a! quality or
professors and instructors, types of
educational programs, and reputation of the
respet'tive schooL If one was to argue,
probably rightly so, these additional areas
are as important, if not more than, the onea
used in the artide, how would our school
stack up?
It is time for the school administration to
re-evaluate its policies in eonnection with
future development of St. Mary's Law
School. The law school has made much
progress since its beginnings in downtown
San Antonio. However, to be an advanced
educational institution in law, or any field, it
is of utmost necessity for the school to
always bear in mind the needs of its
students. There are several needs which
By Dean Raba
need immediate attention.
The administration should more effecThe predecessor of the School of Law was
tively review the teaching abilities of the
the San Antonio Bar Association School of
faculty, dealing mainly with the part-time
Law, established in 1927; in the Fall of 1934
attorney-instructor. In many courses,
this School of Law was transferred to St.
students feel that attorneys are selected by
Mary's University with a total enrollment of
their availability for a time slot on a schedule
thirty-six students, with twelve in the
s heet or their ability to withstand
entering class. Regionally, the School of Law
un-airconditioned rooms without windows
continued to be a municipal law school;
rather than their qualifications for that
during the years at 112 College Street the
particular course.
School of Law finally erupted into a student
Let's see a show of hands of those who feel
body which was statewide. Today half of the
they're just an audience for the part-time
student body are from out of state, and the
instructors ego (that is if the attorney shows
other fifty percent are in-state. The entering
up). If your hand is raised then you are
freshman class represents thirty-three
probably getting short-changed.
states and the District of Columbia and
Does anyone understand the school's
academic degrees from
ninety-seven
policy with regards to students seeking
different colleges and universities located in
clerking positions? For years St. Mary's
thirty-two states and the District of
officials have encouraged local firms to hire
Columbia.
law students. At the same time, required
In 1934 tuition was $5 per semester hour.
classes are scheduled in the afternoon to
This rose gradually through the years to the
prevent students from clerking. The two
current $70 per semester hour. By action of
policies seem to be irreconciliable.
the Faculty Council, and the Board of
"Rumor" has it that St. Mary's is following
Trustees of the University, tuition, due to
the trend of other law schools in developing a
the unfortunate continuing rise in costs will
be increased to $80 per semester hour, more full-time institution."Rumor" is used
effective June 1, 1976. Besides the because the school has not seen fit to uniform
anyone officially). If this is true, by what
inflationary factor, planning additional
devices is the school implementing this
faculty, rapid buildup of the Law Library
program?
accessions, and other costs, too numerous to
A two o'clock class will not make St.
mention, compel the tuition increase (see
Mary's a full-time law school or keep
upper Page 21, Law School Bulletin). The
students on campus. On one hand the
tuition at St. Mary's in the non-tax
student is encouraged to remain at ~c:hool
supported law schools ranked nationally in
Yet, on the other hand, the administration
the lowest twenty percent for fiSCAl
building is closed from 12:00 to 1:00, the
1975-1976 (June 1 to May 31st). By actual
snake pit (snack bar) is closed from 2:00 to
questionnaire, directed to the private law
schools, our tuitiool increase will still place 4:00, and the book store seems to be closed
our School of Law in the same percentage at a different time each day.
This column was not written to bouse a
category across the nation for 1976-1977
private "Lemon Session" or to publically
fiscaL
In addition to other factors indicated In the criticize the school administration. St.
preceding paragraph, we will have available Mary's has a lot to be proud of and a lot to
This writer is juat
each summer from two
to three look forward to.
distinguished professors. For the summer concerned that the more important priorities
Session of 11r76 Dean Page Keeton will teach are being shoved aside inadvertently.
On careful reflection, let us choose our
a course on Products Liability, Professor
Frank Kennedy of the University of direction wisely to coincide with the goala
Michigan will teach a course on Bankruptcy, and principles of outstanding educational
and Professor Covey Oliver from the institutions rather than the patterns of thoae
University of Pennsylvania will teach a institutions which are content to be ranked
, course on International ~usiness Transac- 147 out of 158.
.._ti_~._s.
________..._
, ______
Bill Kaufman
task and found St. Mary's listed 142 out of a
possible 158. To add insult to injury, the
school was listed as St. Mary and was
ranked with such giants as Detroit College,
North Carolina Central, and Franklin
Pierce law schools. St. Mary's best category
was in the number of students, hardly an
indication of academic prowess.
Before a tear is shed or one's pride is
irrecoverably damaged, it is important to
note that the above mentioned index does

Dean's
Desk
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Wilson and Henry Take Mock Trial
The Mock Trial Competition climaxed
Tuesdav, :\ovemher 18 with the team of
Pete H.enry and Glen Vo'ilson winning the
finals. Chosen to a1·rompany them to the
Regional :\lock Trial Competition in Austin
on January 29. 30 and 31 were Claude
Durloux. Beb Francis. Paul Green and
Frank Morrill. Also compt.>ting in Austin will
be learns from all over Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana and Arjtansas. This is the first
ylo'ar that' the Mock Trial CompE'tition has
be1•n national in :;t•ope.
Th1• Mol'k Trials wcro vpry much like a
play and it appl'art>d as though everyone
knew his or h!'r part well when the curtain
went up on November 10. The cast involved
in the event, besides lh<' thirty student
attorneys, were fourtt•en judges, including
his honor. Judge Adrian Spears, fourteen
bailiffs and sixty witnesses, not to mention
Professor Thomas Black, the Moot Court
Boord and the Law Spouses.
The plot w.-ntlik1• this: Mary Jones rented
an apartment from lhP Gn•al Northern
Apartment Compll'X, or mur1• SJll'rirically the
Inner Courtyard Apartments. She claims
this wall done in reliance upon representa·
tions made to her by the manager, Mr.
Carter. about the security system offered.
This included a locked iron gate at the only
entrance and a twenty-four hour security
guard. One night Ms. Jone~ is severly
l1-aten by a burglar. At the same time the
attack takes place the guard is one block
away at a drug store. There is also some
question as to whether the lock on the gate is
sprung. Claiming m•gligence on the part of
the apartments, Ms. Jones sues for damages.
As the first act opens we find two eager
young attorneys preparing to see that Mary
Jones gets !'Vrrything that is coming to her,
and two equally eager young attorneys
preparing to show she has nothing coming.
The general rule that all judges are late.
carries over to make-believe judges. As a

by Kayo Mulliaa

'
Pete Henry and Glen WUeon; Mock Trial Winners.
result the contestants always had a few
uncomfortable moments in which to get
nervous while they stared at their
opponents.
At first the contestant~ were unsure of
themselves and very timid about making
objections. However. as the trial progres'led
heated arguments over minute points of law
became common. It took only a few minutes
for the roles that were being played to
beoome real.
One could sense genuine
antagonism between people who that very
morning may have been goOd friends.
When a witness would be evasi..-e or
obstinate the questioning attorney would
often become angry. This anger fr<'quently
showed itself in sarcastic side· bar comments.
Perhaps the best example occured aftl.'r
Galen Gilbert had asked a question several
times only to receive in each instance the
reply, "I don't understand the question." It
was at this point that Mr. Gilbert reminded
the judge that an interpretor could be
brought in if English was the witness' second
language.
Bob Dowd's rendition of Mr. Carter

deserves a mention; however.. Karleen
Kaufman undoubtedly gave the best
performance of any witness with her
portrayal of the "poor pitiful plaintiff' Mary
Jones. The court almost had to be recessed
during her testimony about the beating she
received. Ms. Kaufman (Jones?) was near
hysterics as she recounted the horrifying
events of that night. The only ones not
impressed by Ms. Kaufman's acting ability
were the defendants.
While one could learn property, contractl,
torts, agency, evidence and procedure at the
Mock trials. the most interesting topic was
"Court Room Techniques" taught by each
judge after the trial. They would tell about
little tricks that they had learned in actual
practice to win over jurors or how to get
something in the record.
One can't help but think that perhaps a
few of the judges might have forgotten that
the trials were not real and decided t he
outcome by the law and not the attorney's
ability. The opinion is reinforced when it is
pointed out that of the fourteen separate
trials the plaintiffs won only four times.
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Robbing Peter to Pay Paul
by Don Maison
Financial pooling of law school and
University of Wisconsin Law School, where
university fund!> is creating crises in many of
Dean George Bunn resigned in June because
the nation'!; law schools, according to an
of dissatisfaction with the law school's
article which appeared recently in the Wall
funding arrangement with the university.
Street Journal. While law school enrollments
Huun stated that the severity of
have more than doubled in the last decade
underfunding is so acute that graduates are
despite surging tuition increases, enrollill-prepared to serve as lawyers. He says
ments in many private four-year colleges and
that the university spends $19,820 per
universities have leveled or declined. The
ruedical student, $7,400 per dental student
rising costs of education have apparently
and $1,308 per law student. The University
caused university administrators to turn to
~>! Wisconsin is presently preparing a
their thriving law schools to finance those
rl·sponse to charges by the American Bar
departments and projects unable to pay
\ssociation that insufficient time was
their own way. Dean Charles 0. Galvin of
.tlloted for faculty members to supervise
Southern Methodist University School of
Law is quoted as saying "it's the profit in the
Cadillac division being used to make up the
)ol;Ses in the Chevrolet division." At
by Steve Said and
Syracuse University College of Law, the
First Person: "What's the bid?"
situation is very serious. Dean Judith
Second Person: "I dunno"l
Yonger resigned last spring, the fifth dean to
First Person: 'Til raise my hand to find
resign in as many years, over "the rake-off out. Sir,Sir."
is~ue -· we make it, they take it." Ms.
Auctioneer: "Sold; to the young lady in the
I ounger stated that she accepted the red dress for $40.00."
position "to build a great law school" but the
First Person: "Me'! $40.00? I only wanted
faltering university will take a 55% cut from to bid $15.00!!!"
the $3,030 tuition and fees, up from 48% the
Thus began the saga of the five law
year before.
students on their journey to feast and frolic
A similar problem is developing at the at the concert of the year featuring the

clinical programs, for the high student/
iaculty ratio and for small library budget.
According, to Millard H Ruud, executive
director of the AALS, some universities are
apparently starting law schools as revenue
sources. They are among the least expeO!;ive
programs to operate -- a few classrooms, a
few profs, and the beginnings of a library is
all that is required. An ABA rule of thumb, is
that universities should take between 16%
and 23% of the law schools revenues. Any
more than that amount will cause the quality
of education to suffer.

In Concert: Reuschlein & Black

Bob Judd
vaudeville and jazz kings of the early
twentieth century: Dean 'Rolling Seas'
Reuschlein on piano and Tom 'Louie
Armstrong' Black on cornet '(All sponsored
by the Womens'
Law
Association
Beer-Tamale Fest and Faculty Auction).
The performers were nervous. You could
tell by their shaking hands continuously
grasping martini glasses and swizzle sticks.
The original "modus apperendi" (a term
created by 'Rolling Seas' Reuscblein) was to
have the concert before dinner. However,
these plans were swiftly scuttled as the
pressure increased. The performers realized
that nothing less than a sterling performance
"Beer, Groceries
would be tolerated by the discriminating
and Curb Service"
freshman law students.
by Mark Stoltz
The cue for the beginning of the concert
was "Louie" Black's refusal of another drink.
Quote: "If I have another drink my lips will
fresh rTI'tshrooms with melted Swiss cheese
Lured by the cohesive undertones of a
be so loose I'll never be able to play:• Thus
on a dark french roll. Such is the stuff that
neighborhood subtle excitement permeates
pleasantly mellowed, the law students heard
great sandwiches are made of at Bacchus &
Co.
the after thoughts of those who drink with
everything from 'Rolling Seas' Reuschlein's
friends at Buddy's.
bawdy rendition of "I Kissed Her in the
On Thursday, Friday and Saturday, The
I hope most of you won't go there. Its not shop serves Quiche Lorraine which is an
Twilight But When I saw Her Face I Cried for the multitude with their chant of "Neato exquisite Swiss delight of fresh cream,
Hurrah For The Rolling Seas" (Copyright
Mesquito." Nor is it for those condescending cheese and ham baked in a light crust.
1881) to "Louie" Black's own arrangement of
"Glow Worm" (Uncopyrighted).
enough to play the noble local. The people
To wash down the sandwiches and Quiche
there toast the hope of Country Blue Heaven
Thus plied with wine, food, song, and
and do not try to reach the distant beaches there is an assortment of 24 imported beers
merriment the five law students paid
from Europe, Asia, Mexico, plus of course
with the Siren's song of City Cool.
homage to the greatest combo since Glen
Miller.
Drop by when you have no reason. 25c fine wine by the glass or caraffel
beer from 9 p.m. to 12 midnite. There is no . - - - - - - - - . . , ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
credit, don't even ask. No exceptions.
Bacchus & Co., 5003 Broadway
Beheve 1t or not Ripley there are places to
eat a Sandwich besides Jims, Mac's and
Hamburger Haven. One of the best and most
unusual eateries is the 'Sandwich Bar'
recently installed at the cities finest wine
shop: Bacchus & Co. This wine shop provides
a charming setting for sandwirh lovers of all
ages and sizes and its hours are such that one
PHONE
can enjoy a leisurely lunch and still return
f<r a late afternoon repast.
(512) 735-5251
Tlie selection of sandwiches is wide
including the traditional deli items. But the
2201 CINCINNATI
Sandwich Bar is not limited by conventional
ideas; it continues to push towards the ever
SAN ANTONIO , TEXAS CINCINNATI 78228
receding horizon of perfection that the late
Ean first dtSGOVer~d. He would applaude .....________...
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Losing Is Winning
by Claude Ducloux
Feeling poorly the other day after losing
the final round of the Mock Trial
Competition, I said to myself, "Surely
seasoned lawyers don't allow a defeat to
bother them. rn just go and ask what they
do to get over those everyday setbacks that
occur in the life of a lawyer."
The following are a few thoughts on
"defeat" from members of the faculty.
Mr. Hobbs: Well, you can't win 'em all!
(That's original, Bob. ) I guess I really can't
complain about my big defeats in life. They
made me famous! Whenever we lost a big
case, it made case law, and we ended up in a
casebook somewhere. (Mr. Hobbs is
referring to Williams v. Thompson in the
Property Book, and another case in the Wills
text.) Besides, you can always go out and get
drunk.
Mr. Walker: Ahh, just brush it off. I guess
I was always a hard loser at first. I usually
couldn't sleep after losing in a J.P. court! ll
always seems that when you are
overconfident that you lose that case. I
remember, in particular, losing a car
accident case where I had the other party
admitting that he didn't know whether the
light was red or green. To this day I don't
know how I lost that one!
Mr. Black: Just go out and get drunk, I
guesss (Heh, heh). I remember once I lost a
mortgage foreclosure that 1 knew I was right
about. To this very day I still think I'm right.

Deanmented
by Gregory Koss

0 Deans, Dear Deans,
We love you like our jeans, deans,
We know you are not mean deans,
We know you love us too.
Our deans, two deans.
We wish we had some more deans,
We really like hard-core deans,
We raise salutes to you
Let me tell you why we love you
Cause I know you'll never guess it;
It's the way you flX our schedules;
It's the way you simply mess it.
It's the way you space our classes
So downtown we are not working;
Acedemia is the key word,
God forbid we may be clerking.

It's the way you give us purpose
When we sign for coqrses praying
That we get the ones we're needing
So in school we are not staying.
It's the way you give us hours
When its one or two we're missing.
But, of course, we're only students,
And our
don't need kissing.

The Supreme Court n.r.e.'ed the case. (In all
fairness, though, there was a dissenting
opinion by Calvert.) I'll tell you, though,
nothing compares to the defeat you feel after
investing a year of your life in one case or
another and then watch the whole thing
crumble before your eyes, and not be able to
do anything about it! That's defeat!
Mr. Francisco: whenever you feel defeated,
follow the old "Hair of the Dog''
theory. Take a little something of what bit
you. In other words, get right back involved
in something else. Believe me, only those
who haven't tried haven't failed! The whole
legal business is based upon defeat. We're
all adversaries, all the time! It seems to
many students that their professors are
their adversaries in the classroom. Daily,
students face numerous mini-defeats at the
hands of these professors. For ExampleD
Defeat is: Walking into Mr. Walker's class
3 seconds after he says "Who sits there?"

Defeat is: Letting Mr. Francisco lead you
down a "bunny trial."
Defeat is: Not knowing the meaning of a
Latin phrase when reciting for Dr.
Reur-:chlein.
Defeat is:
Getting stuck explaining
Reciprocal negative easements to Mr.
Hobbs.
Defeat is: Missing the o!lly day Joe
Anderson takes roll in weeks.
Defeat is: Explaining 1231A transactions
to Mr. Parenti.
Defeat is: Taking income tax without
being a certified public accountant.
Defeat is: Having a professor tell you the
last week of class, "Gosh, you've been in the
wrong seat all semester! Look where you are
on my chart."
If it is true that defeat makes winning all
sweeter, one can easily say, "Show me a law
student with the taste of Victory, and I'll
show you an emotional diabetic."

Prosaic Justice
By Claude DuCioux
Lawyers have frequently been accused of
being too dry and businesslike in their
demeanor; lacking the humor and zip which
makes life interesting. The following excerpt
proves that even lawyers can have fun, even
while in court.
In fact, it seems that when one lawyer
injects a little novelty into the proceedings,
t.he ingenuity becomes contagious and the
other parties, and even the Court, may get
caught up in the spirit of things. Such an
instance is recorded for all posterity in 87
S.W.2d316 in the case of City of Canadian v.
Guthie.
In this case, the plaintiffs horse had
strayed during an evening's walk and had
eaten the flowers on another's property. The
horse was captured and placed in the city
pound. The mayor of the city came by and
saw the horse was sick, and ordered that the
horse be shot. The shooting was done by a
Mr. Lemley, who was known as "Panhandle
Pete." As the court describes the
shooting" ... when Panhandle Pete's pistol
popped, she petered, for which the
poundkeeper paid Pete a pair of pesos."
In his pleadings. the plaintiff claims he
should be awarded damages for $350 for
sentimental value. The suit was dismissed
for lack of jurisdiction, whereupon the
plaintiff wrote in his motion for rehearing:

Where Guthrie sought relief and Bounty,
And recompense and generous meed
For his departed wayward steed,
Cut down in all her youthful pride,
When she was taken for a ridf.t.,. dJ
II.

The Court did hold, that as this mare,
To wrong curtilage did repair,
Likewise these lawyers who here do praJ1
Into the wrong court below did stray;
But this honorable Court overlooked tht
Fact,
That the legislature passed an Act,
In Nineteen Hundred and Fifteen,
And Jurisdiction since has been,
In that court whence this case came,
As in the Justice Court the same."
(Their motion was overruled.)
As for the Plaintiffs request for
Sentimental damages, the court noted:
'Curfew tolled the knell of parting day,'
and some hours later,' when grey-eyed morn
Stood tiptoed upon the misty mountain
height
And flecked the eastern hills with rays of
golden light,'
Would know her no more forever,
Nevertheless, in the cold unsympathetic
eye of the law, sentimental value is not
recognized as a basis for damages...'
To all those lawyers who would look on
I.
these proceedings with disdain and ask "II
Comes now the Plaintiff, appelles,
And moves this honorable Court to see,
nothing sacred?", we can onlyi "Let's ho~
That House Bill Number 304
not!"
Threw open wide the Court House door,
CAVEAlr: Don't try this on appella
Of County Court in Hemphill County II I \irieftl 'Il'sl liarti! td rhyrriel tlUib...l I II
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In the wake of a new live album, Todd
Rundgren's latest tour itinerary included
Trinity University's Laurie Auditorium.
Having established himself as one of the
music industry's top paid producers,
Rundgren has enlisted the aid of several fine
New York studio musicians in his latest
musical endeavor, collectively known as
Utopia. The four man lineup (including
Rundgren) differs from the original group
in the absence of organist Ralph Schuckett
and pianist extraordinaire Mark Klingman.
Musically, where one would expect a hole
because of these absences, there is none.
Synthesist Roger Powell lias taken up the
burden and with both speed and efficiency
does the work of three men.
Rundgren is a better than average
guitarist and his technical background as
resident recording engineer and producer at
Bearsville Records (Warner Bros.) in New
York has given him the ability to lead and
direct the band's level of energy. A few of his
"behind-the-scenes" contributors include the
Jroduction of The Band's Stage Fright
album, the New York Dolls' only album, and
Grank Funk Railroad's "return to top 40"
rendition of The Locomotion. Before his
days with Bearsville, Rundgren studied the
music industry under Albert Grossman, a

7

Todd Rundgren Fulfilling

~O.~M.~m;

shows. The band was musically tight and
rhythm and melody changes fell right into
place. The technical proficiency of the
musicians puts them in somewhat of a jazz
context with Chick Corea's Return To
Forever while retaining the qualities of
progressive rock groups such as Focus.
The material performed was primarily
from the two Utopia releases and
Rundgren's own Todd and Initiation albums.
Much of the material was electronically
oriented with some very impressive
synthesizer work on both guitar and
keyboard. The change to one acoustic
number also came off fairly well and was not
out of place as one might expect.
Somehow the balance between the
Raadcrea iD coaeert at Triafty'• Laarie acoustics of Laurie Auditorium and the
Auditorium.
sound system was not met. The sound was
New York manager/agent whose stable of clear but deafening, just beyond a
stars included Bob Dylan and Janis Joplin. comfortable loud. The size of the crowd was
Tuesday night at Laurie there was surprisingly not as large as one would
another side of Todd Rundgren. Gone were expect, but a good number turned out.
the vestiges and theatrics which tended to
All in all the concert was one of the more
make one wonder whether he had fallen into fulfilling rock concerts of late in San Antonio
the glitter-rock category which has as far as musical content is concerned. Todd
burdened the music industry these past few
Rundgren and Utopia are definitely not
years. This wasn't the "peacocked" another one of those decadent punk rock
Rundgren which the mass media has groups which pervade the New York and Los
portrayed on Friday night television rock Angeles areas.

Con~e

play in MaDia's
back yard.

She's taken out the swings
and put in regulation SS
Queen Mary Shuffleboard
courts. Horseshoe pits. An
arbor, dripping with plants
for eating and drinking.
And a brick porch with a
potbellied stove to get
toasted around.
When it's time to come
in and play she's put in a
long copper topped bar
surrounded by a rich,
wooden interior that makes
franchise chic look like
early cafeteria.

Come play in Mama's
Backyard. She worries,
you know.

Bar & Horne Coolcin' o 9907 San Pedro o 349-2314 o
(Next to Reed's Red Derby)
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SBA Up-date
Within the last thrt'c weeks, the Student
Bar Association has sponsored two
informative and practical programs. The
first was a symposium on legal ethics and the
~econd a discussion concerning the current
Personal Recognizance Bond Program in San
Antonio. The combined student attendance
at these functions, if exaggerated, may have
rl'al'hed 50 people. This is one thirteenth of
the law school student body.
As S.B.A. President and co-ordinator of
the programs, I was extremely embarassed
to show the distinguished speakers the bare
sides of classroom No. 101. Several times I
found myself dashing to the library to purge

Moot Court
To Regionals
In this first venturr into National Moot
Court Competition, St. Mary's team,
lllmposed of Chrys Lambros, Larry Likar,
and Jon Kelly made a fair showing,
according to the team coach, Morton Beard.
'Tht• team-composed brief was placed fourth
by the judges.
'J'he Regional Competition took place at
the Federal Court Building in Dallas on
October 29, 30, and 31. Of the eleven teams
entered from Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas, the University of Texas and
Baylor were the tournament co-favorites. St.
Mary's lost by a split ballot (2 to 1) to Texas,
hut defeated Baylor by the same margin. An
upset loss to Oklahoma eliminated St. Mary's
£rom the competition. Texas Tech was the
tournament champion.
One member of the Texas team which
went on to win third in event, admitted that
they were glad not to run up against many
teams as strong as St. Mary's.

by Joshua Brown
SBA P resident

it of the faithful student so two or three
empty seats could be filled.
Students continually badger me about the
lack of practicality the law school fosters. In
recognition of this problem, a major goal of
my administration is to get the law school
involved in worthwhile and practical
projects and programs. Coinciding with this
is a drive on my part to co-sponsor various
activities with the San Antonio Young
Lawyers Association. If a student body
president does not have the support of his
constituents, how in the world can he expect
the help and support of other local
organizations'?

Reputation
Soured
A Ia\\ srhool should take an active and
positive role in its respective community. St.
Mary's, being the only law school in San
Antonio, should assert itself as a viable link
between the law student the legal
community. The demise of the previously
mentionrd programs has soured our
reputation with leaders of the local legal
community. It is a sad s1tuation when I
continually have to apologize to our guests
for lack of interest. Most of you are lucky in
that the usual response from thr guest has
been "Weill guess they're all studying." As I
chucklr to myself, I can't help but think what
the real rrnson is.

Personal Recognizance Bonds
ontinued from Page 1)
after he fails to appear at Court. These
'forfeitures' constitute about 5% of the
people released on personal bond. However,
the real problem is the 'fugitive' third group
who cannot be found. There are only 2.5% in
this category.
Out of the 3,600 personal bond cac;ec; that
were closed during the first nine months of
this year, less than 2% went back to jail. The
remaining cases are adjudicated or settled,
some were found innocent and others were
put on probation or assessed fines.
So if this program is so ~uccessful what's
all this controversy about?
The commercial bonding businec;s is
financially hurting. The fee for a commercial
bondsman is 10% for a state offense and 15%
for a federal offense. If 100.11 of the
commercial bonding business is cut due to
personal bonding, there is potential loss of
approximately one million dollars.
There has also been criticism that the job
should be done by more magistrates not
investigators.
This is both financially and theoretically

unsound. An investigator for the personal
recognizance bond program makes approxi·
matrly $8,000 a year, compared to a
magistrate's salary of $20,000. The
investigator does not perform any legal
service for the accused; rather he is
providing a public service. Further, the
investigator has no interest in whether or
not the individual will be released. The
system also eliminates much of the
temptation of solicitation by attorneys or
bondsmen, which is unethical and illegal.
The personal recognizance bond program
was organized in 1967, with the approval of
the police department. the sheriff, the
president to the local bar ac;soc1ation, the
lTiminal district judges, county judges and
private attorneys. So far, the program is a
success story, according to Mr. Christian. It
has saved the citizens of Bexar County
$5,000,000 a year in jail costs (assuming t hat
a jail large enough to handle all the accused
unable or unwilling to post a commercial
bond existed.) and it saves much personal
grief to those who would otherwise not be
allowed to go back to families and jobs.
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Assasination Committee Imminent
By U.S. Rep. Henry B. Gonzales

February 19 it will have been one
since I introduced H. Res. 204, a
resolution in the U.S. House of
which, if approved by the
would establish in that legislative
select committee for the purpose of
the circumstances surrounding
deaths of President John F. Kennedy,
S. Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, and Dr.
Luther King, and the attempted
,....,.,,.....""' of Gov. George Wallace.
has happened since February 19,
which has caused my proposal not to
like such a far-fetched idea. There
now 54 of my colleagues in t.he House,
are co-sponsors of my proposal which seemed very unlikely
I first introduced my proposal alone.
addition, several other Members are
the identical resolution I
calling for a restudy of the
p:><>uu•••~•u of President Kennedy only.
called for a congressional study
three political assassinations and
attempt on Wallace because these
s have one common aspect -· they
the course of our nation's history.
assassinations and the attempted
thwarted democratic processes,
options, and caused great. harm
collective national psyche - the
to which I feel keenly it is the
responsibility to assess. In a
IIOCrat.lc society with a representative
of government we can ill afford to
such a serie£ of events (such a
of political assassination has never
previously in th~ history of our
from happening again. I would
that a congrec;sional investigation
determine how we can prevent a
series of events from happening
Americans watched the recent
documentary series on the
Assassins which focused on the
assassinations and the attempt on
which I call for a congrssional
of in my proposal.
fell short of calling for a
of the Warren Commission

Report of the John F. Kennedy
assassination, but did think that
appropriate congressional committees
should investigate the possible "Cuban
connection" with the murder.
While CBS dismissed theories connected with the Robert F. Kennedy and
George Wallace shootings, they called for
a study of the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King, as now has Mrs. King and

many other Americans. As things stand
now, my proposal is the only OM in
Congress which would make a study of the
King death possible. Perhaps there will
be other proposals introduced in this
second half of the 94th Congress (which
convened on January 19) dealing with the
assassination of Dr. King only.
Continued on page 8

Law Student Power
By Andy Leonie
The January issue of the Student
Lawyer contains an article on student
power on law schools entitled "How to Put
Muscle in your SBA." Admittedly muscle
for its own sake serves very little purpose,
but when directed toward genuine
student problems it can prove beneficial.
The crucial basis for student power is
seen as unity among the student body.
Once a solidarity is established, coping
with hurdles in the law :school becomes
possible. Among the student problems
mentioned are conflicts with administra·
tions, funding basi<· projects, teacher
evaluation and job placement. At St.
Mary's we can add class and examination
scheduling,
SBA
financial
independence, freedom of the press
(Witan), and positive post·graducate vibes
(see the editorial).
The point is made that in Jaw schools
with an unresponsive and unprogressive
administration the ultimate question is
whether the student body is willing to
confront the power structure. Leverage in
this manner can consist of letters and
visits to higher university administration
or even the board of trustees. Contacting
benefactors of the school is at times
another result·producing approach.
Perhaps the most drastic method is to
get before the media. Thas is a decision not
to be made lightly. The article emphasizes
that the possibility of damage to the
school's reputation, and to the student,

must. be carefully weighed against any
expected benefit.
At Wayne State School of Law in
Detroit the entire student body staged a
one-day boycott of classes and a picket of
the law school in an attempt to force a
change of the law school's policy of
grading on a C curve. It was felt that since
the other law ::.chools in the area graded
on a B curve Wayne State students were
at a competitive disadvantage when it
came time for employment. The following
semester faculty abolished the curve
altogether, but. grades now do reflect a B
curve.
At Gonzaga Law School in Spokane the
students hired an attorney to set up a
trust fund into which their tuition was
paid. This protest was due to an
unfavorable report by the ABA and the
AALS regarding an excess in student
enrollment and a drain of tuition from the
law school to the university.
These are two of the more dramatic
ways in which students asserted
themselves. The article cautions that
solutions found to be workable at one
school may not be so at another. But, if
you ever long for the day when in answer
to the question; "Where do/did you go to
Jaw school'/", people around the country
will at least nod knowingly, the article
makes for some worthwhile yet wistful
l.AW LltiRAJ<.
reading.
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EDITORIALS
Take Your Diplomas and Run?
Often the complaint has been voiced by
graduates of St. Mary's University School
of Law, that they are only remembered
when it is time to give money. While
alumni from St. Mary's Law School as well
as other universities are all encouraged to
make contributions to their alma mater,
most alumni receive some form of
continuing service from their former
schools. As prospective alumni of this
School of Law we have very little to look
forward to.
There is no alumni organization
independent of the University's alumni
association in spite of the fact that the
School of Law is a virtual autonomous
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publication and the author of the article so used,
and notice of such us" Is given to the
publ•cation.

division of the university. There is no
recognition of the fact. that most law
students feel no more affinity with the
rest of St. Mary's University than they do
with Trinity, Our Lady of the Lake or
UTSA.
Cultivating a meaningful continuing
rapport with Law School alumni has many
obvious benefits, not. the least of which is
an almost certain influx of funds to the
Law S<:hool. St. Mary's Law S<:hool
graduates which are said to be located in
every state, could be an invaluable aid in
placement and reqruitment. If a directory
of Law S<:hool graduates was made
available, referals among alumni would be
made easier.
Last semester the School of Law
published and sent its first news-release
type newsletter to all Law School alumni.
This is a beginning to be applauded, but it
is only a beginning. Alumni will not see
this as an establishment of a meaningful
rapport unless there is an or ganized forum
through which input, including money, can
be made.
It must also be noted that developing a
rapport of this kind cannot be begun only
after graduation from Law School. It must
be fir mly established while the potential
benefactors of the School of Law are still
in attendance. If faculty, students, and
administrators truely have the future of
St. Mary's University School of Law at
interest, views of the faculty and
administrators as begrudging hosts and
views of the students as virtual
trespassers will die. An attitude of
professional comraderie between potential collegues will flourish. This may be the

£eflma
Devoid of taste
Dear Editor:
On January 6, 1976 this law
awarded 57 Juris Doctor degrees.
secretaries carried the burden of
it that what little ceremony there
began on time. The law spouses were
in force and provided a simple
appreciated reception afterwards.
ever, between the start of the
and the hor d'oeuvers, there was
obvious and offending word.
frankly, my parents flew several
miles to attend, and I was P.rrlha.rr:t~~IPdl
them to hear a pitch for donations and
administrator of the law school to
how surprised he was to see some of
names he saw on the list of gr.....,,.a.._
There were no commencement SPI!akltl
no awards and no pretense, to say
least. Not even a "good luck
work." But the sad thing is that it
have to be that way. There isn't a
valid reason for graduates of our
school to be subjected to a ceremony
was so entirely devoid of good
was bad enough being relegated to
position of a Neanderthal during
school days, but the continuation of
attitude at commencement ..y,.,.,.;.,~"I.J
intolerable and should cease.
Don Matson '75

Con Flix s
Dear Editor:
At last St. Mary'!; is certain to
recognition which it has long
deserving.
For years jurists have toiled with
precise analysis of "good faith
the recent decision of
548-02-4321, and other similarly

(Continued on Page 8)
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beginning.
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Frat Eligibility Revised
By Barbara Jones

1

1

· st year students are allowed to
icipate in all other school activities,
there is no reason to exclude them
fraternity life. In an effort to get
ents involved in fraternities at an
y stage in law school, and to produce a
e active and interested group, the
rfraternity council has made some
nges in the rules governing fraternity
previous years, students were
uired to wait until they had a minimum
wenty hours credit to participate in
ernity rush. Eligibility to join

continued until the last semester of the
third year. This policy enabled students
who were not reaUy interested in the
quality of fraternity life to join in their last
semester and use the fraternity
membership as a resume filler.
Students are now eligible to join after
they have attained fourteen credit hours
and this eligibility continues for only three
semesters after attaining the required
credits. The new rules will apply only to
those students who entered in summer of
1975 or any semester thereafter. Those
students who entered before that time

Placement Pointers
by Karleen Kaufman
r. James Castleberry, chairman of Job
ment, says the job market is wide
for St. Mary's clerks and lawyers. It
om mended that all students organize
ume and have had legal research and
ing before seeking clerkships. Mr.
leberry encourages students to clerk,
·ally if they can balance this practical
· g with law journal experience.
Its are presently needed at Legal Aid
h is invaluable experience for those
will later apply for government jobs.
gh late afternoon class scheduling
deterred many students from
time employment this will be
ied in the future.
sently there arc only five people
last year's graduating class who are
le to find employment in the town of

need not be concerned with the changes.
For example, a third year student could
still join a fraternity this spring if he so
desired, but one who entered this past
summer will be eligible for a maximum of
three more semesters.
The grade point requirements have not
changed. Students still need a minimum
average of 70 to be eligible for Phi Alpha
Delta or Delta Theta Phi. Phi Delta Phi
will continue to limit its membership to
the top twenty per cent of the class.
One exception to the three semester
requirement pertains to those students
eligible to join Phi Delta Phi. Those
students must join within three semesters
after first entering the top twenty per
cent of the class.
For those interested, rush will start on
Friday, February 13 and will continue
through March 8. Bids will be accepted
March 8·12. After 3:00p.m. March 12, no
more bids will be accepted.

their choosing. Mr. Castleberry finds that
most students want to stay in San Antonio
where the average starting salary is
$10,000 a year or in Houston at $15,000 a
year or in Austin where it is a rather
closed market.
The placement office co-ordinates
campus interviews with a wide range of
private law firms, corporations and
governmental agencies. Local lawyers will
You have given us our visions and then
also call in and request that interested
asked
us to curb them.
students apply. Mr. Casteberry maintains
You have offered us dreams and then
a mail-out list of aU graduates who are
currently unemployed or are seeking urged us to abandon them.
You have made us idealists and then told
different placement. It is important that
students check the bulletin board outside us to go slowly.
the library for recent notices concerning
- Meldon Levine
attorneys interested in hiring new
1969 Harvard Law School Graduation
graduates and clerks.
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First Year Faux Pas
Although the new year affords us the
opportunity to look ahead toward spring,
there were a few, notable, human-interest
sideshows which might have escaped
many students during the hectic pre-final
weeks of the previous semester.
Many freshmen students might
remember that Prof. Francisco was
absent from lecture during the last week
of school, only to re-appear on the final
day to deliver one last stirring rendition of
Torts I and Contracts I. Although I've
never talked to the Professor about his
sickness, informed sources have told me
that he was quite ill and could have easily
stayed home rather than attend class and
answer any final questions his students
might have had. Further 'investigation
revealed that there "Vr.ls absolutely no
truth to the rumor that. thirty-six
students sitting in the first row became
sick due to any germs Prof. Fran~isco
might have transmitted. If, how.ever, you
noticed an abnormally large amount of
sniffles during your final, it was probably
due to the nature of Prof. Francisco's
exam rather than to any disease entity.
As many students know, Dr. Reuschlein

By Joseph W. Weik
celebrates his birthday near the end of the
fall semester. Although this year's event
was not marked with a birthday cake or
Flonzaley Quartet Albums, both of Dr.
Reuschleins' Agency sections greeted him
with a verse of "Happy Birthday" as he

entered. Wishing to gain the upper hand
in pleasantries, a few of us in D section
selected a vintage Rose for the occasion
and placed a glass near the Professor's
Podium for which he seemed highly
appreciative. That night, wP. decided to
finish off the bottle and discovered that
the wine was sour and emitted an odor
reminiscent of an oil refinery. When I

Let Us Entertain You!
Featuring our own Grand Hotel Scandals.
Presenting mini-shows with fun and
dancing for everyone every night
of the week.
And, if you like pasta, don't
miss our famous Monday Ni&ht
Spaghetti Dinner for 39¢ every
Monday 6-10 p.m., with happy
hour drinks.
So join us for lunch or dinner
and put on your dancing shoes
for an evening of good music
and beautiful people.

Serving Lunch 11:30-1:30Dinner 6:00-10:00
Open 11:30 a.m.-2:00 a.m.

8786 Wurzbach Road- by Turtle Creek- 696-1030

returned the bottle to the store, the cle
took one whiff and promptly refunded t
purchase price. Dr. Reuschlein, howeve
upon returning the glass, graciou
thanked me and like the gentleman he
never let on that the wine might ha
tasted a little funny. I sincerely hope tha
if next year's class opts to give t
Professor some wine, they stick to t
more consistent brands like Ripple
Boones Farm.
Perhaps the most embarrassin
occurrence of last semester, was t
failure of Judge Barlow's Criminal La
section to applaud him on the last day
class. Ever yone in his section agrees th
Judge Barlow is one of the most likeabl
instructors at St. Mary's and certain!
deserved an applause to show the'
appreciation. What his students can'
agree on is why no one remembered
applaud or every why no one realized ·
was the last day of class. Explanatio
range from mass hypnosis to simultaneo
memory lapse among sixty students, bu
for whatever reason, everyone in Jud
Barlow's section sincerely appreciates h'
teaching and humor which helped to m
that 7:50 a.m. class a little moree live)
and interesting.

PAD Sale
to return
The PAD used-book sale will retu
during Fall1976 registration according
PAD spokesman Bebb Francis.
Francis explained that the absence
the booksale from Spring Registrati
was due to difficulties of scheduling
manpower coordination.
"The scheduling of the Spring is alwa
tenative," explained Francis. "It's j
tremendously difficult to get everyo
together after the holidays and coordina
the many details that the book
requires."
"In addition, first year students have
large 'carry over' of courses where the
use the same texts for the spr'
semester."
"In addition, first year students havr
large 'carry over' of course where they u
the same texts for the spring semester
Francis said that the popular usedsale will return with Fall registration a
noted that the large student-bod
participation in the project eviden
strong support for the organization
effort to keep the student's expenses to
minimum.
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New Programs
Scheduled

BA Up Date:
by Joshua Brown

semester the Student Bar
nFu'"'''""m is placing much emphasis on
nity oriented projects.
Little is effectively coordinating
"High School Mock Trial Program."
months of February and March will
spent performing the mock trail at
high schools around the city.
first this semester will be the
of the "Young Lawyers

Institute." Coordinated by Eileen Sullivan, the S.B.A. is working in conjunction
with the San Antonio Youth Lawyers
Association. On February 4 a symposium
on the pros and cons of practicing law in a
large firm as opposed to being a sole
practioner will be discussed. Also included
will be attorneys who share offices and a
discussion of the possibility of obtaining a
Small Business Loan to start a law firm.

A and Young Lawyers Assoc
Presents two institutes:

On February 18, the Young Lawyers
will present an informative program on
how and when to interview. Interviewing
techniques and pointers on job hunting
will be studied.
Hopefully March will see a visit from
Mr. Bob Bullock, State Comptroler.
Oh, yea - don't forget Assault &
Flattery on March 19.

''BEST ACTOR''
-Nat1onal Board of Review

WEONESDA Y, FEBRUARY 4th

7:30P.M.
Low Classroom Building
" Inside VIew s of Various Types
of Law Practices"
And
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18th
" Local Attorney's Interviewing Techniques
and How To Get A Job"

''BEST ACTOR"
- National Society of Film Critics

''BEST ACTOR''
-The New York Film Critics

" Brilliantly understated movie about
the human spirit. an anthem really."
Ro '"9 Sto.,.,

,.,.,

t1.'Q'~ ""'~ '2. -2'1·76

\Jirlt Orle!Va6ble:
Caruofll'dt~ &Mrr ~
Auo•~ fro,. SK ..

I wt, \ I /n.

·''"'"':~ U JL '1\E f Ll: T< I I I f~ ,,.,J u'/WA \I Rf f)f If Ul
I!.J,rJuntl,nurtl J,...JJ V JJ.\fr·

NOW SHOWING
IXUUIIYI HUCIID f . .Af.l
INGAGIMIIIJ Ill IAN AliT. . .

NEW LAUREL
7310 SAN PEDRO· 736-4551
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by Claude Dueloux

Spring is upon us. The grades are out,
for the most part, causing some students
to breathe easier, some students to
contemplate hari-kari, and some professors to glance somewhat more than
casually over their shoulders on the way
out to their ears. Spring classes are in
session, after many students begrudgingly paid the $25 late registration fee,
swearing all the way that they knew
nothing about this late fee (including
yours truly).
Anyway, after the
all-too-brief respite, the old grind is back
in operation.
As we go through law school, many
students reflect upon our undergraduate
education, and wonder what relation, if
any, the courses they took have to their
law school studies. After all, how can
music theory help you in Civil Procedure?
What good will British Politic:; do you in
Municipal Corporations? The obvious
shortcomings of the standard undergraduate education becoming increasingly
apparent as the study of law progresses,
some students have organized to warn
their younger brethren of the pitfalls of
studying non-essentials such as history,
the classics, math, or accounting.
Instead, the Bureau to Advise Students
in School (BASIS) has devised a list of
necessities for those intending to study
law at St. Mary's upon graduation from

college. A partial compilation of that list
is described as follows :
Speedwriting 302 - a must for Mr.
Cantu's Torts course. The abundance of
notes accumulated certainly warrants this
skill.
Speedhearing 302 - an ability which
must be developed if the student intends
to take L. Wayne Scott for a course. Mr.
Scott is living proof that the mouth is
faster t han the ear.
Cryptography 101 - a reasonable
necessity if one intends to look up any of
Dr.Yao's hundreds of outside cases. This
ability is necessary not only to decipher
the cites from the blackboard, but also to
unravel the hidden code leading to the
correct ease in the library.
History 407 (History and Development
of Texas)- the only way to pass Mr.
Taylor's courses. The history includes the
oil drilling industry, the Texas Rangers,
and differences in Texas barbed wire.
Olympic Debate 203 - to develop that
verbal agility one finds so necessary for
Mr. Walker's classes.
The course
.develops your ability to insist you are
right, even though what Mr. Walker says
sounds better than what you think.
Psychology 382 (The reality of Terror) for all those with poor math backgrounds
taking Federal Tax from Mr. Parenti or
Mr. Leighton.

t i " ' - - - - - - •Mo n - Th u r . Onl y - - - - - - - .

:

Buy 1drink..

•. get 1 FREE ! I
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with this ad
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I
I
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Music 277 (Jazz Trumpeters of t he
Band Era) - The basis for any course
Mr. Black.
Drama 202 (Melodrama)- This course
necessary to interpret Mr. Francisco'
characterization of "mean old corpora
defendants" and "poor pitiful plaintiffs".
keen sense of humorous sarcasm is
helpful.
History 344 (The Rise of Southe
Aristocracy in the Antebellum Period) provide the foundering law student wit
conversational material when speaki
with Mr. Gene Anderson at law seh
functions.
Psychology 488 (The American Ecce ·
tric)- This is a helpful course for studen
entering any law school, but especi
helpful for those planning to take
courses under Mr. Joe Anderson.
Bible 101 - a look at an earlier wo
which Dean Reusehlein eo-authored.
As forementioned, the above list
incomplete to date, as there are m
other prerequisites which will be added
the future. The foregoing, howev
should aid the upcoming law student
avoid the ever-present depression t
hangs over the student body at t
marvelous time of year when grades
posted.

Women's Law Association
Presents

'A Discussion of the
New Rape Law"
Friday, February 6 - 7 P.M.
Law School Classroom Building
Fe a turing a pa nel including State Rep. Sarah
Weddington, attorneys Charles Butts, & Carol Duncan.

BOMBAY
BICYCLE

CLUB

Fashion Cleaners
31 09 W. Woodlawn
Across from Handy Andy

433-4541

A Complete Plant
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ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

REVIEWS
Besides being a true to life disaster,
HINDENBURG is a disaster of a
It is difficult to write anything
"""""'n'v" about it, except that much of the
PD'emat,,gr.aplty is very convincing. This
simply a long, dull and unmemorable
The plot concerns a Luftwaffe officer's
to prevent the sabotage of the
airship, Hindenburg, Nazi Gersymbol of geninus and achieveGeorge C. Scott plays the
role as that ill-fated colonel. He fails,
zeppelin bursts into flames before
very eyes (for ten minutes), and such
,.,..m,11uu·•u:s as Anne Bancroft and Burgess
Me·r ec'llttn are abruptly grounded.
point one is tempted to write
puns such as the Hindenburg
gets off the ground, or it is too bad
there really was a Hindenburg crash
we would been spared the movie
...,,r,.•nn I shall refrain from saying such
. The Hindenburg receives •• and
is being Christian.
THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING is
Rudyard Kipling story converted to the
screen by John Huston.

'"'•t.tellllPI.

Michael Caine and Sean Connery play
roguish ex-sergeants of Her Majesty's
who are roaming the English colony
India. They decide to seek their
•"""""'"" and become kings of an isolated
near the Himalayas last visited by
~·u~~xaJDOt~r the Great. Instead of becoming
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The Hlndenberg
The Man Who Would Be King
Sherlock Holmes Smarter
Brother
By Mark Stoltz

a king, Connery becomes a god. The
grateful worshippers give him a king's
ransom in gold and gems left by the
conquering Macedonian. Huston has taken
this simple Kipling story and transformed it into an exquisite film filled
with rich scenes of 19th century India and
has captured on ftlm the desolate
grandeur of the Himalayan Mountain
range. The director has also given the
film a strong narrative drive which moves
in a slow, even pattern throughout the
movie.
Caine and Connery are an exciting
combination to watch, each having
blended and subdued his strong screen
presence so that the viewers focus on
their roles and not on them. Connery
shows such excellence as a screen actor
that one is hardly reminded he played old
what's-his-name a decade ago.
THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING
receives ••••.

Sherl~k

Holmes Sml'ter Brother

Like Sean Connery in the previous
movie, SHERLOCK HOLMES' SMARTER BROTHER is Gene Wilder's first
attempt at playing god. On the first day
he wrote the screenplay, on the second
day he produced it, on the third day he
choreographed, on the fourth day he
directed, the fifth day he starred, the
sixth day he edited, and on the seventh
day, unlike Yahweh who rested, Wilder
promoted his creation. Wilder's finished
product, like the original, is far from
perfect.
Wilder's humor seems to me to be more

U·HAUL DEALER

****Worth full price
***Worth matinee price
**Walt for It on TV
*Read a good book
Instead

accessible than either Woody Allen's
off-beat New York humor or Mel Brooks'
manic Jewish zaniness. Wilder borrows
heavily from Young Frankenstein, which
he also helped to write, but does not get
bogged down in the parody of Sherlock
Holmes films as Brooks does with
Frankenstein.
Wilder the director allows the scenes to
develop almost independently of the plot.
This allows him to get the most out of his
actors as comedians and the material as
comedy. However, it also leaves the
audience wondering what is going on
when they stop laughing.
Wilder the actor holds the madness
together and sets up the other actors for
their big laughs. He has the control
necessary to allow his brand of silliness to
work. Excellent performances were also
qiven by Madelaine Kahn, Dom Deluise,
and Marty Feldman.
Sherlock Holmes Smarter Brother
receives •••.

Scholarships open
The
Women's
Law
Association
announced that it will be awarding two
$100 scholarships on Awards Day, April
10. Applications will be available this
week to any student of St. Mary's School
of Law who has completed at least 14
hours of academic credit. Deadline for
submitting applications will be March 15.
Applications will be available this week in
the classroom building.

We Teoch You the T•••• &.o- You N .... To "'••• Th• T•••• . .r

Bill Robinson Service Center

Finkelstein Texas

BABCOCK AT HILLCREST

24 HR. GARAGE SERVICE

Prearranged Picl< Up Service & Delivery

Bar Review
220 Sn.

Co~.-.

"Let us service you while you sleep"

Aulllin, Texu 78'704

• . illard C Finkellilcin- Director

11-4!15
Complete Mechanical Service
Specialize in foreign car service

476·2282

--.-.....

Peter Vogel

....,_...,_or

Judith Johnson

--~"'"·...

Barbara Gunning
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More on Assasination Committee
(Conti nued f rom Poge 1)

Throughout the CBS series there were
instances in which CBS was denied access
to materials needed for the investigations.
Denial to information and materials is a
problem which has constantly plagued
independent researchers into the assassinations.
This is a problem which could, in large
measure, be overcome by a congressional
investigation.
The select committee
which my proposal would establish would,
of course, have subpoena power.
What are the chances of getting the
House committee established? Well, at
least better than they were last year. The
proposal is still pending in the House
Rules Committee which is headed by
Congressman Ray Madden, Democrat of
Indiana. Since the proposal is a simple
resolution, rather than a bill, it is possible
for me to by-pass the committee and bring
the proposal up on the House floor for a
vote under what is called "personal
privilege."
It may come to that, if the Rules
Committee does not approve it, but in the
meanwhile I shall continue to seek more
support among my colleagues. Right now
there is only one Texan, Bob Eckhardt of
Houston, who is among the 54 co-sponsors,
so I could use some more support among
my Texas colleagues.
The other co-sponsors of H. Res. 204,
listed by state: ARIZONA--Morris "Mo"
Udall; CALIFORNIA--Charles Wilson,
George Brown, Edward R. Roybal,
William M. Katchum, Yvonne Brathwaite
Burke, Ronald V. Dellums, Norman Y.
Mineta, Henry A. Warman, Augustus F.
Hawkins, Mark W. Hannaford, Robert
Leggett, and F. H. "Pete" Stark;

CONNECTICUT - Stewart McKinney,
Anthony Toby Moffett, and Christopher
Dodd; DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA -Walter Fauntroy; FLORIDA - Paul G.
Rogers; GEORGIA - Andrew Young;
GUAM -- Antonio Borja Won Pat;
HAWAll -- Patsy Mink; ILLINOIS -Cardiss Collins; INDIANA ·· David W.
Evans and Andrew Jacobs, Jr.;
MARYLAND -- Parren Mitchell; MASSACHUSETTS -- Paul Tsongas; MICHIGAN -- Robert Carr and Don Riegle;
MISSOURI-- William Clay; MONTANA -Max S. Baucus, John Melcher; NEW
(Conti nued from
Page 2)

as a class V. Weintraub, scoles et al, 55 L.
Bd. (South) 55, (St. M. Cr. App., 1976), the
Honorable [sic( Judge Con Flix, of
local fame, layed to rest forever the
ambiguity which formerly surrounded the
definition of "good faith effort." The
requirements are that the accused must
have read and briefed 90% of his cases,
together with attending 9QOX> of his
classes. (Judge Flix did not allude to the
clerk's failure to record this data.)
Certainly, all those accused in the case
at bar who complied with the minimum
standards were justly rewarded. (While
those who did not comply were unjustly
enriched). Defendents who rigidly adhere'
to the new standards may rest assured
that the trier of fact will take judicial
notice of their efforts and they shall be
granted summary judgement.
•
Incidentally, the now obsolete definition of "Good Faith," in part from Blacks

ONE PER CUSTOMER

fatso's bar-b-q
1734 Bandera Rood
432-U39

I Now Serving Breakfast-Flour Tacos I
Sandwish, Salad & Small Drink - s136

Or Beer 8120 Pitcher
With Coupon
Offer Ex pires February 22
OPEN 7 om· 8: 30pm
CLOSED SUNDAYS

JERSEY - James J. Florio, H
Helstoski, and Andrew Maguire;
YORK - Richard Ottinger, Edw
Koch, Mario Biaggi, Bella Abzug, He
Radillo, Benjamin S. RQsenthal, Sh'
Chisholm, Thomas J. Downey, John
Murphy, Charles Rangel, Stephen
Solarz; NORTH CAROLINA- Stephen
Neal; OHIO -- LQuis Strokes ; PE
SYLVANIA -- Gus Yatron and Robert
Edgar; TENNESSEE -- Harold F
SOUTH DAKOTA ·· Larry Pre
WISCONSIN ·· Henry Reuss and
Asp in.
was, "an honest intention to abstain
taking any unconscie~tious advanta
another... "

Dear Editor
As a recent graduate and new alum
St. Mary's Law School, I am writiq
express my dismay and hurt feelings
having been slighted at my grad
ceremony.
This is a memorable and u ·
experience and I felt that the oc
merited an actual program, includin
special outside speaker to inspire as
as congratulate the graduates. A hu
quickie graduation is unworthy of
effort, time and dedication w
characterizes a legal education and sh
not rightly be its culmination
Yours Sincerely,
Ruth E. Kingsley

UNIVERSITY
DR.UGS
2250 Cincinnati at Bandera
COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
·SCHOOL S UP PLIES
• PRESCR IP T IONS Mon.- Sat./ 8am - 9p
·DRUG NEEDS
·C OSMETICS
Sunday / lOam - 6pm
• LUNCHES
Phone : 4 32-7866 fo r FREE dorm deUve
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Lawyer Advertising Controverted
by Charles D. Butts

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Charles D. Butts is Director of
Stole Bar of Texas; Charter member ond
01rector Texas Crimmol Defense lawyers
Assoc1otion: Former First Assistant Criminal
District Attorney of Bexar County· Member
State Bor Committee on lawyer Advertising.

Should lawyers be allowed to advertise?
Should DR 2·101 of the Texas Code of
Professional Responsibility (Canon 2,
American Bar Association) banning
lawyer advertising be liberalized or
abolished? Should the legal profession
maintain its traditional prohibitions
against advert ising and continue to uphold
its timc-honcll'cd ideals of dignity, service
and integrity'! The~t· and many other
questions plaK\)e us at the moment. Just
how and why did this controvery arise?
First. let us examine DR 2·101. In
essem·e it says that a lawyer shall not
prepare, use or partil'ipate in, etc., any
form of public communication that
contains professionally self-laudatory
statements calculatt.•d to attract lay
clients. "Public communication" includes,
among other things, television, radio,
motion pictures, newspapers. magazines
and books. A lawyer also is prohibited
from publicizing himself or associates as
an attorney through such advertising
media. with certain exceptions such as
dignified announcements of the opening of
new offices, routine professional cards,
telephone listings and approved law
directories.
The traditional ban against advertising
IS
rooted in the public interest.
Compel itive advertising would encourage

extravagant, artful, self-laudatory brashness in seeking business and thus could
mislead the layman. The hazard that it
would inevitably produce unrealistic
expectations in particular cases and bring
about distrust of the law and lawyers is
quite apparent, especially were lawyers
allowt'd to advertise without restrictions
of any kind.
History has demonstrated that public
confidence in the legal system is best
preserved by strict, self-impo~ed controls
over, rather than by unlimited advertising.
On the other side of the coin, various
consumer groups, as well as the Federal
Trade Commission (r'TC) to some extent.

Election Law
The Supreme Court of the United
States has, for the most part, upheld the
new federal law regulating election
financing. The major thrust of the decision
handed down two weeks ago, is that it
recognizes the power of Congress to put
limits on an individual's personal
contribution to a candidate for federal
office and to require that donations of
more than $100 be made public.
Only three justices-William Brennan,
Potter Stewart and Lewis Powell-endorsPd the entire 137-page opinion. Each
of the other five participating Ju~tices
wrote separate opinions and at least six of
the eight Justice::: participating, joined the
court's conclusions on each of the
provisions that had been challenged.
In upholding the ceiling Congress set
for political contributions and other
provis1ons requiring records and public
disclosure of campaign spending and
contributions, the Court cited the need to
eliminate the "actuality and appearance of
corruption" in federal elections. However,
the Court struck down the Jaw's
restrictions on campaign spending,
claiming that Congress illegally restricted
free Stfextwf!f_crr:nt AIV?eory that
"moneyi--t\ll'S," ,~ ...court, said that
spendi*- ~·tnltf~eys~bstantial

San Antonio, Tesaa

favor advertising on the proposition that
it would enhance the potential f'>r
providing advertising on the proposition
that it would enhance the potential for
providing information upon which to base
the selection of a lawyer, especially
information about fees. Additionally, it is
urged that advertising will promote
competition amongst lawyers and that the
public thus, will be the beneficiary from
resulting lower fees, more efficient
services plu~ being better informed
regarding the unique abilities of the
particular lawyer chosen.
An additional consideration given by
some of the advocates of lawyer
(Continued On Page 7)

UpheldbyTonychauveaux

restraint on the ability of persons to
engage in protected First Amendment
expression."
The Court removed spending limitations that would have restricted Senate
candidates to the greater of $100,000 or
eight cents for each eligible voter in the
primaries, and to $150,000 or 12 cents a
voter in the general election, and which
would have restricted House candidates to
$70,000 in the primaries and the same in
general elections. The Court also
abolished ceilings on what a candidate can
spend from his personal funds.
Tht! Justices said that these limitations
illegally restricted a candidate's right to
convey his views, particularly through
such expensive and "indispensible
instruments of effective political speech"
as television, radio and other mass media.
"The First Amendment denies government the power to determine that
spending to promote one's political views
is wasteful, excessive or unwise," the
court said. "In the free society ordained by
our Constitution it is not the government
but the people individually as citizens and
candidates and collectively as associationa
and political committees who must retain
(Conti nued On Page 8)
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It has been said that the free-dom of
expression is voided when there are no
means for the expression. At St. Mary's
when the Witan or the Student Bar
Association and other organizations
attempt to provide a first rate newspaper
or programs and services, but are
restricted by scvl·rely limited funds,
student rights arc being thwarted. This
fact is especially poignant when it is
realized that law students pay almost
$24.000 a year in student service fee's.
This service fee is not separately
designated when we pay tuition and as a
result many arc under the impression that
no such fee is paid. Student organizations
in other divisions of the university receive
a portion nf this fcc hack directly under
their administrative control.
The Witan presently rrceive's thirtyeight dollars a month from the law school's
discretionary fund. The S.B.A. receives
approximately four to five hundred dollars
in the same way. Both organiz.ations
receive far less than is needed. Other
organizations receive more. Law students
are entitled to a rebate in some form from
the fees which they pay. Most of us rarely,
if ever. partiripate in the functions
provided for the rest of the university.
ThP Witan is planning to request
approximately two thousand dollars for
the next fiscal y"'ar. The Womens Law
Association is also planning to submit a
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budget request. Even the SBA is talking
about doing the same thing. If the law
faculty council approves the idea, the
requests will be sent to the university
administration. The Witan urges faculty
and student support for this undertaking.

On February 3rd, a special session of
the Student Senate met to discuss th~>
proposed resolution on freedom of
expression and the Payless Drugstore
advertising controversy. Both Senate
leaders, Josh Brown and Leo Solis were
absent; so, Israel Ramon. Senate
Secretary, called the meeting to order. He
immediately turned the meeting over to
Andy Leonie, the Editor of the Witan,
who was requested by the Senate to
explain the situation to them.
Leonie recited the history of the
controversy, dating back to the
establishment of the Witan almost two
years ago. He included in his synopsis a
summary of Dean Raba's reasons for
asking the Witan not to publish the
Payless Drugstore ad and why the Witan
had decided to bow to the Dean's request.
When Leonie assumed the editorship in
October he was confronted with the same
situation. He had the additional problem
of having half of his staff threaten to
resign if the advertisement was published.
The real question discussed by the
Senate was whether the Administration
was acting within their legal rights to
restrict solicitations on campus, or
whether the right to free expression was
improperly restricted.
No one present really seemed to know
all the facts of this situation. The facts
known are briefly summarized as follows:
In terms of dollars and cents, the Payless
offer was to run an ad in each issue of the
Witan for the sum of approximately
$200.00 per year. The Law School gives
the Witan a funding of $38.00 per month
or $342.00 per year. The Dean allegedly
has promised to cut off this funding in
addition to withdrawing permission for
the distribution of the Witano if the ad is
published. He claims to be within his valid
rights to restrict solicitation on campus,
and he believes he has good justification.
The suggestions from the floor were
varied. Ranging from researching the
point of law involved and looking into the
possibility of student fees financing the
Witan, to the attempted introduction of a
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Light News
by John S. Aldridge
First year students whimper as a
shadowy Francisco traces the stations of
the Tort on an obscure blackboard. Others
bend low over their books, cursing the
darkness while straining to prepare the
next case. Lulled by the soft warm glow,
an occasional student dreams placidly
through two general rules and an
exception.
There are problems other than the poor
intensity of light. Dean Raba reports that
the present spotlights not only use
extreme amounts of electricity, but also
generate excessive heat which increases
the air conditioning costs. To make
matters worse, the lights are on an
automatic timer. Like the rising and the
setting of the sun, the lights flash on and
off, beyond the control of mere mortals
desiring to hold any conference or social
function beyond a certain hour.
Plans are being made to correct these
problems. Dean Raba plans to lower the
ceilings in the classrooms and to install
energy-efficient florescent lights. All
lights will be taken off the timer and
restored once again to the control of
student, professor, and dean.
The Dean expects the work to begin the
day after May graduation ceremonies. He
had hoped to complete the project at
Christmas or Easter, but bids and
contractors were not lined up in time.
Mr. Robert H. Mouton, director of the
physical plant for St. Mary's, states that
the school is still "kicking around the
direction in which to go". The decision has
yet to be made between 96 or 112
Flourescent fixtures, cost being the chief
factor. Once the lighting plans are
finalized, the Executive Council of the
University will have to give its final
approval and the contract will then be
signed with the contractors. With help, we
will all soon be seeing the school in a
better light.
resotution of free speech or allowing the
Witan to continue to handle the situation
to which they have resigned themselves.
Advice was sought from Mr. Hobbs, the
lone faculty member present at the
meeting, who counseled restraint on the
part of the students.
Unfortunately, a quorum of senators
was not present at the meeting, and no
action could be taken_
In a subsequent meeting of the Senate a
committee was formed to research and
write a memorandum on the problem of
censorship in private institutions.
Ken Kreis
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Dean's
Desk
by Ernest A. Raba
It might be well for the students of the
School of Law to get fully acquainted with
the history of this School of Law. You are
referred to Volume 35 Number 9 of the
Texas Bar Journal at Page 197.
After you take time out to read the
history of the School of Law, then you
might be interested in the following
statistics. The Fall entering class
' consisted of 220 students representing
resident, of 33 states and the District of
Columbia, and academic degrees from 97
I different accredited colleges and universities located in 32 states and the District
of Columbia. About one-half of the fall
enrollees are from Texas, with the
remainder from out of state. Fifty-one
women are represented in the fall class.
Forty-three minorities were accepted but
only fourteen showed. Total female
enrollment is 106. total minorities number
-16.
By May 31, of this year the Law Library
will have grown in accessions from 65,000
to 75,000 volumes. A complete set of the
National Reporter System, 2nd Series,
will arrive this month.
Additional furniture to increase the
seating capacity of the Law Library for 56
students should be forthcoming from the
American Desk Company in Temple,
Texas. You will note that wall shelving
has been installed to accommodate library
volume growth; in addition, thereto,
additional shelving from Remington Rand
has been on order for several months. This
is the same type of shelving currently in
use in the Law Library.
In another article appearing in this
issue you should be fully informed of the
new lighting system to be installed in the
Law Lecture Halls at the end of the
current semester.
Faculty wise, two additional full-time
faculty members will be appointed
'beginning with the Fall Term of 1976; a
full-time person has been appointed as
Director of Placement and Alumni Affairs.
Professor Castleberry will continue as the
overall director of the program, but will
carry a full-time teaching load. The new
Director of Placement and Alumni Affairs
will have a full-lime stenographer. The
new Director and Secretary will be on
campus on June 1, 1976.
by Tim
Johnson
Tim O'Shaughnessy
The LAW WIVES want to thank
everyone for their continued support of
the bake sales. The sales take place on the
2nd and 4th Wednesdays each month.
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Law Libraries Compared
by Linda Lampe & Joe Casseb
In the November 1975 issue of Student
directly accessible to students, copy
Lawyer, Charles Kelso, a professor of law
machines are in separate rooms or located
at Indianapolis Law School and former
outside of immediate study areas. The
chairman of the ABA section of Legal
book check out desk is separated from
study areas, and in any large study rooms
Education and Admission to the Bar,
the desks are separated by bookcases.
wrote an article entitled "How Does Your
Law School Measure Up?"
The Studtmt Senate Library Committee
In that article, Kelso stated that "It is
has focused on six short term areas of high
priority improvements needed: (1) hours not a quality rating ... however it does
compare the relative availabilty of the
Sun. 12-11, M-F 7-11, Sat. 9-7; (2)•books •
resources ... and kinds of educational
suggestion box with sheets for faculty and
programs a law school may choose to
students to request additional volumes,
offer.ln that sense, it presents data which
conduct a survey of other law schools
concerning the optimum utilization and
relate to educational quality." Different
scales and ratios were employed in
type of books needed for 650 law students
determining the rating given to respective
(3) quiet brE'a k up the central
concentration of tables and chairs with
law schools. In the category "Volumes in
library" St. Mary's ranked somewhere
book shelves, staff whispermg, eliminabetween mediocre and poor. This
tion of the phone at the front desk, quiet
s_igns ~ . appropriate pl~ces. 20 .minute
corresponded with the overall rating St.
Mary's attained-near the bottom of the
hme hmtl on vacancy m carrels, and
utilization of unused classrooms for study;
list of law schools in the United States.
Although Kelso's article was somewhat
(4) lighting supplement lighting t~ m~et
misleading in the sense that all facts were
the standards set by the Illummatmg
Engineers Society of America for desk
not presented or taken into consideration
concerning our library, it did awaken the
and carrel areas; (5) reproduction- studies
Student Senate to look into and evaluate
have been completed by Xerox and IBM
the prdblem.
which determined 5c dry copies are
In response to the article, the faculty
feasible; (6) maintenance-prompt replacements of light bulbs, etc.
and Student Senate Library Committee
intensified their efforts to improve St.
Mary's law library. The faculty library
The administl'atton at St. Mary's has
committee, chaired by Dr. Harold G.
responded with a positive approach.
Reuschlein, will review suggestions
According to the Dean's office, the library
submitted by the Student Senate Library
will be increased by 10,000 volumes by
Committee. BobJudd; the Senate Library
this May. This increases the total volume
Committee chairman conducted a recent
figure from 65,000 to 75,000. A complete
survey of the law libraries of four Texas
set of the National Reporter System, 2d
law schools. The resulting data follows lht•
Series should arrive this month. More
articles.
furniture has been ordered to accomodate
In all libraries, except St. Mary's, the
the overcrowded conditions and seat more
professional librarian's office were
students in the study area.
COMMENTS
SCHOOL HOURS
REPRO LIGHTING
No smo\<ing or drinking, quiet
University M-F 7-2 a.m. 5c IBM dry good
reading rooms, library staff
of Texas Sat. 9-Mid.
whispers, book check out desk
Sun. 9-12
separate from study areas.
Baylor

M-F 7:30-11
Sat. 8-11

5c IBM dry fairgood

Sun. 2-11
SMU

No smoking or drinking, lounge,
quiet reading rooms, book lined
study areas, book checkout desk
separate from study areas.

M F 7:30 Mid.5c IBM dry excellent Smoking in carrels only, lounge
Sat. 9-6
area, quiet reading rooms and study
areas, book checkout desk separate
Sun. 12-Mid.
from study areas.

t. Mary's M-Th. 8-11
F. 8-5
Sat. 9-7
Sun. 2-10

5c wet

poorfair

No smoking or drinking, lounge,
uninsulated carrels, one major
study area, book checkout desk
within major study area.
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S.A. Feed Guide
by Mac Secrest

The impetus for this feature article
arises from the fact that a great plurality
of law students currently attending this
school hail from states other than the
great Lone Star, and "you all" as well as
many students who are Texas residents
are unfamiliar with the city of San
Antonio. Thus, the climate is ripe for what
appears herein. The purpose of this brief
feature will be to disclose to those who are
virgin to this unique city and thosu who
are not so virgin (to this unique city), the
eating establishments, cafes, restaurants,
hang-outs or grease joints that I have
been frequenting for years (some,
however, not too frequently).
Let me make the following perfectly
clear and establish a few ground rules.
First, in none of the establishments
mentioned herein do I have any pecuniary
interest. Second, as a rule you won't find
many other commentators, if any,
extolling or disclaiming these establish·
ments' virtues or vices because they are
all basically "holes in the wall". By this I
mean they eschew from illimitable
commercial advertising can rarely
accomodate more than 30 patrons at one
time (and many of them fewer than 10),
and basically have a flavor all of their own.
But this in NOWAY denigrates from their
special place or plateau in San Antonio's
forum of "eating out" establishments.
Third, as a rule you can eat lunch or
dinner (when served) always for less than
$2.25 and usually much less than that.
This by definition limits our inquiry. No
articles or commentary will appear
discussing Coulipiac De Samon en Croute,
Supremes de Vocaille a Blanc, or Ole
Braise Aux Pruneaux! However, the
paper will be rampant with descriptions
and opinions concerning such gastronimical delights as chicken fried steak, fried
chicken, cnile stew, Red Top (combo of the
2 preceding entrees), caldo (soup),
enchiladas, pan dulce (sweet bread) and
tacos.
Finally, I make no contention that the
recommendation or criticisms appearing
within the course of these articles will
meet with your individual agreement. As
anyone knows who truly loves to throw
down (eat), beauty is in the mouth of the
taster. I do promise, however, that the

* S.A. Feed Guide
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comments that I make will be as
forthright as can be and that if you keep
an open mind and a kind disposition, the
local flavor supercedes any shortcomings
that the food may have. This is not to say
that you will have any shortcomings in the
taste of foods and the places that I
comment upon. Most represent, in my
opinion, the best places in town, and those
that serve authentic Tex-Mex Mexican
food are probably the best in the world.
(Continued next issue).

by D. Callahan

\.
The fourth of Carlos Castaneda's works
recently appeared in paperback form.
Tales of Power is barely narrative,
strategically poetic, and philosophically
indulgent; as if the author had finally
achieved that drug·induced, purposeless,
altered state of consciousness for which
Castaneda has in the past b~n so roundly
criticized. But the book is not about drugs;
it is about a sorcerer's explanation of the
world.
To understand the world, one must
become a warrior. That entails, among
many other time-consuming things, an
awareness that man's perception of the
world is merely that-a perception, a
point of view. After that, and after a
wing's brush with knowledge and power,
the warrior merely witnesses the world.
As the finite hero of his own re-birth,
and as an apprentice·warrior under the
direction of his teacher-sorcerer, Don
Juan, and his benefactor-sorcerer, Don
Genaro, Carlos struggles for impeccability
of thought and speech. His warrior's
journey is much like that of San Juan de la
Cruz' solitary bird:
The conditions of a solitary bird are
five:
the first, that it flies to the highest
point;
the second, that it does not suffer for
company, not even its own kind;
the third, that it aims its beak to the
skies;
the fourth, that it does not have a
definite color;
the fifth, that it sings very softly.
Lastly, though the novel's thrust is
subtle, it is also familiar (think of walking
out of Torts class):
He explained that the art of a teacher
was to deviate the apprentice's attention

from the main issues ... "What was the
point of tricking me that way'!" I asked.
"Sorcerers are convinced that all of us are
a bunch of nincompoops," he said. "We can
never relinquish our crummy control
voluntarily, thus we have to be tricked."
Res Ipsa Loquitur

by Dave Antonini

Lately, there seems to have been a
"resurfacing" of some of those old faces
that carried the "folk-rock'' movement
through the late sixties and into the early
seventies. The most widely publicized are
Bob Dylan, Joan Baez and The Rolling
Thunder Paview. The most unique and
changing face though is Joni Mitchell. She
has a definite style which cannot be
pigeon-holed into any one musical
classification. Her material lyrically paints
some of the strangest but also the moat
beautiful pictures I've ever heard.
Jan. 23, she drew a crowd that nearly
filled the Municipal Auditorium for the
performance. The concert opened with a
set by her back up band, the L.A.
Express. Unfortunately the leader and
saxophonist, Tom Scott was missing. The
band performed a good set but it lacked
the fire and funk that laced their last
album, "Tom Scott and the L.A. Express".
The leaderless band seemed to lack
cohesion and self-confidence and held back
a lot of the energy that was evidenced in
their recordings.
Ms. Mitchell performed mostly material
from her past recordings with an
emphasis on her last album "Hissing of
Summer Lawns". The most outstanding
parts of the night were her own solo spots,
which displayed her ability to play both
acoustic guitar and piano. Some of the
songs performed, such as "Jungle Line",
would have been best left in the studio.
The feel of songs such as this is dependent
upon the clarity and effects of a studio
atmosphere and could not be effectively
reproduced in a hall to a live audience. She
did not maintain a real rapport, with her
audience.
As a whole, it was a performance which
doesn't fall into the memorable musical
moments of your past. On a scale of five
stars, Joni Mitchell would receive five
stars for herself but only two stars for her
performance.
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Women's Place

Working in America
by Meg Morey

A seminar on women in the business
and professional world, organized in large
part by the Mayor's Commission on the
Status of Women, and made possible in
part by a grant from the American Issues
Forum Committee of San Antonio, took
place February 5 through 7.
Through a series of workshops on topics
ranging from the legal rights of working
women to techniques for self-motivation
and self-reliance, the seminar provided an
opportunity for women to meet other
working women, and to exchange ideas,
and experiences.
The keynote speaker for the Friday
afternoon session was State Represen·
tative Sarah Weddington. In her talk, she
stressed that equal opportunity is now
backed by laws already on the books; that
it is now up to each woman to break
through the barriers of old habits and
stereotypes. She illustrated her point by

several recent court decisions, many of
them humorous.
Many of the workshops were aimed at
changing the individual's self-image by
acquainting them with the psychological
as well as legal tools available to advance
in their chosen field. Several of the
sessions on Saturday were specifically
aimed at the women who are entering the
job market, and minorities who are just
beginning to find opportunities available.
Participants in planning the workshops
included members of the National
Organization of Women, the YWCA,
League of Women Voters, Chicana Rights
Project, San Antonio Women's Credit
Union, Texas Women's Political Caucus
the Lone Star Council of Federally
Employed Women, and the Business and
Professional Women's Club, Inc.

Court Appointments
.

by Marianne lipscambe

Each year, several St. Mary's law
Henry Shaw-Supreme CT. of Mo.-(J.
students apply for positions as briefing
Holman) U. of Miami-A.B. Pol. Sc1.-Phi
attorneys for the appellate courts of Texas
Delta Phi.
and other states. The term for a briefing
Patrick Sanders-Mo. Ct. App.-St.
attorney is usually one year beginning
Louis (J. Joseph G. Stewart) St. Louis
Sept. 1. The duties include a study of the
U.-B.S. finance-Summer Safety Supercases assigned, reading the authorities
visor for Fred Weber Construction.
cited by both parties in their appellate
briefs, investigating the law, and finally
making a recommendation on the
by Timothy O'Shaughnessy
particular case. Among the students
'J'he Moot Court Board announces the
chosen thus far are the following:
institution of the Order of the Barristers
William Anderson-Ct. of Civ. App.here at the Law School. The Barristers is
Corpus Christi-U.T. (Austin), B.S.
a national moot court honorary society
Economics-Moot Ct.-clerking: Clark,
originally formed at the University of
Thorton, Summers.
Texas Law School. The Society is
Charles Hardy-Ct. of Crim. App. (J.
comprised of individuals recognized fur
Archie Brown)-U.T. (Austin), B.A.
their excellence in oral advocacy.
Journalism-Moot Ct. Board ChairmanOn Law Day this year St. Mary's will
writer & editor for Southwestern
Research.
recognize several recipients of this award.
Candidates must be seniors and
Frank Morrill-Ct. of Civ. App.-Cor·
pus Christi-U.T. (Austin) Law Journal
have demonstrated excellence in successive Moot Court and Moot trial
Assoc. Editor-Moot Ct.-Mock TrialSenate, Phi Delta Phi-clerking for
competitions. Persons desiring to apply
National Bk. Commerce.
or nominate individuals for this award
Mike Parks-Supreme Ct. of Texas (J.
should check the bulletin boards over the
McGee), Texas A&M-Law Journal
next few weeks or contact a member of
the Moot Court Board for further
Managing Editor-Phi Delta Phimagistrate.
information. Selection of final candidates
Pollard Rogers-Ct. of Civ. App.
wiU be made by a committee composed of
Houston (14th) (Chief J. Curtis Brown)
members of the faculty, a member of the
U.T. Austin-B.A. Gov. & Pol. Sci.-Law
Moot Court Board, and the chairman of
Journal Comments Editor-Honor Ct.
the San Antonio Junior Bar Association
Justice-Senator-Phi Delta Phi.
\Moot Court Committee.
....;
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Limited Legal
Advertising
The American Bar Association's
Standing Committee on Ethics and
Professional Responsibilty is recommend·
ing limited changes in ethical rules which
would permit bona fide consumers'
organizations to publish, in addition to
general biographical information, charges
for an initial consultation fee and
information on the area of Jaw practice
concentration. The Committee deferred
action on the question of advertising by
individual lawyers, which it had included
in its discussion draft circulated to the bar
last December.
In its report, the Committee notes that
the amendments meet the need observed
by many lawyers who have communicated
with it that additional information should
be furnisht>d the public, and meet the
legitimate concern of the public that they
have access to needed information which
will aid them in the selection of counsel.

Pep talk
Dear Doug.
It :;ounds like you are suffering from the
well known and dreaded "blahs" also
known as "sophomore slump" or as we
called it during the sophomore year in
dental school the "red ass."
I really do know what you're going
through. In fact the long awaited novel
"Down in the Mouth" has this as its major
theme. I'm still pissed off with the way we
were treated after twenty years. We had
the damdest collection of chicken shits &
cheap shot artists in the world there as
well as an unbelievable number of
competents, empire builders & petty
backbiters. Anybody who has gone to
professional school has seen this.
Don't worry about St. Mary's Law
school.
Screw St. Mary's Law School. It's a
plain and simple paper chase. Get that
degree and let them all go to hell.
Education is the business of a lifetime.
Professional ~chools aren't that murh
different-most of their reputations are
just P.R. When I got out of school I was
convinced I had been to a uniquely
crummy institution but found out that
every young dentist I met told the same
stories.
Anyway, ronsider this a pep talk.
Love,
(Law School Relative; name withheld by
request).
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Rape and the Penal Code
by Meg Morey

On February 6, the Women's Law
Association presented a seminar discussing recent changes in the Jaw concerning
rape and attitudes toward the subject in
general. The Panel consisted of Sarah
Weddington, State Representative; Carol
Duncan, Coordinator of Volunteers for the
Bexar County Rape Crisis Center; Charles
Butts, who is an instructor in criminal law
and procedure at St. Mary's, in private
practice in San Antonio; and Sharon
MacRae, who is currently a prosecutor
with the Bexar County District Attorney's
office.
Carol Duncan reported that few rapes
are actually reported. Victims are afraid
to recount their experience for a variety of
reasons. One prevalent opinion is that if a
woman ih raped, it is her own fault.
Ms. Weddington participated in
formulating the new Penal Code during
the 1973 Legislature. At that time, the
legislature was advised to change the law
as little as possible. Even though the Code
is fairly modern, Ms. Weddington made an
effort in the 1975 session, to move toward
a more general definition of the problem
as "non-consensual sexual conduct", a
description which would include sexual
abuse of men and women. The original
proposal excluded all prior sexual conduct
of the victim from the trial. Instead, the
bill changed the definition of consent in
the Code slightly, extended the statute of
limitations from 1 to 3 years (the same as
other crimes), and provides for an in
camera hearing to determine what
evidence is relevant and admissible.

by Koyo Mullins

From the prosecutor's viewpoint,
Sharon MacRae said rape is one of the
most difficult crimes to deal with. Not only
is the one witness to the crime usually
unwilling to testify, but public opinion
makes jury selection difficult.
There is a general concensus that if a
woman has consented to sexual relations
with one man, she will consent with
anyone. This is compounded by the fact
that women jurors especially white,
middle classwomen, tend to jud~e women
more harshly then men jurors. As a result,
prosecutors prefer women jurors, and
defense attorneys prefer males.
Charles Butts has both prosecuted and
defended sexual offense crimes. He took
the position that one should keep the
rights of the individual in mind, the
presumption of innocence, the right lo
confrontation and cross-examination of
witnesses and the right to an open trial.
He admitted that some defense attorneys
do take advantage of the present system
to drag out the victim'~ past conduct, and
destroy her testimony, but stressed that
this was not the proper way to defend an
accused. As a defense attorney, he saw
little problem with the changes, and
recognized that the pre-trial hearing
would protect the defendant on an appeal,
and perhaps limit some of the abusive
practices of the past.
Questions from the floor, and later
comment by panel members brought out
the fact that the law should reflect the
more and attitudes of society as a whole.
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The President of the State Junior Bar of
Texas, Pike Powers, has appointed Don
Nicolini, a first year law student at St.
Mary's, to fill the newly created post of
Law Student Director. This brings the
total number of board directors to 30.
The Junior Bar represents all licensed
attornies in Texas 35 years of age and
under. Of the approximately 25,000
lawyers in Texas about 13,000 are of
Junior Bar age.
As director, Nicolini will act as liason
between the nearly 6,000 Texas law
students and the Junior Bar. The post
carries full voting privileges. He states his
first task is to establish a procedure to
allow rotation of the directorship. This
will give a student from eacb law school an
opportunity to serve on the board.
Another high priority goal is to secure
appointments of law students to the
various Junior Bar Committees.
Nicolini recently attended a four day
board meeting in Beaumont. There, he
heard reports on the pre-paid legal
services program scheduled for its final
public hearing this month and on the legal
specialization pilot program. A proposed
deferred prosecution plan patterned after
the present federal court's pilot program
used in the Northern District of Texas
was passed as the first plank towards a
Junior Bar legislative program.
The big issue at the meeting, according
to Nicolini, was advertising. There was
much discussion on this pressing problem
of finding an adequate system to inform
the public about individual lawyers and
what they have to offer.
Nicolini mentioned that there are over
60 committees in the Junior Bar. One such
committee is the Law Clerkship
Committee. It's function is to aid law
students in obtaining positions. Nicolini is
available to aid law students at St. Mary's
who desire a clerking position this
summer, list of the committees, or a copy
or the proposed deferred prosecution plan.

etc.••
Fraternity season is now in full blast.
Watch the bulletin boards for information
on smokers and rush parties. Incidentally,
do not believe the rumor that fraternities
are just for people who can't make friends.
In mid-March, ASSAULT AND
FLATTERY is coming up and the Student
Bar has a number of activities in t he
works.
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Lawyer Advertising . • • (cont. from page 1)
advertising is that many recent graduates
are fmding it difficult to develop a practice
on their own; and that referrals from the
courts and bar association lists are spread
too thin. Without some means of publicity
there is no way they can get started. Some
have attempted to start legal clinics,
however, these have run into court
challenges from bar associations. The
California bar used its advertising ban to
bring disciplinary action against the
lawyers involved for using a fictitious
name and for holding a press conference
when the "clinic" was opened.
The controversy was crystallized, or at
least spotlighted, by the Supreme Court of
the United States by the decision in
Goldfarb V. Virginia Star Bar 95 S.Ct.
2004 (1975) which held the minimum fee
schedules are subject to the anti-trust
laws and violate the Sherman Anti-trust
Act. Some read into the decision that bans
upon lawyer advertising might well come
within similar court chastisement.
This overall attack, however, is not
limited to the legal profession but
additionally is being directed at the
medical profession as well as pharmacists.
The outcome of an FTC suite against the
pharmacists is likely to be determinative,
or certainly have great significance, as to
what the legal profession may expect.
Not only is the legal profession under
attack with regard to the advertising ban.
There are increasing efforts to equate the
profession with other "service organizaltion". The Tunney Commission refers to
1
us as the "Legal Services Industry" in its
•reports and studies before Congress.
There is an ever present push toward
Federal regulation of lawyers' services

and fees, and several encroachments
already have been made. Practically every
session of the legislature spawns
additional efforts to abolish contingent
fees. Not the least of criticisms leveled
against lawyers have been in the area of
payments for representation of the
indigent, the critics ignoring for all
practical purposes the Constitutional
guarantees of "'right to counsel" and the
decisions of the Supreme Court.
In an effort to solve the problem of the
ban on advertising, the American Bar
Association met with various groups last
year in both Philadephia and Chicago, and
formulated a tentative plan towards
liberalizing Canon 2. Essentially, the
proposal would remove most of the
restrictions on advertising, except any
public communication containing a "false,
fraudulent, misleading, deceptive or
unfair statement or claim". This, however,
would not have any effect on existing
prohibitions against lawyers soliciting
business on a one-to-one basis. Under the
plan lawyers also would be allowed to
state that they limit their practice to a
particular area or field of law, or that they
concentrate their practice in one or more
areas of the law. A third change would
allow attorneys who also are Certified
Public Accountants to identify themselves
publicly as such and to practice law and
accounting in the same office. The ABA
committee defined a "false, fradulent ...
deceptive ... claim" as one which, among
other things, contains a misrepresentation
of fact, a client's self-laudatory comments
about the lawyer, creates a false or
unjustified expectation, implies ability to
influence a judge or other public official,

includes representations that will cause a
reasonable person to be deceived, or
makes onlv a partial disclosure.
The board of Directors of the State Bar
of Texas just this month passed a
resolution instructing the Texas delegates
to the ABA to oppose the plan also, the
Board of the San Antonio Bar Association
passed a similar resolution. The State Bar,
however, recognizes that there is, in fact,
a legitimate controversy and that it is
incumbent upon the profession to study
the situation open-mindedly with the eye
toward making workable alternative
proposals to the ABA.
This is a problem that will not solve
itself or just disappear into the sunset. It
is incumbent upon the legal profession
itself to bring about a practical, workable
solution. A step toward is the advent of
legal specialization. In 1975 Texas held for
the first
time examinations for
specializations in the fields of Criminal,
Family and Labor law, and the
certification of specialists in those fields
now is a reality. Further certifications are
being extended and proposed in the Tax
field and others. Certification as a
specialist entitles such lawyer to advertise
in a limited way by inserting his name and
speciality in the yellow pages of the phone
book, on his professional card and other
specified ways.
History has shown that advertising has
potential for great harm. U it is allowed to
go unregulated, the lowest common
denominator will prevail, and the public
will suffer injury. History also has shown
there are numerous benefits to be gained
from advertising. We are learning how to
control the abuses so that it will work
in the public interest.
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HEARSAY
by Mike Holmes

"HEARSAY" will be a regularly
appearing column in the WITAN.
At the present time little information is
available on St. Mary's alumni. Associate
Dean Castleberry has mailed out
questionnaires to graduates and as soon as
replies begin arriving we will be able to
report on it. A Director of Alumni
Relations and Placement has been
selected and will be officially announced in
the near future.
The Law School's Student Senate
initiated an award to be given to an
alumnus on Law Day who has
distinguished himself or herself because of
his or her contribution to the judicial
system. From time to time we will feature
an article on one of the recipients of this
Distinguished Law Alumnus Award.

Barrera
Saluted

Roy R. Barrera, Sr. 50 was the recipient
of the 1975 Distinguished Alumni Award.
Since graduating from St. Mary's School
of Law Mr. Barrera served as Assistant
District Attorney, Bexar County, Texas,
from 1951 to 1957. Mr. Barrera served as
Grand Jury Attorney and Chief
Prosecutor in felony cases.
Around 1957 Mr. Barrera formed the
law partnership for the general practice of
law with Anthony Nicholas now
incorporated under the firm name of
Nicholas and Barrera, Inc., a Professional
Corporation.
From March 10, 1968, to January 23,
1969, Mr. Barrera served as Secretary of
State for the State of Texas by
appointment of then Governor John
Connally.

Election Law Upheld
control over the quantity and range of
debate on public issues in a political
campaign."
The court also found fault with the
government's administrative set-up for
enforcing the campaign money rules and
ruled that if Congress does not repair its
structural deficiencies within 30 days, the
comm1ss1on will lose its executive
functions. The Justices found the makeup
of the Federal Election Commission to be
unconstitutional because four of its six
members are appointed by Congress
rather than by the President. The court
found that the commission's power to
bring civil enforcement actions and to
determine candidate eligibility for public
financing involves execution of the law
and that such powers can be handled only
'by "officers of the U.S." The Constitution

220 So.

1973-74).

Roy Barrera has belonged to a large
number of civic organizations, served as
Delegate and Secretary, Texas Delegation
to the 1968 Democratic National
Convention.

• • • (con't. from page 1)

authorizes only the President to appoint
"officers of the U.S." the court noted.
If the commission does not meet its 30
day deadline on revamping, no one in the
government will have authority to
distribute public funds that are playing
major roles in the presidential primary
campaign funding of the Democratic and
Republican candidates. The commission
has thus far directed the U.S. treasurer to
pay a total of $4,098, 748.46 to the
candidates. To date, three bills-two in
the Senate and one in the House-have
been introduced to save the commission.
Sen. Richard Schweiker's bill would
simply reconstitute the commission by
changing the law to have all six voting
commissioners appointed by the President. The other Senate bill, introduced by
a coalition of senators led by Edward

We Teach You the Texas Law You N-.4 To ~••• Tho Taxes . .r

February 20, 1976
Mr. Barrera has been a member of
many different legal organizations. As a
member of the State Bar of Texas Roy
Barrera has served as Vice-Chairman, of
the Committee on Increasing Law
Participation in Bar (Minorities); and as a
member of many other Bar Committees.
Mr. Barrera has been a charter member
and past Director of the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association Past
member and past Chairman of the
Committee to test and examine the
qualifications for admission to practice
before the United States District Court,
Western District of Texas; San Antonio
Bar Association (Director, 1968-69;
Second Vice-President, 1970-71; First
Vice-President, 1971-72; President,

Kennedy and Minority Leader Hugh
Scott, would reconstitute the commission
but would also provide for the public
financing of Senate campaigns. The House
bill is similar to the Schweiker bill and was
introduced by Rep. Bill Frenzel.
David Cohen, president of Common
Cause, has said that the ability of
Congress to repair the commissions'
powers will depend on the willingness of
House Democratic leaders to shove Rep.
Wayne Hays (D.Ohio) aside. Hays,
chairman of th House Administration
Committee, was responsible for the
existing law which required that four of
the six commissioners be appointed by the
Congress, and has vowed to abolish the
old commission altogether in light of the
Supreme Court decision.
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Caseload fufcien In C.C.A.
by Judge John F. Onion, Jr.
(EDITOR 'S NOTE: Judgt> John F. Onion,
Jr . is the Presiding Judge of the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals )

The Court of Criminal Appeals, Texas'
court of last resort in criminal matters,
has the highest caseload of any state
appellate court in the Nation. It receives
in excess of 1,600 new appeals each year
and over 800 post-conviction writs of
habeas corpus. These matters must be
added to the backlog pending at the end of
each year. The Court has been disposing
of over 2,600 appeals and other
criminal matters each year, and in the
process each Judge and Commissioner has
been writing on the average of over 200
opinions each year when the national
average is approximately 35 opinions per
Judge each year. Thus, the five elected
Judges of the Court decided some time
ago that drastic measures needed to be
taken to keep the docket as current as
possible.
Manpower
Recognizing the need for additional
manpower, the Court in late 1971 renewed
the Commission system by appointing two
"permanent" Commissioners and inducing
two retired Judges to also serve as
Commissioner~ . This gave the Court nine
working members, although Commissioners have no vote on the dedsion in any
case. Further, from time to time the Court
has also utlilized some Justices of the
Courts of Civil Appeals as Commissioners.
The Court re<.'Ognized also that merely
increasing the number of Judges was not
alone the answer. Through the use of
federal funds from the Criminal Justice
Council the Court has hired four
Admini.c;trative Assistants (all lawyers),
and research assistants for each of the
elected judges. In addition each Judge and
Commissioner has a briefing attorney.
The Executive Administrator helps
relieve the Presiding Judge of the
time-consuming details concerning per
sonnel, budgetary problems and other
administrative details and enables him to
be free to perform the judical functions.

One Administrat ive Assistant screens the
appeals extracting those containing a
bare transcript, ones with jurisdictional
defects and those which appeJiate counsel
has concluded. are frivolous appeals. Two
other Administrative Assistants originally review all post-conviction habeas
corpus applications, preparing worksheets
thereon before they are assigned to a
Judge for subsequent presentation to the
Court for disposition. In addition they
prepare a bench memorandum in each
case to be orally argued.

Handling the Caseload
Abandoning the former system of
giving a case a number and putting it on
an assembly line regardless of its nature
and submitting just a certain number of
cases each week, the Court now takes the
screened cases mentioned above and
disposes of the!-'e matters within a week or
ten days after receipt. Insofar as possible
all pending guilty pleas, revocation of
probation, extradition and other habeas
corpus applications are set for t he last
{Continued on page 7]

Legal Service Update

Proposal To Administration
by Joshua Brown

As most of you remember, a petition
was circulated around school in
September 1975 indicating your desire to
ask the Faculty Council to consider the
proposed St. Mary's Legal Services
Program. Since September, Morgan Dunn
and I have worked extremely hard to lay
the necessary groundwork for the project.
We were successful in getting Dean
Raba to appoint an Ad Hoc Committee to
Evaluate S.M.U.L.S. The committee was
comprised of myself,
Mr. Henry
Christopher (Past President of the San
Antonio Bar Association), and Professors
Castleberry, Walker, and Ferguson. It
was the committP.e's feeling that the
program could not possibly be implemented without the approval of the local
bar.
As a result, on October 22, 1975,
Morgan and I presented the program to
the Board of Directors of the San Antonio
Young Lawyers' As!!ociation. The board
unanimously voted to assist 'and' support
the program by providing 5 to 10
volunteer attorneys to work week,nights
with the program and 2 volunteer
attorneys to serve on the staff.
On November 25, 1975, we again made a
prec;entation of the program to the Board

of Directors of the San Antonio Bar
Association. They approved the principle
and concept of the proposed program.
The ad hoc Committee appointed by
Dean Raba convened on Feb. 13, 1976.
After considerable debate, I was able to
get the Committee to recommend to t he
Faculty Council the following: (I quote
from the committee's report)
"(a) There is no evidence at this time
that the law school possesses sufficient
financial resources to enable it to furnish
the faculty member to sponsor the
program as required. The proposed board
proposes to include "one faculty member
... appointed by the school." The staff of
the proposed program ... are under the
supervision of faculty and practicing
attorneys.
A member of the faculty appointed to
such a position, and assuming such
responsiblities, could reasonably expect to
have his teaching duties and respon·
sibilities. Since it appears that t he present
members of the faculty would be unable to
assist in those duties, another faculty
member must be employed at increased
budgetary cost.
[Continued On Page 7]
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EDITORIAL
We cannot say that this development
The past few weeks have seen many
rumors flying around the law school has come about under the most favorable
regarding the Witan and censorship by of circumstances, however we are
the law school administration. It would amenable to the situation. We hope that a
not be truthful to state that there was no productive working relationship will be
such move, however, the fact is that developed while preserving a student
presently there will be no censorship of forum for the free exchange of ideas which
the Witan. This assurance was given to will also be ultimately beneficial for St.
the Witan editorial board at a March 4 Mary's University School of Law.
meeting with the Very Reverend James Since1ely, ~ j
_
/1~ ~....,.. ........
Young, S.M., President of St. Mary's
University and Mr. Don Ryckman,
Andrew Leonie Ill Editor
Vice-President of St. Mary's University. ---~--r---~-::--""":~P-...,_,.
What follows is a copy of the letter sent to
Dean Ernest Raba regarding this
"For some time the WITAN was a
development.
newspaper published by students who
were enrolled in the Law School of St.
Dear Dean Raba:
This letter is to inform you that the Mary's University which lacked clearly
WITAN Editorial Board and Staff accept defined ties with the school. In a
Professor Francisco's appointment as its comparatively short time it has become
Faculty Advisor. We welcome this identified as an organ of the student body,
apparent recognition of the WITAN as a under the Student Bar Association, its
student organization meriting an inde- financial status has become more firmly
pendent advisor.
established by inclusion in the SBA's
Due to the ambiguity of the term proposed budget with allocation of the
"advisor" we feel it is necessary to state greatest single portion of that budget, and
explicitly the acceptable role of an advisor now it joins the rest of the student
to the WITAN. Pursuant to St. Mary's organizations in acquiring its own faculty
University policy on student publications, advisor. A law school consists of its
the role of the advisor to the WITAN will student body, its faculty and the overall
not involve censorship. Quoting from the coordinator the Dean; their relationships
Job Descriptions and Code of Ethics for are fairly well understood. What about the
the Rattlers, November 1968, "The student newspaper, the faculty, the
advisor's main duty is to advise the editor student body, the Dean and the Advisor?
on matters of policies, content and As I see it the newspaper exists to inform
techniques." The same document also the students and to provide a forum in
states that "The editor consults with the which individual students may express
advisor on controversial and/ or sensitive themselves to all their fellows and the
material but retains the decision and faculty, to inform the alumni and those on
responsibility for what is printed." the Hill how it is down in the valley, and
Quoting also from a December 1975 possibly to bring a little humor into the
memorandum sent out by Brother William relentless competition for knowledge and
Denton, C.S.C., Dean of Students to recognition. What is the student
Fraternities, "The purpose of a faculty newspaper not? It is not a tool for the staff
advisor is to guide, advise, but not to of the newspaper to manipulate their
command; to serve as a liaison between fellows or for the school administration to
the student organization and the manipulate the students. With that
university community."
introduction what is the Faculty Advisor's
Specifically, with respect to the WITAN job? The Faculty Advisor's job is to help
and Professor Francisco, he will be the newspaper staff, the faculty and the
consulted as to the material to be printed Dean in insuring that the students got the
in each copy of the WITAN. His opinion truth, in insuring that the newspaper
will be considered and weighed. However, helps St. Mary's Law School in meeting its
the ultimate decision to print or not to committment to the bar, the community
print will remain with the Editorial Board and its students, and in avoiding
of the WITAN: In order to be effective, unnecessary problems. What does the
Professor Francisco's opinion must be Faculty Advisor do? He does what the
presented before the copy is ready to be unanticipatable problems may require as
submitted to the printer. He is welcome to they arise."
express his opinions at the monthly staff
-Wm.~
and proofing meetings of the WITAN.

J.
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francisco Defines Roles

by Tim Joluuoll
Have we got a deal for you. A b
new Mercedes 300-D will be raffled off
the ALUMNI ASSOCIATION at an A
17 oysterbake at the pecan grove.
chance on the $14,000 car costs only $1
6 for $5. Tickets can be obtained from
member of Law Wives who will recei
percentage for their scholarship fund.
Law Wives are also planning
BAR-B·QUE for members Friday M
12 at the pecan grove, cost is $2 a cou
March 19 is ASSAULT AND FU
TERY. We are aU due a good laugh.
The WOMEN'S LAW ASSOCIA
will play the faculty in a softball
Sunday, April 4 at 2 p.m. on one of
fields adjoining the school Matt Per
will call the play-by-play.
The CRIMINAL LAW ASSOCIATI
has several things in the works.
luncheon is being planned with
Campbell, the Federal Defender.
upcoming is a seminar on corrections
criminal justice. On the lighter side
CLA hopes to sponsor a ~ret together
classes on a Friday later this month at
Pub Beer Garden, beer of course will
served. The purpose of the meeting is
disucss ideas for next year and just re
CLA also selected new officers at the
meeting. Former Treasurer John Hu
was elected President, former
senator Joe Casseb was elected
president and frrst year students
Shaw and Tim Johnson were el
Secretary and Treasurer respectively.
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~~Educators and Institutions across the
\ untry are becoming increasingly
e. armed at the marked decrease in SAT
$1 ores and results of verbal skills
1 chievement tests nationwide. To explain
ive he drop, educators have a barrage of
ady answers: they blame television, the
, creased use of colloquialism, and the
'a !axed standards of child·rearing. Many
~p(pf the "experts" should be making broad
..A~eappraisals of the s<>-caUed "progressive
1. !education" concepts.
'101 One damaging concept to writing in
raJQilrogressive education has been the notion
~ t(lhat students should get the idea across,
nauand not worry if they say it correctly. This
"mental telepathy on paper" routine has
~Oidiscouraged students from searching for
• Jbetter adjectives or synonyms or even
Mltorrect spelling, because they know the
;Aiheacher will "gel the idea."
I ~ The upshot is that many students are
ftF"aduated from high school and even
1 college with little or no understanding of
~ he basics of their language.
~ Unfortunately, law students are not
15
exempt from this categroy.
A basic English test, given under the
prer.1ise that. students could write
., eorrectly, but did not. know why they did
o, was administered to 50 law students at
t. Mary's. The test used examples and
c: sked basic questions. There was no time
y. limit.
The questions were as follows:
1. Which sentence is grammatically
correct: "It is us," or "It is we"?
2. Give the pronoun l}sed in English to
denote the third person, masculine
• singular, in the objective case.
3. Pick out the dependent clause and the
direct object in this sentence: "When the
dog ran through the door, mother threw
me the leash."'
4. Name the six tenses of the English
1 language and give examples of each if
possible.
5. Either diagram or explain what role
each word plays in the following six word
sentence: "The cat jumped over the
fence."
6. What part of speech is the word
"There" in the sentence: "There is my
car."
The results were almost staggering.
Immediately many students became very
1
defensive and very obviously angry at the
inability to answer many questions.
As to the first question, only one out of
three law students responded correctly:
1. "It is we." On the second question,
' twenty-eight out of fifty students
responded correctly with the word "him."

l

Although it can be said in all probability
that none of these students would misuse
the word "him," nearly half the students
were lost when the word "him" was
described in its syntactical derivation.
In the third question, a bit less than a
third (sixteen) described "When the dog
ran through the door" as the dependent
clause, and amazingly only seventeen
picked the correct answer "leash" as the
direct object.
The fourth question proved somewhat
simple, with 60% or thirty students, being
able to give the six tenses of the English
language. However, only fifteen students
could give an adequate example of each
tense.
In answering question 5, about twenty
nine students could say with a fair degree
of certainty that "cat" is the subject.
"jumped" is the verb or predicate, and
"over the fence" is a prepositional phrase.
When asked what the prepositional
phrase modifies, only three students said
it modifies the verb "jumped" by telling
'where' the cat jumped.
As to the last question, only five out of
fifty said that the word "There" is known
as an appositive or "dummy subject."

The rather disappointing results of this
test take on added significance when one
con::.iders that this was not a
"man-on·the·street" type of interview.
Everyone taking this test had a college
degree, and some had graduate degrees.
Perhaps the easiest conclusion that
emergies is that most students have
forgotten the terminology of grammar.
After all, it is apparent that all students
write well enough to obtain admission to
law school, and many students are
involved in various student publications.
An alternate conclusion presents itself,
however. It appears that students do
speak and write correctly solely because
what they have heard to be correct, not
because of what they understand to be
correct. This conclusion is more disturbing
because the legal profession's business,
the business of judges, appellate
advocates and politicans, is that of words.
The words we use, or misuse, so casually
may mean right or wrong, imprisonment
or freedom. Without understanding, our
language weakens and suffers. Any
preparation that leaves our understanding
so casual deserves improvement.

Freshman Grades Analyzed
by D. Callahan, J. Childress, D. Edwards
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This article refers to the
graphs and tables placed on the bulletin board
nearest the SBA office in the classroom
building.}

The grades were copied from those
posted on the Grades Board and run
through a computer on a canned program
designed to reveal, essentially, just how
the grades were distributed.
Generally speaking, the distribution or
curve of the grades was bell·shaped
normal. A curve of this type is to be
expected from the administration of any
good test. The 'skewness' statistic reveals
exactly what little per cent chance had to
do with the individual curves lacking a
perfect bell-shaped symetry.
For four of the five courses, 70 was the
most frequent grade. By studying the
peaks of the different curves, one can get
an idea of the relative weight these grades
had over others. Two things can be
speculated on here:
l.Judging by the comparative sparseness of grades just preceding the grade of
70, and judging by the comparatively
large number of grades of 70, it is logical
to deduce that the professors have, for the
most, given the benefit of any doubt about
a paper's quality to the student.

2. Judging from the two or three grade
peaks found in each distribution curve, it
is logical to deduce that the professors
have subjectively fixed these points as a
kind of grading landmark or lighthouse.
!The individual section's distribution
cures, not posted on the board reveal this
more clearly.)
Though much of the above statistical
information is merely information for its
own sake, two valid questions can be
asked. First, ·why must the bell-shaped
distribution curve sit on the mean grade of
73"/ Second, if there is sound education
policy justifying why and where the
bell shaped curve sits (though many
educators discount any such policy as
arbitrary), or if there is some other law
related policy justifying the curve's
placement, then why were those people on
the left-hand side of the bell-shaped
curve admitted to law school in the first
place'!
'I'he answer to the first question may
well be "Well, that's what the average
grade happened to be." This is no real
answer for it fails to reveal any grading
policy. From one point of view comes the
(Continued On Page 5)
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REVIEWS
by Moe Secrest

This article will concern itself with the
Hamburger. There are two reasons for
this: First of all, nearly everybody loves
hamburgers (rebuttable presumption);
and secondly, one of the greats in this area
is reportedly losing its lease and will
depart forthwith from the San Antonio
scene. The flavor and uniqueness of this
place is beyond comprehension and so I
beckon all of you to frequent it before its
premature demise. {I am assuming that
the rumor is true). This great old place is
none other than Hipp'e Bubble Room. It's
located at 1411 McCullough, near S.A.C. I
can't tell you how long its been here
because it was doing business long before
I started going there in the middle sixties.
But I can tell you that few places offer
such color and genuinely good food.
Among the items I recommend are
hamburgers, one of which has 5 patties,
homemade french fries (non-frozen)
hotburger steaks (jalapeno cheese and
sliced jalapenos between 2 patties of
hamburger meat which is eaten between 2
slices of white bread with all the
accompanyments), and real cold Gimidraw beer. Don't ask me why there are a
bevy of plastic balls hung from the ceiling,
just go there and try to figure it out for
yourself.
II you really want to go to a place which
typifies that which you probably thought
had ceased to exist, go with great dispatch
to Cubeer 'elocated at 1719 Blanco. This in
my opinion is the second best hamburger
in town and no where else can you enjoy
the surroundings and interminglings as
much. The meat on their hamburger
appears to be freshly ground and it is a
little greasy, but this is an essential and
necessary attribute for a top quality
burger. Their homemade french fries are
out of sight and in another article I'll tell
you about their excellent chili, enchiladas,
and chicken 'n dumplins. The quintessence
of the place is, however, its employees and
patrons. You practically feel like you are
intruding on a family gathering because
everybody, exc~pt yourself, knows
everybody else.
The last comment for today is reserved
for the very best hamburger in town. This
was an easy choice for me and for most
who have eaten at Joe's. (If you don't

believe me, ask Ray Flume). Go down
Hildebrand toward Trinity University,
make a left on Blanco and proceed for a
block or two at 2423 Blanco. Be careful, if
your Gilbert's or cans fall off the seat and
you reach down to pick them up, you may
well pass it by. Joe's who is owned and
operated by Phylis, sells 3 sizes of burgers
and cheeseburgers, potato chips, a few
soft drinks and that's it. There are no
more than 5 stools in the establishment,
but the experience that one has while
there matches them all (well most of

t( m). Q,de,

I recommend the large purely because I
love excess, and watch Phylis go to work.
She'll reach into a small cooler, retrieve 2
balls of good quality hamburger meat,
place them on top of each other on the grill
and with one great whack of her
formidable spatula, flatten the meat out
to a perfect patty everytime. God what an
effect! You will absolutely love it! The
hamburger is a true member of the grease
fraternity; although it is not too unduly
oleaginous, it commands your utmost
respect.

a ·=.:
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Every law student, at some point in
tl\eir career at St. Mary's, must be
subjected to indoctrination by that elite
corps: the Legal Research Instructors.
These instructors are usually the Law
Journal g()-getters who spend an
enormous amount of time in the Library.
As a result of their cloistered existence,
they often suffer from an extreme
deprivation of sleep, food, air and light,
which makes them particularly vulnerable
to manipulation by their students. Since
the Honor Court might frown on outright
monetary or sexual favors, such
manipulation must be done discretely and
with enough subtleness that even your
instructor will fail to realize your true
intent.
If you are stuck on a tough memo,
maybe you can get your instructor to
reveal the cite number for that key case
by using a number of well established
tricks. You might try casually mentioning
to your instructor that your father is a
rich oil tycoon in Houston who hires
lawyers by the dozen, or you might just
mention that you "know people" in
influential places. Females with male
instructors have a special advantage in
that they can employ many "sexist"
methods to get their instructors to talk.
You might try putting on false eyelashes
and practice batting your eyes in the
mirror before going to the Journal Office.
You should try a variety of offspeed
flutters and bats but keep it discrete and
simple. Remember, there's no bat like an
old bat and instructors like Pollard Rogers
have been known to only fall for old bats.
Another good ploy is to try to be overly
friendly and show your affection by
referring to your instructor by his or her
nickname. e.g_ Ludwig von Sokolik, Adolf

~~h
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Lavenhar, Prince Pinnell or Frauline
Jackson, S.S. ("Gestapo Woman")
Once you have turned in your
assignment, do not dis pair if you receive a
bad grade. Since the instructors are only
students, they do not have access to the
faculty "Grade Wheel" and must judge
your paper on the basis of such outmoded
standards as legal expertise and writing
ability. This silly and subjective method of
grading leaves your grade open to debate
and enables the student to logically plead
his cause. Before going to the Journal
Office to see an instructor, you should
take a pair of tweezers and firmly pluck a
hair from your nostril. The resulting pain
will fill your eyes with water and give you
that all-important "misty look"_ If you
must lie about why you got a 55, don't say
anything blatantly obvious like, "The
books I needed were always out". No one
would believe such a ridiculous story.
Instead, stick to something basic like, "I
was kidnapped for a week by a band of
gypsies". If lying is not your thing, you
might try giving your instructor a small
gift which someone would not ordinarily
find in the library, like a decent cup of
coffee or a roll of toilet paper.
Perhaps you might really want to
surprise your instructor by turning in
an original memo. Instructors sometimes
tire of reading paraphrazed A.L.R.
annotations and plagarized law review
articles. If you wish to turn in an original
work, be sure to forewarn your instructor.
The shock to his or her system might be
too. much to handle and you could be
permanently classified as a deviate or a
subversive. At St. Mary's, such a
classification might jeopardize your future
as a law student and amount to academic
suicide.
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CLA Meets Twice

Moot Court Competition
by John Stempfle

The Moot Court Board will be holding
two competitions this Spring semester i.e.
Freshman Moot Court and the James R.
Norvell Competition. The former is open
to all fU'st year students enrolled in Legal
Research and Writing. This year's topic
involves products liability and, as in the
past, all freshman will be required to
write two memos and an appellate brief in
conjunction with their Legal Research and
Writing class. Those who desire to further
their oral advocacy skills may then form
two person teams. Each team will then
argue one side of the case with the winner
advancing to the next round. This will be a
single elimination tournament with the
preliminary rounds being held on Monday.
March 29 and Tuesday, March 30. The
quarter-finals and semi-finals are scheduled for Wednesday, March 31 with the
finals on Monday, April 5 at 7:00 p.m.
The Moot Court Board needs second
and third year students to judge the
Freshman Moot Court competition on
March 29, 30 and 31. If you have
participated in any of the competitions
offered at St. Mary's Le. Freshman,
Walker or Norvell, you are eligible to be a
judge. Watch for sign up lists on the
bulletin boards.
The Norvell Competition is open to
second and third year students enrolled in
Prof. Walker's Appellate Advocacy
course. There will be 20 teams competing
and each will argue a total of four times,
twice each on Thursday, March 25 and
Friday, March 26. The six individuals with
the highest scores will advance to the
finals which will be held on Friday April 2
at 7:00 p.m. Justices of the 4th Court of
Civil Appeals of the State of Texas will
preside over the finals while local
attorneys will judge the qualifying
rounds. The three winners will then
represent St. Mary's at the State Junior
Bar of Texas convention which will be held
in Austin this summer.

by D. Callahan

Attorney J erry Goldstein Lectures
On Feb. 19, Attorney Jerry Goldstein
spoke about the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) of which he is a member.
While telling those present several
judicial "war stories", he emphasized that
the main purpose of the ACLU, which is
primarily a nation-wide volunteer group,
is to preserve the first ten amendments of
the U.S. Constitution, and to provide legal
counsel to those legally significant issues
which have large societal ramifications.
With no small pride he noted that the
ACLU has in its fifty year history
appeared before the Supreme Court more
often in an advocating position than any
other civil organization. And in a very
articulate pattern, Mr. Goldstein criticized
and commented on subjects ranging from
the Watergate mentality, which in his
opinion fostered the pending Senate Bill
Ill (proposed federal penal code), to his
own humorous procedural inadequacies in
the court room.

Medical Examiner, made a short delivery
to the Criminal Law Association at their
monthly luncheon last Feb. 26. He spoke
on and answered questions about his role
as a forensic pathologist.
A forensic pathologist, unlike an
anatomical pathologist, not only notices
the condition of a dead human body, but
also draws inferences about what actually
happened to the natural life processes.
Dr. Santos stated that because of
forensics, the quality of criminal justice is
greatly enhanced. If it were not for his
work in discovering the hidden facts of a
man's death, many innocent and guilty
people would find themselves situated on
different sides of jail bouse bars.

When asked what was one of the most
difficult homicides to diagnose, Dr. Santos
said that death by suffocation was. The
autopsy of a person who has had his mouth
and nose closed, say with a large pillow,
reveals little else except that the per son
should not have died. If the instrument of
this kind of death has been removed from
Dr. RuiH-n Santos Lectures
the victim's vicinity, or vice versa. there is
Dr. Ruben Santos, Bexar County little proof of what happened.

Freshman Grades
response that because most students will
be average, their grades will be average;
i.e., 73. From another point of view comes
the response "What is so magical about 73
that makes it an average grade? The
average grade could as well arbitarily be
anything else as long as the distribution
curve is preserved."
There may well be no answer to the
second question as it is phrased because it
is impossible to precisely predict how a
person will do in law school-therefore it
.is impossible to know who not to accept.
The students and the administration are
then forced to live with the fact, if the

(cont. from page 3)
above statistics more or less reflect the
yearly situation, that a large per cent of
those accepted will flunk out. To lower the
per cent, move the distribution curve to
the right; to raise the per cent, move it to
the left. The question then raised is what
per cent is tolerable? 10'? 15? 20? Talking
about per cents tends to make one forget
that the talk is about people.
Lastly, though surely a study like this
has been made, if one were to compare
how every individual actually did with his
LSAT and GPA, one might discover a
tighter method of law school acceptance.

Maybe You Heard The Competition Was
11
Golng To Take Over Here"
You k now w hat would happen if they d id. But n obody " takes over " fr om faculty like Keeton, E.E. Smith, Eugene
Smith, A.P. Jones, Ward, Weintraub. W harton, Krahmer, Ensle, Elias, leopold, Edgar, Walker, Hemingway,
Gui nn-to name a few. Hasn't the competit ion tried to hire t hem? You bet they have, and they f lashed big
money around in some cases. They are sti ll trying. But these people are dedica ted to their students and loyal to
our program and they are looking out f or your interests and for t he interests of th ose students who w ill come
along in th e next f ew years.
The Institute and Its faculty are dedicated to giving the best bar review
In Texas at a pri ce you can afford to pay.

FINKELSTEIN INSTITUTE FOR TEXAS BAR REVIEW
Peter Vogel
Judith Johnson

220 South Congre11

.676·2282

Austin, Texas 7870A

Ken Nye
Barbara Rosenberg
Barbara Gunning

ABA-LSD News
by David C. Pennella

Thirteenth Circuit Conference
The ABA-LSD 13th circuit will hold it's
Annual Spring Converence in San Antonio
on March 19. 20 and 21, 1976. All events
will take place at the St. Anthony's Hotel.
On Saturday morning, the delegates will
be able to participate in a Federal Bar
Association Program entitled "Federal
Trial Practice Skills". Professor James
McElhaney, Southern Methodist University, School of Law, will speak at 9:00
a.m. on recent changes in the Federal
Rules of Evidence. At 10:30 a.m. a panel
of federal judges will discuss speedy trial
procedure and other current matters of
concern to trial attorneys. The panel will
be composed of the Ron. Thomas G. Gee,
Judge, U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit, Austin, Hon. Adrian A.
Spears. Chief Judge, U.S. District Court,
Western District of Texas, San Antonio,
Hon. Joe J . Fisher, Chief Judge, U.S.
District Court, Eastern District of Texas,
Beaumont, Ron. John H. Wood, Jr.,
Judge, U.S. District Court, Western
District of Texas. San Antonio and
moderator, Professor L. Wayne Scott, St.
Mary's University, School of Law. There
may be additional seats available to St.
Mary's students. Anyone interested in
attending the FBA program should
contact either Joshua Brown or David
Pennella, co-chairmen of the conference.
The afternoon program will include an
address by Pike Powers President of the
State Junior Bar of Texas and the election
of a new 13th circuit governor for the
1976-77 school year. An awards banquet
will be held Saturday evening which will
be preceded by a cocktail party sponsored
by St. Mary's Law School. The speaker for
the banquet will be the Hon. John C.
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Professors

Prelude

Many law students begin to wonder,
especially after receiving their grades,
what they would be doing were they not
aspiring lawyers. To be sure there are
very few, if any, lawyers who have not
wondered what would have become of
their lives if they had not gone to law
school. I have it on the very best authority
that law professors are no different. Even
they sometimes wonder if perhaps, under
different circumstances, their lives might
have ventured in a different professional
direction. In fact, when one wanders the
halls of the law school after some
professor has given a somewhat less than
Ciceronian lecture, many law students can
be heard suggesting a variety of different
positions which that professor could easily
fulfill.
When one seriously contemplates how
one professor or another could easily have
been swept from our midst by the
stronger pursuit of another vocation, a
number of possiblities are suggested. For
instance, what if Professor Black bad
gone inio politirs and was elected as our
President? For all we know, Dean Raba

may be the reincarnation of that great
emperor Julius Caesar! And what if
Orville Walker had gone into Vaudeville
instead of Law? Or Gene Anderson
became the pilot of Air Force One? Would
Dean Schmidt's monologue be any better
than Carson's? And can you see Peter
Parenti as a game show host? Sound
Interesting? Humorous? (or downright
unbelievable?)

by Claude Ducloux

1
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These flights into fancy and many many
more are some of the objects of our
twisted imagination in Assault and
Flattery '76. Assault and Flattery is one of
the few practical exercises offered during
law school. It can teach you all about the
constitutional guidelines on slander and
defamation, and offers instruction on the
principal of lack of consideration.
But seriously folks, it's all in great fu r.
and promises to be a very entertairung
evening for the faculty and students and
their families. Set your calendars now:
Friday, March 19, 1976. Beer served in th•
Pecan Grove at 7:30. Show time: 8:35 in
the Scbolasticate Auditorium. Be There!

Phillps, Chief Judge of the Austin Court of members: they are given a voice and vote,
Civil Appeals. On Sunday morning there have travel expense budgets, are kept
will be a farewell breakfast. All St. Mary's · abreast of developments within their
students are invited to attend this areas, and are often instrumental in
conference. There will be a registration formulating ABA policy. Applicants must
fee of $10.00 which will include the dinner have at least one academic year remaining
in Jaw school after June 1, 1976 and must
and breakfast.
Openings of Liaison Positions to ABA be a member of the section to which they '
seek appointment as liaison. To apply, '
Sections and Committees
send a letter of application with a
The Law Student Division's Section and complete resume by April 1, 1976 to:
Committee Liaison program has many
LSD/ ABA, 1155 East 60th Street
openings. Liaisons are accorded the same
Chicago, Illinois 60637, Atten.: liaison Program
treatment as ABA committee and section

ONE FREE BEVERAGE
WITH PURCHASE OF PIZZA
OR SANDWICH WITH THIS
COUPON. OFFER EXPIRES
APRIL 12.

HOURS:
MON.-THURS.
11-9
FRI. & SAT.
11- 10
CLOSED SUNDAY

1214 BABCOCK ROAD
OFF THE INTERSECTION OF BABCOCK & HILLCREST

PHONE:
735-6154

I
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Caseload Burden
Wednesday in each month. This means
that these cases are disposed of within
four weeks or less after receipt. Thus any
benefit derived from the delay in
appealing a criminal conviction is being
eliminated. Those cases with "meat" in
them (and there are many now in light of
the new Penal Code) are submitted on the
other Wednesdays of the month. A quick
survey of cases filed in March, 1975,
showed that all types of cases were
disposed of within an average of 70 days.
The time for oral argument has been
reduced from 40 to 20 minutes to a s1de.
The bench memorandums prepared by the
Administrative Assistants for use in oral
argument contain a summary of facts, the
grounds of errors urged, the authorities
relied upon as well as copies of disputed
matters in the record. These memorandums are studied by each Judge and are
on the bench during oral argument. Since
the lawyers know the Court is aware of
the facts in their particular case, their
grounds of errors, etc., they can and do
complete their arguments easily within
the time limit set.
The Court has eliminated a motion for
rehearing with accompaning oral argu-
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ment as a matter of right. Counsel must
now file a motion for leave to me a motion
for rehearing. The Court then determines
whether to grant such motion, and if it
does, whether oral argument will be
helpful to the Court.
These are just some of the ways the
Court has moved to give its members
more time for research and writing so
essential to moving the docket.
Per Curiam Opinions
In order to save lawyers some of the
ever-increasing cost of law libraries the
Court has expanded its use of per curiam
opinions. Unless the Court decides that
the appeal adds something to the jurisprudence of the State the opinion is not
signed by the Judge or Commissioner
preparing the same. The non-signed
opinions are "per curiam" opinions and are
not published, cited as authority or
considered as precedent. The vast
majority of appeals are now disposed of by
these per curiam opinions.
The Court of Criminal Appeals shall
continue to make adjustments, changes
and take all necessary steps so that it will
not become a bottleneck in the disposition
of criminal appeals.

Mama's word is
law around here.
And the word is
EAT.
So you better do what Mama says. Or suffer the
big consequence. Hunger.
Which is a really silly thing to do,
considering that Mama has the best food and pnces
in town.
•..
Have we won our case?

lice
W9TAK

.,..

~

"

"Pep &6"
ia See ht

Legal Services
(Co nti nued fro m page 1)

"(b) The letter, dated October 20, 1975,
from Aathmell and Company regarding
the malpractice insurance coverage for
the pr oposed program indicates that there
will be a deductible of $1,000. There is no
evidence, at this time, of any enforceable
agreement on the part of anyone to pay
the amount of this $1,000 deductible in the
event a claim of malpractice was
successfully pursued to judgement.
"Since the benefits of t he proposed
program will flow to all students at this
university, it is the feeling of the majority
of t he Committee, and it is our
recommendation, that this matter should
now be referred to the next echelon of the
university administration to determine
whether the uruversity is willing to
allocate and budget the funds necessary to
pay the salary of the faculty member who
would be utilized in supervising the
proposed program and to underwrite the
deductible $1,000 of the malpractice
insurance policy. The opinion of the
majority of the Committee that the
concept of the program is an excellent one.
but that t he above mentioned conditions .
should be satisfied by committment of the
university administration to underwrite
tht! expenses incident to those conditions
before the program can be implemented."
The aforementioned committee report
was respectfully dissented from by Mr.
Walker who thought that the program
was excellent but he forsaw friction
between members of the local bar and the
law school if it goes into the business of
practicing law.
On February 20, 1976, I submitted t he
Committee's report to the Faculty Council
for their consideration. After much
debate, the council adopted the
Committee's report by a vote of 14 to 4.
It is readily apparent t hat the project is
now in the hands of the administration
officials who have the power to remedy
the two perplexing problems preventing
the program's implementation. The
program should not be left to die in t he
Administrative Council.

BARBECUE RIBS
STUFFED ZUCCHINI
EGG PLANT PARMESAN

SAUSAGE
BEANS
POTATO SALAD

''Little Mike's Ice House''
Mon . Tues. & Fri.-Spaghetti PlateRegular $2.25 for 80 '
Bar & Home Cookin' 9907 San Pedro
(Next to Reed's Red Derby)

1722 So. Zal'%amara ·corner of Hazel
& So. Zal'%amora
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SBA Election Nears
by Bill Crow

II

li

The upcoming election of Student Bar
Association senators will differ slightly
from the past selection procedure. In an
amendment to Article IV of the St. Mary's
Student Bar Association Constitution, as
adopted in a special meeting last
September, the Senate voted to abolish
t he senatorial positions currently aUowed
t he three frater nities (Phi Delta Phi,
Delta Theta Phi, and Phi Alpha Delta) and
t he Criminal Law Association. It was
decided at t hat time to increase the
r epresentation from five senators to seven
senators per class. This more effectively
increases senatorial representation from
the current nineteen to twenty-one
senators.
The fraternities and Criminal Law
Association will be adequately represented by senators representing the
respective classes, because of their
election by a greater number of
individuals.
It is doubtful, however, that increased
class representation under t he amendment will be any more effective in
expressing student sentiment, if attendance figures for this term's senators are
indicative of what can be expected of next
year's representatives. Senate meetings,

except for special sessions, are held on the
second Tuesday of each month in the Fall
and Spring semester, and no meetings are
held during scheduled examination
periods. A check of attendance figures
from the minutes of the four meetings
scheduled between September and
J anuary revealed that, of nineteen elected
representatives, nine missed one or more
meetings. (Attendance figures for the
February meeting were not available at
press time.) All first·year senators had
per fect attendance at regular meetings in
the Fall semester. One mid-law senator
had t he dubious distinction of missing
t hree of four meetings scheduled in t he
Fall, and one organizational senator
missed t wo of t hose meetings. One special
mee~ing called this seme~ter lacke~ . a
quorum. From t he available official
record~ of t hose meetings, it appear~ that
no achon has been taken to reprimand
those senators whose absences are
excessive.

WIT AN WANT ADS
FOR SALE: 1973 Impala, " door sedan,
white over gold, power, oer. 41 ,000
miles but perfect condition. $2550.

732-9256.

SPICY HOT OR MILD
6U·01 74

5337-103 Glen Ridge Dr.
San Antonio
(corner Evers & Glen Ridge)
by Handy Handy

Ms. Pat Gunter, Administrative
Assistant to Placement, has acquired
some information which should be
encouraging to aU St. Mary's law
students. A representative of the
publication Daily Texan indicated to Ms. :1
Gunter that nationaUy t here were around
20,000 law graduates in 1975, of that
number only 5,000 have found law r elated
jobs. St. Mary's rates far above the
national average in placing its graduates
in law related postions. For example, in
December of 1975, St. Mary's graduated
64 persons of which only one is still
seeking employment according t o Ms.
Gunter's stat istics.
In connection with t he National
Association for Law Placement, St.
Mary's mailed questionnaires to 170 1975
graduates. Of the 124 responses received
to date, only two indicate they ar e
unemployed. One of t hose indicated she is
not seeking employment.
The majority of 1975 graduates have
joined firms, while state and local
governments and private practices
account respectively for a sizeable portion
of the remainder. Ot her sources of
employment include areas such as the
Federal Government, Judge Advocate
General's Corps, business concerns and
l~al aid just to name a few.
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1734 Bandera Road
432·9439

$1.45-$2.25
$1.50-$3.95

NOW SERVING BREAKFAST
AND FLOUR TACOS

OPEN 7:30 A.M. • 8:30 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAYS

Hours:

Mon.-Fri. 11 :30-10:00
Sot. 4:00-10:00
Sun. 12:00· 10:00

,

Offers Expires April 12th
i - - -- ----~~~~~~~;~--------,

UNIVERSITY J(~-~ ! SANDWICH, SALAD
rl50

~•~n~ ~ ~dera ~ J•L/.

COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
·SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• PRESCRIPTIONS Mon.- Sat./ 8am-9pm
·DRUG NEEDS
·COSMETICS
Sunday/ lOam- 6pm
• LUNCHES
Phone : 432.-7866 for FREE dorm delivery

~olmes

fatso's bar-b-q

LEE'S CHINESE RESTAURANT
LUNCH SPECIAL
DINNER

Mike

I

i

& SMALL DRINK

$135 l
PLUS TAX

,;;, $120 Pitcher

I

!

~-------------~~~~~~------~
·-------------------------1
I
I
I Regular IAR·I-Q PLATE
I
ONE PER CUSTOMER

i fTEA~~!~~~!A]
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WITH COUPON

$1 ?.!AX
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''Advertising'' in Philadelphia
Whither Thou Goest ABA?
by Pike P ower s
Editor's Note: Pike Powers
Is the President of the
Stole Jun•or Bar of Texas.
This ortocle is o condonso
lion of o forthcoming
article by hirn in the May
Texas Bar Journal.
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On Febr uary 17, 1976, the House of
Bar
Delegates to the American
Association met in Philadelphia and
debated changes to the Canons of Ethics
regarding advertising. The outcome of
that debate was widely reported in the
press and received mixed revtews. As a
participant in that debate, I feel compelled
to make a report to you on this very
important issue to the legal profession.
The ABA Standing Committee on
Ethics and Professional Responsibility
reported a recommended modification or
change in Canon 2 of the Code of
Professional Responsibility. The initial
"Van Dusen discussion draft" which was
cir culated in December, 1975, virtually
abrogated any restrictions or restraints
on advertising by members of the
profession and addressed the question of
advertising by individual lawyers. After
receiving criticism and comment from the
Bar, that committee met again in
January, 1976 and issued a modified
report whirh was placed bPfore the House
of Delegates for consideration and
recommended limited changes in eth1cal
rules which would permit bona fide
consumers' organizations to publish, m
addition to ~neraJ biographical informa·
tion, charges for an initial consultation fee
and information on the area of law
practice concentration. The Committee
deferred action on the question of
advertising by individual lawyers, which
it had included in its discussion draft
circulated to the bar in Dc!'ember.
The information could not appear in
newspapers or other forms of public

communicatiOn not presently authorized
by the Code of Professional Responsi·
bility.
The Presrdent of the American Bar
Assoc1ation, and The Young Lawyers
Section of the American Bar both went
"on record" as being in favor of the
resolution.
At that juncture, S. Shepherd Tate of
Memphis, Tennessee, Chairman of the
Standing Committee on Professional
Discipline offered a complete substitute
which replaced the Van Dusen-2
r esolution. In essence, the "Tate

substitute" insures that strong state
control will exist at all levels of any
"limited advertising" changes adoptt•d
wrthin the state. Additionally, by
amendment by Past State Bar President
Leroy Jeffers from Houston, all reference
to law lists "published by bona fide
consumers' organization" was deleted and
the words "state, county and local bar
associations" were inserted as additional
groups who could publish law lists, giving
brief biographical and other informative
date. Of critical importance, for the first
!Continued On Page 6)

Federal Penal Code Proposed
Edt tors Note: The fol lowtng orllcle is prornorily o
memorandum prepared by the staff ol the
Subcomm•flee on Cromtnollow• and Procedure. of the
Uno ted States Senate Comm•tlee on the Judtctory and
was •upPI•ed to former Witon Ed• tor Andy Leonie by
subcommttlee stall rnember J.C. Argilsonger.

The Bill to codify, rP.vise and reform
Title 18 ofthe United States Code, S. 1, is
currently under consideration before the
U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary.
Since its original introduction in 1973, it
has been the subject of many hearings and
has under much study and revision. It
received bipartisan support when it was
reintroduced in the present Congress by
Senators McClellan and Hruska and was
cosponsored by Senators Bayh, Eastl_!l9d,
F ong, Griffin Mansfield, Moss, Hugh
Scott, Taft and Tower.
Sl-the Criminal Justice Reform Act of
1975 dates back to and draws heavily upon
the American Law Institute's Model
Penal_Code (1961) and the final report of
the National Commission of Reform of
Federal Criminal Laws (1971). Sen.
McClellan has aptly observed "when this
bill is enacted, the United States will
have, lor the first lime in its 200-year
history, a genume criminal code-a clear,

concise, and complete statement of t he
criminal law carefully drafted in an
attempt not only tp safeguard t he public
welfare but also to preserve fully
individual freedoms. It will be a modern
rode that \\ill meet the needs of todny's
society by retaining the best features of
current law, amending ot hers, and
eliminating those laws that are obsolete."
Sen. McClellan noles that "ince S. 1
necessarily touches upon all areas of the
federal criminal laws-including such
volatile issues as the disclosur e of
classified information, the restoration of o
constitutional form of capital punishment,
the prohibition of the dissemination of
obscene material, and mandatory prision
sentences for certain crimes-it "immedia·
tely brings into focus conflicting views and
provokes strong and persistent contra·
versy."
The past few months have seen a
concerti)~ effort by certain individuals and
groups to persuade Congress to abandon
S. 1 altogttther and, in effect, to maintain
the state of federal criminal law in its
presen, chaotic and inadequate form.
fContinue d On Page 12)
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EDITORIAL
Dear Law Students,
On Friday, March 26, 1976 the Board of
Regents ofthe Univ. of Texas voted 7 to 2
to dissolve the University of Texas
System School of Nursing. The action of
the Regents was done precipitously and
without prior evaluation
of the
effectiveness of the System in providing
quality eduation for nurses. The action
was also done without prior notification of
the System president or any of the six
Deans based in Austin, El Paso, Fort
Worth, Galveston, Houston and San
Antonio.
This letter is an attempt to inform you
of the wide spreading effects of the
Regents' action. Many of you are probably
thinking "We're sorry for the nurses, but
so what?"
One major issue at stake here is
professional autonomy. When a group of
university regents can arbitrarily change
the control of the educational process of
one professional group, the implication for
others are obvious. As future lawyers you
can understand the impact of such a
precedent being set by one large
institution by higher education.
A second issue of concern to all is the
quality of care you can expect to receive in
Texas. When a profession controls its
own total educational process, including
the important matter of budget, it is held
accountable to the needs in the State. The
Univ. of Texas System School of Nursing
has responded to the health needs in
Texas. For example, in the rural areas,
our system has provided comprehensive
continuing education. It is important to
note that no one campus has the
resources, human or material, to meet
these needs. Only as a system could we
provide this necessary education. As
recipients of health care, you need to
know that you can be adversely affected.
A third issue is that of sexism. Nursing
is a predominantly female profession. As a
System School of Nursing, we women
professionals were exerting a great deal of
influence on health care in the state. The
action by the Board appears as an attempt
to dissipate this power base. I don't
believe it's necessary to elaborate
further-all professional women need to

Through the able leadership of thfs
year's editorial board and the diligent
efforts of the staff, the Witan was
transformed from a newsletter into a
newspaper. It became an organ of student
expression, a medium by which students
and other contributors could expound
upon subjects of their choosing and
produce both informative commentary
and exhibit a multitude of journalistic
styles. The evolution of the functionary
aspects of the paper came to a head; it was
to inform, communicate, criticize, critique,
humorize and to provide an independent
medium of expression for the law student.
This is what the Witan represented .... this
is what the Witan represents.
As the newly elected Editor in Chief of
the Witan, I entertain no grandiose
think about the Regent's action and what
it means to them.
The "official" reason for this dissolution
was given as saving $300,000 in
administrative costs. We in the System
realize that this isn't the real issue as our
Development Board generated over
$500,000 last year alone.
As students and faculty, we have
responded to this official statement by
offering to raise the necessary $300,000 to
give us a year's reprieve in which the
System would be evaluated by an
objective group. We have jointly launched
a state wide campaign-Save Our School
(SOS).
If you can offer time or money to this
campaign, please write to S.O.S., P .0.
Box 29565, S.A. Tex. 78228.lf you are not
in a position to help, please become
informed. This action can affect your
profession and personal life in Texas.

Bette A. Baker, RN, MS Instructor
Univ. of Texas System School
of Nursing at San Antonio.

Editor:
I would like to thank those LAW
STUDENTS who showed me special
kindness during my time of sorrow.
Monita Fontaine

notions not heretofore mentioned. But I
do promise to do my best to see that the
Witan maintains its free atmosphere of
student expression, that it provides an
open forum for student and faculty input,
that it reports the news and events as
accurately as possible and that when
student opinion is being expounded it will
be labeled commentary. I also promise
freely to criticize, extoll and generally
lampoon anybody and/or anything in the
editorial section of the paper.
In closing let me extend my sincere
offer to any student who would care to
become a part of the Witan, to get in touch
with us. We are anxious to complete the
already begun task of making the Witan a
true student newspaper. Only through
your input, which includes constructive
criticism, can we reach this goal.

We, the members of the 1976·1977 Law
Journal Editorial Board, wish to assure
you, our fellow students, that under our
guidance St. Mary's Law Journal will
maintain its traditional standards of
excellence. We welcome all suggestions
for improving your Law Journal, and
stand ready to help fellow students who
have specific problems involving ltgal
resear~h and writing.
(Continued On Page 16)

Editor-inChief . . . . . .
Mac Secrest
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Save Yourself the Trouble
by Dennis James
One of the perennial problems in a
student's life is regaining his security
deposit on his apartment. In 1973 the 63rd
Texas Legislature passed a tough new
law governing the return of a tenant's
security deposit. Article 5236e V.A.T .S. is
solid legislation favoring the tenant's right
to have his deposit returned.
Under Article 5236e security deposits
must be refunded by the landlord to the
tenant within 30 days after the tenant
surrenders the premises. Advance notice
of the tenants withdrawal from the
premises is not a condition required for
the return of the deposit unless it is
underlined or in bold print on the rental
agreemeJ;~t.

If the landlord does find cause to retain
all or a portion of the security deposit, he
must furnish the tenant with a written
description and itemized list of the
deductions. Deductions are limited to
those damages sustained due
to
negligence, carelessness, accident or
abuse by the tenant or member of his
household or his invitees. The burden of
proving the rea.c;onableness of the damage
assec;sment is upon the landlord.
H the landlord fails to return the
tenant's security deposit in bad faith, he
will be liable for $100.00 plus treble the
amount of that porlion of the deposit
wrongfully withheld and for reasonable
attorney's fees in a law suit to recover the
security deposit. The landlord bears the
burden of proving that his retention of the

security deposit was reasonable. A prima
facie case of bad faith on the part of the
landlord can be established by showing
that the landlord failed to return the
security deposit provide a written
description and itemized deduction:;
within 30 days of the tenant's surrender of
the premises.
The tenant's only duties toward hi:.
landlotd_are: prp_viding him with a written
copy of the tenant's forwarding address
and not withholding part of the last
month's rent in the amount of the security
deposit. The tenant's right to h1s security
deposit or description of damages and
charges is never forfeited for the mere
failure to furnish a forwarding address to
the landlord. The landlord, however, can
not be accused of withholding a security
deposit or failing to provide a description
of damages in bad faith until the tenant
funishes the forwarding address in
writing. The tenant wiU be held
accountable in bad faith for treble the
amount of the rent withheld and for
reasonable attorney's fees when he
wrongfully withholds a portion of the last
month's rent. A prima facie case of the
tenant's bad faith will be established by
the withholding of that portion of the rent.
Article 5236e rights can not be waived
or contracted away by either the landlord
or tenant.
As it now stands, Article 5236e is a clear
determination of the rights of the landlord
and tenant. Just how powerful a tool it
will be depends on knowledge of its
existence.

New Faculty Appointments
By Mike Holmes
Dean Raba has announced the recent
appointments of three new full time
faculty members at the School of Law
beginning in the Fall of 1976. In addition,
the Dean has announced that Associate
Dean Castleberr) will resume a full time
teaching load next Fall, although he will
continue to chair St!\'eral committees at
the Law School.
Sue M. Hall, (B.A., University of
Oklahoma, M.S.W., Washington Univer·
sity, and a May, 1975, graduate of St.
Mary's School of Law), hns been appointed
Director of Placement and Alumni
Relations, effective June 1, 1976. Ms. Hall
will have a full time srrrelary and will
teach one course at the Law School.
Currently, she is with the Rexar County
District Attorney's office m lht• Juvenile
Division.
William A. Gregory of the University of
Tulsa College of Law (B.A.. Case Westt!rn
Reserve, M.A., Univers1ty of Michigan,

J.D., Harvard) will be a Paul l:asseb
Visiting Professor to the School of Law for
the forthcoming Fall and Spring
semesters. Mr. Gregory's expertise is in
the field of agency, corporations. and
security regulation. He is co-author with
Dr. Reuschlein of a text on Agency to be
published bv West Publishing Company.
Ms. Shirley Butts (B.A., CaliforniR
State University at Los Angeles, J .D.
University of Texas) will also join the full
time faculty next fall. As an adjunct
instructor here, Ms. Butts has taught
Professional Responsibility and Juvenile
Jaw. Presently, she is in the practice of law
with her husband, Mr. Charles Butts, who
also leaches Criminal Law and Procedure
at St. Mary's. Ms. Butts has had
considerable experience in both prosecu·
ling and defending criminal actions, and
additionally, has done extensive work in
the field of Juvenile Law.
The respective subjects to be taught by
these new faculty membt'rs have not yet
been announced.
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Rehabilitation
Examined
D Callahan
On the evening of Aprill, the Criminal
Law As~oc., v. hich was joined by a San
Antonio College Penology class, attended
a two hour seminar on Texas penitentiary
rehabilitation programs.
Dr. Jerome Mabli, representing the Ft.
Worth Federal Co-Correctional Institution, oullined a new innovation in federal
prison reform. His Ft. Worth prison is
co-correctional; one in which men and
women regularly associate with each
other. Two conceptual approaches are
used at Ft. Worth in an effort to
successfully rehabilitate the residents;
multuality and normalization. The former
means that everyone, staff and residents,
respe<·tfully share in decisions relating to
the inslitution"s opE'ration. The latter
nwans a stl•adily, graduated approach to
indcpendenn•.
Mr. Karl Jeffreys and Miss Janice
Tuttle, representing the Texas Depart·
ment of Corrections at Huntsville, said
that the goal of the department was one of
rehabilitation through a combination of
v<K'ational and academic programs
available to inmates. They presented and
outlined the more than forty vocational
and academic programs available to
inmates. Their film, Everybody Win!.i,
clearly showed how the Huntsville
system stresses both educational and job
skills. It also made credible the notion that
prisoners can and do integrate rather than
endure the goals that are presented to
them.
Mrs. Minnie Loera, representing
C.U.R.E. (Citizens United for Rehabilitation of Errants), addressed herself to the
problems the prisoner's family has in
accepting the released offender. She
stressed the need for gradual release-the
offender needs to be released in degrees
from strict control to eventual normal
freedom.
In response to many interesting
questions, the seminar panel revealed:
l. The most severe punishment as loss
of freedom .
2. Huntsville has approximately a 30%
n•sddivist rate.
3. In Huntsville it costs $5.10 to
maintain one man for one day.
4. A prisoner in Huntsville can earn
twenty days "good time" for every 30 days
properly served_ If he becomes a trustee,
a prisont•r is credit"d with two days for
every day served.
5. An adult ro·correctional institute
generally uplifts the dignity of both men
and women residt•nts.
6. Watt·rgat e affected inmates no more
than ;, did the general population.
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REVIEWS* A&Uid q Mall

by D. Callahan

Last month Werner Heisenberg died.
I think it is important and appropriate
to reiterate, not in my own words but in
those of J. Bronowski's Ascent of Man,
some of the philosophiral implications or
Heisenberg's now famous formulation of
the uncertainty or indeterminacy principle. In a very real sense, Bronowski's
work, which has been off and on Time's
best seller list for two years, is an
expansion of Heisenberg's principle of
unrertainty.
The Ascent of Man is a personal
biography or ideas originally in the form of
thirteen television essays. Bronowski's
point is that knowledge in general, and
science and art in particular, do not
consist of discovering and fixing for once
and all the limits of man's perception. As
Heisenberg mathematically proved in the
field of quantum physics, the world is not
a fixed, solid array of objects out there, for
it cannot be fully separated from our
perception of it. It shifts under our gaze. It
interacts with us, and the knowledge that
it yields has to be interpreted by us.
According to Bronowski, science and
art originate from the same creative urge
in man. Each represents not a different
subject matter, but rather different
methods of exploring the world. All
knowledge, all information between
human beings can only be exchanged
withm a play of tolerance. "There is no
absolute knowledge. And those who claim
it, whether they are scientist or
dogmatists, open the door to tragedy. All
information is imperfect. We have to treat
it with humility. That is the human
condition; and that is what quantum
physics says. I mean that literally."
Man must not forget that knowledge
depends on the method used to attain it.
B ronowski recalls a time when this lesson
was ignored . When Hitler arrived in 1933,
the tradition of scholarship and scientific
imagination in Germany was destroyedthe conception there that human

knowledge is personal and responsible, an
unending adventure at the edge of
uncertainty, was aborted. The ironic
tragedy of history here is that t he march
of progress in nuclear physics and the
march of Hitler went step by step, pace by
pace, in a way t hat we now forget. On the
one hand, Heisenberg and other physicists
wer e telling us t hat we can never be
absolutely certain of what we know; on
the other hand, Hitler was telling us that
he was absolutely sure of his knowledge
while at the same time slaughtering
millions of people.
Bronowski tells us not to fear science.
For science, with its principle of
uncertainty, keeps us humble. "When
people believe that they have absolute
knowledge, with no test in reality, this is
how they behave (reference to the Nazi
concentration camps.) We have to cure
ourselves of the itch for absolute
knowledge and power. We have to close
the distance between the push button
order and the human act. We have to
touch people."

by J ohn AldridKe
It's that time of year again. With Spring
comes Finals and the realization that soon
you'll have to face Dad and explain the
pitiful condition of your car. If you are
seeking someone to smooth ouf those
drunken dents, paint over those "parking
-lot" scabs or erase the ravages of
economizing with Gulf·tane and bulk oil, I
offer you some honest men.
An honest garageman, like an
interesting Secured Transactions class, is
a much-sought, little-found commodity. I
give you the best first. Mr. Krause, of
Lambco Body Works, 8131 Bynum, does
an excellent body and paint job. The last
of a dying breed, he straightens bumpers,
chrome, and doors instead of the modern
method of selling you a new piece. A
friend recently received $350 for an
insurance claim. The complete work was

* 0Ke

done by Mr. Krause for $95.00. My
personal experience was similar, although
less dramatic.
Save the major overhaul on the motor
for your parents. Sticking carburaters,
tune·ups, shorts in the alternator, and
other minor mysteries under the hood can
be corrected at McKula Motors, a Texaco
station at 1903 Bandera. (l know you've
always been told that service stations rip
you off, but make an exception!) Mr.
McKula has two full time mechanics who
work away in the back while his wife
pumps gas. Mr. McKula seems to do
nothing but monologue endlessly. fve had
carbs rebuilt and starter work done there.
All of it was inexpensive and well·done.
Check your spare. If it is flat, or if you
need another, there is an incredibly cheap
tire repair place on Culebra, between San
Horacia and San Ignacio. It's not a place
you'd leave your little sister, but they ftx a
flat for a dollar, sell a rim for $2.50, and
will throw in a used tire for $2.00 more. I
think they get a lot of repeat business
from the nails in the parking lot, but dare
the obstacles.
If you want the best prices on new tires,
there's only one place. Piau's Tire Store,
at Evers and Harry Wurzbach Rd., sells
name·brand tires for a discount. At any
rate, balance your tires for the trip back.
At $1.00 a tire for a bubble balance
(guaranteed to 65 mph), its almost a public
service.
Just as there are people in school who
won't trust a canned brief, but insist on
writing their own, there are also some few
who insist on doing their own automotive
work. If when you look under your hood
you sec a rational diagram of electrical
circuits, balanced counter-forces, interrelated belts and comprehensible m«..'cha·
nical functions, then I suggest you drop by
Barne's Automotive, next to the Round
Table Club. He gives a considerable
discount. is close to school. and is friendly
~s well. He will tell you to bUJ~ your oil
I rom one of the grocery stores or Western
Autos when someone like that has a sale.
Barnes t•an't be beat for cams, condensors,
:;olenoids, and other such questionables
that the kid down the street always says is
the reason for that noise.
This list is of course incomplete. Find a
good backyard mechanic. Avoid dealerships. Don't be afraid of the good bargains
on the South and West sides. Or, see these
peoplr :..nd tell 'em John sent you. It
won't make a bit of difference.
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guacamole, cheese and tomatoes( to
Martha (Bill) Black's preference; No. 19:
chalupa compuesta, cheese enchilada and
chicken taco. Prices are moderate and the
atmosphere relaxing.
by Rut h RusseU

Lupita's, infamous for its fine caldo
(soup with squash, tomatoes, onion, corn,
cabbage and beef), is a great place for
lunch when you're downtown (though
don't go at noon because the place is
packed). One of its most admirable
qualities, besides its unique atmosphere,
is its homemade corn tortillas-hot, fresh,
and a quarter of an inch thick (For you
northern novices, corn tortillas are usually
paper thin). The cuisine is simple,
delightful to the palate and inexpensive.
As it is located on 113 W. Houston Street,
it's somewhat camoflauged by the
neighboring commercial businesses, so
look for the sign.
The 2415 N. Main location of La Fonda
is the oldest of the restaurant's chain-as
·s the clientele, definitely 60 plus.
Waitresses, dressed in authentic Mexican
garb, are most gracious, ever ready to
laden your table with fresh, hot tostados
(fried tortilla chips appetizers to be dipped
in hot "picante" sauce), hot, steaming corn
tortillas (the flat kind) and generally
delicious lunches and dinners. La Fonda's
N. Main location is dear to my heart
because it features over 20 different
combination plates
from Polly
J ackson's favorite No. 9: beef taco and
chalupa compuesta (fried corn tortilla
topped with refried beans, lettuce,

Blanco Cafe, 1720 Blanco, is across the
street from Casbeers (refer to Bits on
Burgers by Mac). It offers one of the
cheapest Mexican food luncheon specials
in town. The service is good, food is great
and it's never crowded. (Probably the

best bet is the enchilada plate).
Speaking of enchiladas, I am compelled
to refer you to La Paloma Mexican
Restaurant, 3434 Fredericksburg Rd.,
where, to your gastronomical delight,
you'll find the best in town. An order of 2
cheese filled devils is $1.40. I'll guarantee
their satisfaction to the most discrimina·
ling palate. Buen provecho.
Posible que lo mejor de :a comida
mcxicana en todo el mundo se encuentra
en San Antonio.

Aeadeitcy .£&uf6 Skow
Zanuck To Buy Movie Rights
by J oseph W. Weik
On Friday, March 19, Assault and
Flattery 1976 was presented by the
students of St. Mary's University, School
of Law. To say that the show was a
success would be an understatement,
cons1dering the excellence of entertain·
ment presented. Aside from a few, minor
technical difficulties, the presentation was
a display of talent that was a tribute to all
involved.
Under the direction and leadership of
Claude Ducloux, twenty six students
practiced for weeks to present an evening
of entertainment which kept a standing·
room·only crowd in stitches for over two
and a half hours. For those who failed to
attend or for those who were turned away
by the large crowd, the show was a
continuous display of biting humor and

lampooning in a format of skits and
song·and·dance numbers with musical
solos by a pa1r of St. Mary's loveliest
young ladies. With the finale came a
presentation of the Third Annual Earnie
Awards to those faculty members cited
for outstanding underachievement in their
field.
At the ensuing afterparty, everyone
agreed that despite the crowded
conditions, the evening wa:s a complete
success: the weather was warm, the beer
cold, the entertainment exceptional and
Mr. Cantu's tuxedo added an air of
elegant·e to the whole affair. The students
and faculty should be proud of those
involved in the show, for they will one day
rt•present this school as alumni on the
courtroom stage.

Maybe You Heard The Competition Was
"Going To Buy Me Out"
Sure, they have tried for the post 3 yea rs. They would like to have our Texas outlines. And they would like to
have our all-star Texas faculty. And w hat wou ld please them most of all, they would like to raise your tuition to
$300 o r $350, like it is in all the other states w here they hove " made a deal" with competition, or bought them
out. I have refused these offers. I have no intention of selling out. I will continue to give you the best bar review
in Texas at a price you can afford to pay.

The Institute and Its faculty are dedicated to giving the best bar review
In Texas at a price you can afford to pay.

FINKELSTEIN INSTITUTE FOR TEXAS BAR REVIEW
Peter Vogel
Judith Johnson

220 South Congress

476-2282

Austin, Texas 78704

Ken Nye
Barbara Rosenbe rg
Barbara Gunning
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from Philadelphia, you should know that I
issued a press release which generally
praised the ABA's action in making some
changes. That change, must necessarily
now be approved by the State Bar of
Texas before it will have any effect on
attorneys of the state of Texas. The ABA
is a voluntary membership organization.
While some will say that I am too
radical on the issue, I frankly think that
the "Tate substitute", as adopted, did not
go far enough. It doesn't take a great deal
of per spective or insight, to know and
understand that the public will not be
placated or satisfied by what the ABA
House of Delegates did in Philadephia. It
was pablum. T o suggest that quoting or
giving of a fee upon request is much
different than what we already do, doesn't
take into consideration common sense. I
spoke for "Van Dusen 2" on the floor of the
House of Delegates because I believed in
it and believe that the public needs that
type of change in order to believe in the
legal profession. Our credibility is at
stake. Our house is not in order. If we
don't change with the times, the times
will change us.

1734 Bandera Road
432-9439

NOW SERVING HREAKF AST
AND FLOUR TACOS

OPEN 7:30 A.M. · 8:30 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Offers Expires May 12th
,----- ---~~~~~~~;~--------~

I

OR

$135

$ 2

1

PLUS TAX

Results
by :\1ar y Lou Molenda

John Cornyn was elected president of
the Student Bar Association on April 7,
1976 in an extremely close run-off with
Andrew Leonie. Assisting in administration are Douglas Fraser, vice-presiden~.
Carter Crook, treasurer; and Linda
Lampe, secretary. Senior senators
include: Claude Ducloux, Melynda
Giesenschlag, Michael Holms, Russel
Johnson, James Pigg, Mac Secrest and
Preston Silvernail. Mid-law senators are:
William Crowe, Patrick Flochs, Robert
Judd, Arthur Lewis, Mary Ann Oakley,
Gregory Powers, and Eileen Sullivan.
Current freshmen · senators will be
incumbent until the fall when the
in-coming freshmen will elect their own
representatives.
James Little was elected to represent
St. M<Lry's University in the Law Student
George Skladal will represent seniors in
the Honor Court and Timothy Johnson wil
act on behalf of mid-law students. The two
justices at large are John Covington and
Jess Rickman.

Mama's word is
law around here.
And the word is
EAT.

fatso's bar-b-q

SANDWICH, SALAD
I & SMALL DRINK

SBA Election

(Continued from page 1)

time, under the ABA revised Canon 2, the
Bars of the various states will have the
opportunity to now allow attorneys to
advertise in the classified sections or
Yellow Pages of the telephone book and
state "whether credit cards or other credit
arrangement~; will be accepted; office and
other hours of availability; a statement of
legal fees for an initial consultation or the
availability upon request of a written
schedule of fees or an estimate of the fee
to be charged for the specific services;
provided, all such published data shall be
disseminated only to the extent and in
such format and language uniformly
applicable to all lawyers, as prescribed by
the authority having jurisdiction by state
law over the subject."
To sum it all up, I'm pleased that the
American Bar Association took a stand in
P hiladephia and did not postpone further
action of debate of modifications of Canon
2 until the annual meeting of the ABA in
Atlanta. Any further delay on this matter
would have aggravated an already
festering sore in the eyes of the public and
the press. Four successive motions to
defer consideration of the matter to
Atlanta were defeated. After returning
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Board Members
Appointed
This past week both the Law Journal
and the Legal Research Board announced
the selection of new board members for
the next school year. The new editorial
board of the Law Journal for the 1976-77
academic year was presented at a
reception in the classroom building with
U.S. Senator Lloyd Bentsen as principal
speaker and Guest of Honor. The New
members are as follows:
EDITOR IN CHIEF-Lawrence Likar
MANAGING EDITOR-John Brantley
ARTICLES EDITOR-Jess C. Rickman
SYMPOSIUM EDITOR-Steve Hubbard
COMMENTS EDITOR-George Spencer
CASENOTE EDITOR-Alex Huddleston
The Le~al Research Board conducted
interviews and announced its new Board
of Directors. The new directors are as
follows:
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CHAIRMAN·C.J. Madonna
MANAGING DIRECTOR-Peter Susca
BUSINESS DIRECTOR-Timothy J.
O'Shaughnessy
CLIENT RELATIONS DIRECTORKenneth 0. Kreis
CLERICAL DIRECTOR-Kevin Reilly
ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS-William
Routon - Rankin Tippins
The new board has announced tts
desire to work to establish a more active
role on the Jaw school campus and
involve more student!! in the practir.al
aspects of legal research. Writing
assignments will be available during the
summer sessions. Any student interested
in doing practical reseach and recetving an
appropriate remuneration for his or her
labors should contact a board member.

Omega-Alpha
Here's to ole St. Mary's
To. S. & M. we cheer,
Such exquisite pain
As we explam
Why we love hating it here.
And to our administration;
Proud parents patting our backs,
Their concern makes us dizzy
All respect to Miss Lizzy
I suggest we should bury the ax.
And of course to our noble library,
It benefits some I know;
After long endless mghts,
Small print and dim lights
It benefits most T .S.O.
And to our dear proft•ssors,
Leaders, counsels, friends, the best;
A swell bunch of guys
Pure saints in our eyes
(Please keep this in mind with our tests.)
Fin ally to all my fellow students.
In this years last edition
I'll raise one final cheer
And its the last one you'll hear
Because now you are all competition.

Zone of Danger Nabs Reporter
As the smoke begins to clear, our roving
reporter wanders into the wasteland. He
is a stranger to the area, sent by a local
newspaper to give objective coverage of
the aftermath of this battle which has
raged so fiercely for the past 2 months.
"Can you tell me, sir, what this structure
onee was ?" "I think ... yes, I beheve that
was what they called the ... Law Library.
Yes! I'm sure of it-you can tell by the
smokmg copy machines in the corners!"
Despite earlier reports of tremendous
losses received from the participants, it
appears that there are few ca.'lualties;
however, many are dazed & are
wondering about aimlessly muttering to
themselves. "first, I'll zap 'em with Dave
Snelling-then, Malinak & for the finale-.
Super Judge will overturn the jury
finding right in front of their eyes!"
A peal of fiendish laughter splits the air
... "Not one of them got all 2,642 cases on
points-55's across the board."
Snatches of past conversations still echo
in the air - "our next assignment will be
an opinion letter ... yes, Harold?" "well, if
you want my opinion, I can tell you right
now I think its all a big pile of ... oh, not
that kind of opinion, huh?"
A big, fatherly type is gently
questioning another (while surreptitiously
trying to remove his fingers from the

by Polly Jackson
handle of coffee mug conveniently placed
for s1ppmg inside the mug)-"did you cite
check this paper?" "Yes, sir, & it looked
OK to me.
A group of angry citizens rushes by.
"An outrage! No writ histories on United
States Supreme Court cases! Why don't
they do something about this library'?"
They are followed closely by an enraged
man screaming ''You can't use thosethose are Witherspoon's jump pages".
The blond is sitting, repeatedly
mumbling to herself "Yes, Col., I will be
glad to answer your question concerning
why you have to write this memobecause I SAID SO - I SAID SO" while
the curly-headed one, whose gray hairs
give lie to her tender years, stares
vacantly into space, chanting softy ~
didn't I remember? 250 hours a week. 8364
done & only 2731 memos left-why didn't I
remember?'
The one with the crazed eyes has
trapped the hll thin young man beside a
battered drainpipe & is questioning h1m
continually "What is your authority for
this?"
One with a moustache sits astride the
remains of a motorcycle sadly :shaking hb
head "How could tht•y plagarize ALR
when I put my old mt>mos on file-& the
same issues even".

A young man clothed in what is
apparently his last remaining article of
clothing, an overcoat, sits reading
comforting passages from a small white
book "Cases 1:3:3 subsequent history ..."
while the other curly headed one flips
rapidly through the same book "A 'c'
signal-now 1 just know I couldn't have
told them that."
As the smoke clears even further, it is
apparent that the building was once round
with a center area rather like an arena.
Suddenly the reporter realizes that there
has been an audience for the battle who
were previously hidden behind Procedure
and Con Law books laughing uproariously
at the show & shouting "We had to do
it-we had to do it".
At this time, the skinny one with the
braid walks by cracking a whip on which
the blood stains are painfully obvious
wondering "SS-now how did they
guess-maybe it was heel-click practice."
The reporter decides to question her.
"Can you tell me if we are still in the zone
of danger'!" AHHHHHH! She runs off into
the distance screaming The reporter
dct ermines that her R& W shield was
defective-containing a dimple through
which the zone )f danger leaked. Query?:
could she ,ue the manufacturer in strict
liability, negligence/tort/contract?
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Only in Texas

On March 28, another truly Texas
"cultural" event took place at the Lone
Star Pavillion. Billed as the only one of its
kind in the world, over 15,000 people and
250 armadillos showed up the "Second
Annual Texas Open Armadillo Racing
Championship."
The race itself was run on a carpeted
arena in the middle of the Pavillion's
drained cement lake. Tht>re were
twenty-five elimination heals where 10
ar madillos and their handl£:rs were placed
in the middle of a circle. The winner of
each heat advanced to lhP semi finals by
having his armadillo be the first to cross
the edge of the circle some twenty feet
away. After the elmination heats, there
were 4 semi-finals events, and then the
final racP.
T he winner of the 1976 Open was Paul
Estrada and his armadillo, Silverheels.
Estrada said the secret to his win was

by Dan Edwards

waiting to capture the armadillo until the
night before the race. Silverhcels, a
medium-sized "dillo", is a native of Canyon
Lake.
To those who cannot see the fun in
watching an armadillo scamper into a
crowd of screaming humans, it is
contended that you either 1) have not
been in Texas long enough, or 2} you fail to
see the art and hard work involved in
getting an armadillo to move, much less
run in a straight line. The antics and
tactics are often outrageously hilarious,
not to mention the celebrations of the
winners.
Probably the most enjoyable part of the
races is milling through the diversified
crowd of people, listening to good music,
and drinking a cold beer on a pretty day.
So the next time you have a chance, get
up, do some Remedies, and go have some
real Texas fun. Remember-Only in
Texas.

April 12, 1976

Pre-Grad Bar
Exams Nixed ?
By Ken Kreis
This article is written basically for
pro~peclive seniors and mid-law students.
and it concerns one aspect of the bar
examination in which they may indicate an
interest~taking the bar · exam before
graduation.
Rule V of the rules governing admission
to the bar adopted by the Supreme Court
of Texas state that a law school student is
eligible to take the exam prior to
graduation either if he has completed 80
semester hours from an approved law
school and has dropped out of school for
the semester in which he plans to take the
bar, or the candidate makes application to
a faculty committee of review to take
the exam early if he currently is enrolled,
and takes not more than 4 hours in the
semester in which he is taking the bar
exam, unless he has an L.L.B. or its
equivalent. This 2nd alternative as applied
to a school requiring 90 hours for
graduation, means that a candidate must
havP completed 86 hours.
The faculty review committee at this
school is comprised of professors Eugene
Anderson, L. Wayne Scott, and Aloysius
Leopold, who have established guidelines
under their interpretation of the waiver
requirements of Rule V, which they have
published and placed on the north bulletin
board located at the library entrance.
They state in this memorandum that
they will entertain an application of a
candidate with a minimum of 84 hours to
take the bar if he has 27 months of
residence credit in Texas, and if he has
not completed the 27 month requirement
of residence, he must complete 90 hours.
(Continued On Page 16)
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.CeiJal R~etlllCk Reviwed
Well, its that time of year again, the
freshman let out a great sigh of relief:
appellate briefs are in and 1st year
students can now state, as a matter of
fact, that they have been "initiated" into
law school. Legal research is over, now
comes the final('?) test: its annual review.
The major criticism of the course is the
same year in and year out, too much work
for too little credit (1). That one credit
could become the most expensive credit of
anyone's academic and professional life,
depending on the individual's approach.
l::ihould one decide to put forth their best
effort, the result may be a multiple choice:
(a) you may master the use of the law
library, (b) you may master the legal
writing style; and (c) you may go on to be
a very fine lawyer On the olhc>r hand you
may do (a) and (b) of the above but
very seriously damage your grade
average, making (c) a very tentative
possibility. If one chooses to "blow it off',
he may fail to achieve any one of the
above. In any case, the price of that one
credit course is far greater than the $70
we pay for that hour.

Professors
by Claude Ducloux

by Mary Beth Carmody
Every freshmen has heard at least one
upper-classmen tell him that we've got it
easy this year. It's true that we had two
fewer memos and were minus a
Comment-but that's not easy, only
easier. The lighter load was an
improvement, but that does not mean that
there is not room for more.
Another bone of contention has been
the student teachers. Some mark too low,
other's high-some are particular, other's
not so much.
Well, these statements could apply to
any and all teachers whether student or
professional. Anyone accepting one of
those positions is taking over the role of
the "Kamikazi" pilot; they must have at
least some masochistic tendencies. They
put themselves in the position of being
chastized, spit upon and become the butt
of all jokes. Although some may have been
better teachers than others, they all
deserve a commendation for accepting the
job. at all.
There can be some improvements in
this department, however. First, improved communication so that there is

uniformity in the information disseminated to all involved. This would eliminate
rumors and contribute to overall fairness
in the program. I would also suggest ~ore
class preparation on the part of the
teachers. i realize that legal research is a
kin to "Hide and Go Seek", but a gent.le
shove in the right direction by way of a
clear, concise classroom presentation
might prove invaluable.
This course is a necessary and
fundamental part of every law school
education. It's ,about as close to being a
lawyer as one may come in three years. In
a survey of major law school catelogs, the
emphasis seems to be the same. ;-.Jotre
Dame University spends a particularly
large amount of space to this area.
They empahsize legal writing in all
three years, although the formal writing
course (two year-long credits) is given in
the first year. Beyond that, they combine
it in regular courses. Most schools give
only one credit per semester for a
combination of Legal Bib and Research
and Writing. The University of Houston,
an exception to the general rule, gives one
(Continued On Page 16)

Spirit of '761

Harken, students, and you shall hear,
Of this peculiar review oi our law school
year.
Of classes and meetings, and courts that
are moot,
Mock Trials and Red Mass and Leopold's
suit.
A new class of freshman arrived unaware,
"Aha," said Francisco," Some more Jambs
to scare!"
They listened and briefed every case that
was noted,
And fought off the sleep Dr. Reuschlein
promoted.
Mr. Cantu, of course, won the hearts of his
class,
Alas, friendship alone won't insure that
you 'II pass.
So make your own outline, like all of the
rest,
And as for Francisco, well, just do your
best.
Aloysius and Bob told of tails of the fee,
And leases and interests executory,
They spoke about "treasure trove,"
"gifts" with each lesson,
But their clothes only spoke of intestate
progression.

Misters Walker and Scott had the tedious
chore
Of teaching t he subject best known as a
bore.
But we must learn of pleadings, and
judgments and fraud,
T hus spake Walker to "shock" us and
fight off the nod.
Next came Red Mass, with choirs, and
guests that came late,
And mixed drinks by streetlights, that
botl;l stopped at eight.
So off to the "Smuggler's"- where
merriment lay,
And on to the headaches the following
day.
Moot Court and Mock Trial put our skills
to the test,
Then on to the finals for some of the best.
For those who tried hard, but the plan
didn't work,
The fault was quite clear: "The Judge was
a jerk!"
You dare not take finals if you owe a
dollar,
'Cause bad debts estop the aspiring
scholar.

"I only used outlines!" some freshmen
would holler,
As the size of their class grew increasingly
smaller.
Our Seniors, of course, taught us apathy's
ways,
Their block of inertia never ceased to
amaze.
Whether programs or guest speakers
extraordinaire,
Don't look for the seniors, 'cause they
won't be there.
And then came the springtime with Ernie
and Ed,
Time to write down the jokes that Dean
Raba just said.
Then to listen to stories from Vince, Tom
and Joe,
And repeat them on stage in a
fun-loving show.
Then finally Law Day as finals time nears
And long-winded speeches that bore you
to tc>ars.
But the best day of all in this Law Year
Review,
Is that day when we finally can say,
"Ahh, I'm Through!"
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Catch 55 or Mad Hatter
Goes to Law School
by Pete Dioelli

After over a year of total frustration,
gnashing of teeth and attending classes, I
have finally stumbled upon a theory that
seems to explain this phenomenon of
attending law school. The theory is
entitled "Catch 55", or the "Mad Hatter
Goes To Law School," and is presented
now that all grades have been reported.
On the one hand, there is the student
who briefs every single case assigned,
writes his own outline as the semester
progresses, and attends all classes
faithfully. Naturally anyone who has ever
attended law school has fallen into this
catagory at least one semester. On the
other hand, there is the "can" brief,
commercial outline carrying law student
who takes the maximum number of class
cuts permitted and who smiles like the
cheshire cat over the amount of work he
does. Naturally, no one falls into this
category, at least not during the first
semester of law school.
Now you are probably saying to
yourself that you know the theory, and
that it is the first student who will be a
success in law school and receive the high
marks on exams. Bzzzt. Wrong, 5 point
penalty.
So, what is Catch 55? It is as follows: If
you work hard, brief every case assigned,
attend all classes schPduled, make your

own outline (complete with special
bindings) and study, study, study, you will
walk into an exam with a respectable
knowledge of the material and get a low
mark. You may even be unfortunate
enough to get a "55". No doubt. you knew
the material well enough to get by the bar
exam and practice as a knowledgeable
attorney, but alas, you may never gel an
opportunity to take the bar!
On the otherhand, if you use every can
brief you can get your hands on, study the
"right" commercial or student outline
available (naturally prepared by the first
student discussed), skip as many classes
allowed, and then some, you will do well in
the course. You may even be fortunate
enough to book the course. No doubt you
will graduate on time and be able to pass
the bar because of your perfected
cramming techniques, but alas, you may
be unable to practice as a knowledgeable
attorney because you did not learn the
material in law school which you were
suppose to.
Now I ask you, does this theory have
any merit? One final note before closing.
Have you ever wondered why the library
is round? Well, I must go now, for you see,
I'm late, I'm late, for a very important
class.

l.aw Day Awards
by Roland J eter
The law school's annual Law Day
process.
was held, with awards being given
Paul Casseb received the Distin·
from many organizations for various
guished Law-Alumnus Award which
is given by the Student Senate of the
and sundry purposes.
At the top of the list was the
School of Law. It is presented to an
presentation of St. Thomas More
alumnus who has distinguished
Award to General Alexander Haig.
himself by his efforts in the system of
This is a national achievement award
justice.
presented to an outstanding citi1.en of
Phi Delta phi gave their
the nation. Recommendation is made
outstanding Faculty Member Award
to Robert Hobbs. James Little was
by the faculty council, and it is
restricted to judges, lawyers, law
named as outstanding Freshman;
teachers, and laymen who have made
Mike Park was named outstanding
member; and Brian Sokolik was
exceptional contributions t.o legal
education, the profession, or to
named a!> outstanding senior.
The Women's Law Association
government.
The Annual Rosewood Gavel
gave scholarships to Gail Weatherly
Award went to J udgc Carlos C.
and Eileen Sullivan.
The Leslie C. Merrem Award for
Cadena. This award is given each
year to an outstanding jurist of the
the outstanding Delta T hela p ht
state or nation in recognition of his
member was presented to Peter
contributon to the Democratic
P agones.
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Model Code
Completed ·
The American Law Institute has
announced the publication of the Official
Draft of A Mode) (A)de of Pre-Arraignment Procedure. This statutory proposal
addresses the major processes of pre-trial
criminal procedure and represents a
twelve-year endeavor to improve legislative formation concerning criminal
justice in the United States.
The Model Code is a comprehensive
statute that integrates recent Supreme
Court. decisions on police practices and
criminal procedure with developing
knowledge and views about sound law
enforcement and criminal administration.
The proposals set. forth in the Institute's
Mo?el Code are intended to encourage
legtslatures and rule-making authorities
to evaluate their own criminal justice
operations and to formulate such specific
rules as they deem appropriate.
The Model Code examines present
procedures in our criminal justice system,
at different stages-from first police
contact through arrest, from appearance
at a police station to the first appearance
in court, and from the first judicial
appearance through pleading by the
defendant. The Model Code also sets forth
recommendations regarding procedures
for identification and for search and
seizure.

Nicolini Named
Governor
by Kayo Mullins
Don Nicolini has been elected as the
new 13th Circuit Governor for the 1976 77
school year at the recent ABA-LSD
Annual Spring Convention which took
place March 19, 20 and 21 at the St.
Anthony's Hotel. As a member to the
board of governors Nicolini will represent
more than 10,000 law students in Texas,
Arkansas, and Louisiana. He is the first
St. Mary's student to hold this position.
At the convention Prof. Hobbs gave the
welcoming address. Outgoing Lt. Gover·
nor Joshua Brown and St. Mary's
representative David Pennella were
given the Silver Key Award for
Meritorious Service. The Silver Key is the
second highest award given by the LSD.
State Junior Bar President Pike Powers
was the featured speaker addressing
those in attendance on the recent ABA
House of Delegates Convention in
Philadelphia and developments which
have taken place regarding the legal
advertising controversy.
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federal Penal Code
These efforts repeatedly single out a
do1.en or so provi!>ions perceived-or
misperceaved-as negatave in S. 1. This
article is intended to provide a sampling of
the numerous improvements contained in
S. 1 and a braef response to some of the
criticism.
IMPROVEMENTS
S. 1 represents a true codification that
is, in short, a modl•rn workable penal code.
Some of the general advantages of S. 1
nowang from codification include:
1. All fedPral felonies presently
scatten•d throughout the 50 titles of the
United States Code are brought within a
single title.
2. Overlapping offenses are consolidated.
3. Gaps in pn•sent law are filled.
4. Inconsistencies are dealt with in a
more effective manner.
5. S. I is simpler than present law.
6. Similar offenses are consolidated and
placed in a single chapter nc(·urding to the
type of criminal «'onduct.
7. S. 1 standardizes the terms and
requirement of "craminal intent," by
incorporating four carefully defined
culpability terms.
S. 1 provides an improved framework
for extraditing criminals who flee the
United States by defining crimes solely in
terms of the type of criminal conduct
involved and stating separately the basis
for federal jurisdiction. This method of
defining criml'S should also simplify
feder~l prosecutions and prevent unjust
multiplicatiOn of criminal charges.
S. 1 thus provides, through codification,
numerous important general advantages
for every participant in the criminal
justice system.
A complementary goal of the
codification process is substantive reform
within the context of a sound respect for

(Continued From Page

past judgments of Congress and the
courts. Examples of reform efforts in S. 1
include:
S 1 carries forward in an improved
fashion those parts of current law
designed to protect and foster civil rights.
Under existing law when interference
with civil rights is by a private party, the
prosecutor must establish a conspiracy. S.
1 eliminates that need. Under P.xisting law
only citizens are protected. S. 1 extends
coverage to all persons. Under existing
law, when a state official deprives a
person of a constitutional right, the
government must establish that that was
his specific intent. S. 1 imposes a standard
of recklessness as to the effect on a
person's civil rights. One aspect of current
law forbids some forms of discrimination
against women, but where force is used to
discriminate, the law only applies to racial
or religious discrimination. S. 1 expands
the section to forbid the use of force or
threats of force to discriminate on the
grounds of sex.
S. 1 contains improved provisions
protecting the right to privacy, including
prohibitions against private, non-consen·
sual electronic eavesdropping devices,
intercepting correspondence, and govern·
mental disclosure of certain private
information submitted to the government
by citizens.
S. 1 contains improved rape provisions.
In line with reforms being carried out in a
few states, S. 1 expressly eliminates the
requirement of corroboration of the
victim's testimony, and severely restricts
inquiry into the past sexual conduct of the
victim. While not applying criminal
sanctions to the sexual conduct of
consenting adults, S. 1 expands coverage
to protect against homosexual rapes.
S 1 provides better coverage for white
collar crimes. It contains an expanded

1)

statute of limitations for concealable crime
such as fraud. Realistic fine schedules
insure that criminal penalties can not be
written off as a mere cost of doing
business. An improved means of collection
of fines is provided by utilizing many of
the devices presently used to collect
taxes. A new provision is included to
outlaw pyramid sales schemes which hav'e
bilked the public of hundreds of
millions of dollars over the past few years.
Fraudulent schemes can be stopred
through use of federal injunctive
provisions.
S. 1 contains improved provisions to
fight organized crime. A new serious
offense of operating a racketeering
syndicate is included to supplement the
offense in current law directed at
organized crime.
S. 1 provides mandatory prison
sentences for those who traffic in heroin
or who commit felonies with firearms.
S. 1 provides, for the first time in
federal law, civil hospitalization procedure
for federal defendants who are found not
guilty by reason of insanity.
S. 1 contains an improved series of
provtstons relating to governmental
corruption to deal more effectively with
Watergate type situations.
S. 1, for the first time, creates an
orderly system of sentencing in federal
courts to replace the chaotic variety of
existing terms of imprisonment and
penalties often applied to identical
conduct. There is provision for systematic
sentencing distinctions between first
offenders and professional criminals.
S. 1 places reasonable restrictions on
the imposition of consecutive sentences.
S. 1, for the first time in federal law
provides for appellate review of sentence~
to help deal with wide disparity common
(Continued 0~ Page 13)
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Federal Penal Code
under current law.
S. 1 incorporates the progressive
features t>f parole legislation presently at
the House-Senate conference stage.
Imposition of a prison sentence under S. 1
carries with it an automatic parole
component graduated according to the
seriousness of the offense.
S. 1 would establish, for the first time in
federal law, a program of compensation
for the victims of violent crimes. This
program would provide a means of
financial assistance to the innocent victims
of spec1fied violent federal crimes, in an
effort to recompense them for the losses
sustained from personal injuries incurred
as a result of those crimes.
The above constitute but a sample of
the features of S. I. The full value of the
bill can only be dctt•rmined by studying
the document itself.
CRITICISM
Some individuals and groups have in
recent months undertaken a concerted
effort to bring about the defeat of S. 1.
The basis for this effort is the belief that
certain of its provisions are sufficiently
defective to justify defeat of the bill
without any attempt to amend it. For the
most part, those who ~hare this belief are
motivated by a misunderstanding of the
bill's provisions and their relationship to
current law.
Foremost among the groups opposing
S. 1 is the American Civil L1bert1es
Union, (A C L U) which recently published
a pamphlet entitled "StopS. 1," outlining
its reasons for opposing the bill. A brief
analysis of some of the charges made in
that publication will illustrate the
misconceptions that an> being spread
about what the bil11s designed to do would
accomplish.
The ACIX states that S. I contains an
"Offici.tl Secrets Act." It doe.c; not. Indeed,
it basically contmues the scope of
provisions found in current law. Sections
112-through 1123 protect from disclosure
"national defense information" to the
same extent that current law protects
from disclosure " information relating to
the national defense." S. 1 contains a
definition of " national dl'fense informa·
lion" more limited than the definition
recommended by the Brown Commission,
and certainly more limited than the
undefined phrase in current law described
by the Supreme Court as a "generic
concept of broad connotations, referring
to the military and naval establishments
and the related al'tivities of national
preparedness." The AC L U points out
that S. 1 provides a seven year penalty for
a person in unauthonzed possession of
national defense information to fail to

(Continued From Page 12)

return it to the government-without
pointing out that current law provides a
ten-year penalty for the same conduct.
The ACL U particularly criticizes
section 1124, which it erroneously states
would impose criminal penalities upon
"anyone who discloses classified informa·
tion." In fact, this sectiOn makes it an
offense for a federal public servant
entrusted with
properly
classified
information in the course of their duties,
to disclose such information to a person
not authorized to receive it. Unlike
current law dealing with classified
information, t he recipient of such
classified information-a newspaper re·
porter or editor-is expressly exempted
from liability under the proviSIOn.
Moreover, unlike the provisions of current
law dealing with classified information, S.
1 provides safeguards in section 1124 to
insure that the information was properly
subject to classification, thereby prevent·
ing the classification system from being
used simply to cover up mismanagement,
corruption, or embarrassing facts. First.
three high level officials, including the
head of the agency classifying the
information and the Attorney General,
must jointly certify to the court that the
information was lawfully subject to
classification before an indictment can be
returned. Secondly, the trial judge must
dismiss the charge if he finds that the
information was not lawfully subject to
classification. In addition, the section
provides that prosocut10n can not be
brought thereunder unless an administra·
tive review procedure was available to the
defendant at the time of the offense,
whereby he could have sought declassifi
cation and public release of the
information.
The AC L U criticizes S. 1 for making it
a crime in time of war to make false
statements concerning the conduct of the
military forces of the United States likely
to create general panic or ~erious
disruption. It speculates: "imagine,
however, how iull our federal penitenti·
aries would have been from 1965 to 1973 if
that statute had then existed." In fact, an
even broader statute did exist. The
provision in S. 1 carries forward in a
narrower form the offense presently
punishable under the first paragraph of
section 2388 of Title 18 of the United
States Code.
The ACLU opposes the death penalty
for any crimes, alleging it is violative of
the Constitutional prohibition against
cruel and unusual punishment. S. 1 carries
forward current federal law by providing
for the death penalty for murder, treason,
and espionage under certain aggravated

circumstances. S. 1 differs from current
federal law that il eliminates the death
penalty for rape and adds the death
penalty for wartime sabotage of major
weapon systems of means of dealiag with
large scale attacks. As some 34 states
have done, S. 1 includes provisions
designed to prevent arbitrary imposition
of the death penalty to meet the criticism
of the current system delineated by the
Supreme Court in Furman v. Georgia,
anct comply with Ole Constitutional
requirements of that decision. In the 93rd
Congress virtually identical provisions
passed the Senate, and similar provisions
with respect to murder in the course of an
aircraft hijacking were enacted into law.
The AC L U criticizes S. 1 for carrying
forward that part of the Smith Act, held to
be constitutional by the Supreme Court,
dealing with violent over-throw of the
government. S . 1 does this. It does it,
however, in an improved form by
incorporating the limiting language of the
Supreme Court, by limiting the offense to
incitement rather than mere advocacy,
and by distinguishing, for penalty
purposes, between leaders of subversive
organizations and mere members of such
organizations.
The ACLU complains that the riot
provisions in S. 1 can be used to punish
mere advocacy. In fact, the applicable
riot offense is defined as causing a riot by
incitement, and, unlike current law, the
offense is not committed unless a riot
actually results from the incitement. A
riot is defined in terms of ten or more
persons engaged in violent conduct that
causes, or creates a grave danger of
imminently causing, injury to persons or
properly. In addition, S. 1 narrows the
basis for fPderal jurisdiction over riots.
The ACL U criticizes S. 1 for its
provisions codifying the common law
defense a public servant has to a criminal
prosecution where the conduct engaged in
by the public servant was required or
authorized by law to carry out his
authority as a public servant. This
criticism is difficult to understand.
Everyone has a defense to a crimmal
prosecution for conduct that is authorized
by law. A different problem not noted in
the AC L U pamphlet arises where a public
servant mistakenly believes his conduct is
authorized by law. Under current case
law, a public servant has a defense based
on the exercise of public authonty, even
though mistaken about his authority, if. in
good faith he believed his conduct was
authorized by the law and such belief was
reasonable under all the Circumstances. S.
1 earrics this common law doctrine
(l'ontinued On Page 16)
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Council 's Touch
by Tim Johnson
Last month San Antonio's beseiged city
council passed an ordinance to regulate
the operation of massage parlors and their
patrons. The ordinance followed a
campaign instigated by a local newspaper.
Prior to passage the council held a public
hearing which was predominately pro
ordinance. The hearing was held at 10 a.m.
on a Thursday. Naturally many of the
working people who would oppose the law
were unable to attend. Consequently the
prepondernace of witnesses were elderly
ladies, ministers and representatives of
various religious organizations. One
masseuse spoke and emotionally told the
council that they were ingringing on her
right to earn a living for herself and her
children. She also angrily stated that she
was not a prostitute and her feeling was
that it was the secretaries that are paid
only $2 an hour that are forced to hit the
st1·eets.
Councilman Rhode suggested the
countil move cautiously as an independent
legal opinion pointed out that several
constitutional questions were involved.
Among these cited were th.e _right of
privacy, freedom of assoc1al10n and
expression and people's right to work. The
law as passed will require customers Lo
reg1ster their names and addresses but
will not require showing identification.
Parlor personnel must keep all "privates"
covered. No customer will be served
whose genitals are exposed. Rooms can be
only semi secluded. In addition each
masseuse and masseur must have a
minimum three hours credit in anatomy
and physiology.
Objections to the ordinance are many
and seemingly well founded. Perhaps the
mo~t often voiced is that is adds another
victimless crime to burden both the police
and courts. Many question the need for
the law, one letter noted that there has
never been a valid study done that linked
this activity and crime. The letter went on
to charge that the council was "mired in
the past and listt>ning to a vocal and
regressive minority." Indeed there has
not been a single complaint filed by a
parlor patron having been rubbed the
wrong way. All complaints have come
from people who imagine they know what
goes on inside. Several have cited it as
another encroachment by the government
on personal libertie~. an outrig-ht 3:tten:tpt
at censorship and a try at leg.slatmg
morality. The priorities of the council can
best be described as muddled. The new
law is guaranteed to produce litigation,
something of which the city has an
overabundance. Owners of at least two
parlors have promised suits, when the
ordinance takes effect in mid April. By
then the council will be involved in
another battle as they plan to enact a nude
dandng ordinance.

Students VIe In Moot Court
by Linda Lampe

On March 25, 26, SL. Mary's held the
21st James R. Norvell Moot Court
Competition. The Norvell Competition is
held each spring in conjunction with the
Appellate Advocacy course taught by Mr.
Orville C. Walker. Ten teams competed in
this year's competition. The competition
is sponsored by the Fourth Court of Civil
Appeals.This year's winners of the Norvell
Competition are Chris Lambros, Mary
Ann Lipscombe, and Bill White. The
winners received watches from the
Fourth Court and will represent St.
Mary's at the State Moot Court
Competition in July. The judges of the
competition were Judge Carlos Cadena
and Judge Klingeman of the Fourth Court

of Civil Appeals, Judge Franklin Spears
of the 57th District Court, and Mr. Mote
Baird, attorney and coach for the teams
St. Mary's sends to the state and national
Moot Court Competitions.
The final round of the Freshman Moot
Court Competition was held on April 5th.
Thirty-four teams participated in this
year's competition which is conducted in
conjunction with the Legal Research and
Writing Course. First year students are
given an opportunity to develop their oral '
advocacy skills of arguing appellate briefs
in 2 teams consisting of two members. The
judges of the competition were second and
third-year law students. This year's
winners of the Freshman Moot Court
Competition are Larry Hayes and Tom
Halstead.
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Faculty 26, WLA 6
by Roland Jeter
The faculty used power hitting and
clutch fielding to beat soundly the
Women's Law Association in softball
Sunday by a score of 26-6.
The afternoon began Y.ith a pep rally
which was led by the WLA cheerleaders.
Their inspiring cheers continued to rouse
the crowd throughout the entire game,
but it was to no avail. One spectator was
so involved in the spirit of the proceedings
that she poured a cup of beer on her head.
The WLA put up a valiant effort in
their bid for softball supremacy. but the
power hitting of Barlow, Taylor, Hobbs.
and Dittfurth, and the artful base running
of Leopold proved to be too much.
Charles Cantu, coach ofthe faculty, was
heard to say that it was the best victory
his team ever had (and the only one.).
When asked what one single factor prov~d
to be the turning point, Cantu answered
that the beer served by the WLA was a
big help. He also mentioned that the WLA
third baseperson was a big motivating
factor in getting his team around the
bases. Well, every little bit helps.
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ABA National Conference
Examines Judge Slection
While the n:1tion is again turning its
attention to the long and complex prO('Pss
of selecting a President, the American Bar
Association is undertaking a fresh
analysis of the procedures by which the
nation selects its most
powerful
non-elected officials, the life-time mem·
hers of the federal judiciary including
justices of the United States Supreme
Court.
The new analysis began March 12·13
with the convening of an American Bar
Association "National Conference on
Selection of the Federal Judiciary" at
Vanderbilt University in Nashville,
Tennessee. Speakers and participants,
Mr. Walsh said, included the most
knowledgeable and broadly representa
tive group ever assembled to study thl•
federal judicial section process.
They focused principally on the role of
the ABA Standing Committee on the
Federal Judiciary
which
has,
in
cooperation with Presidents and Attorney
General
since
the
Eisenhower
administration in 1953, investigated and
reported on the professional qualifications
of all candidates for federal district and
circuit judgeships. The committee also has
been consulted on nominees for the
Supreme Court but until recent years was
not asked to conduct full-scale investiga
lions prior to the President's final
selection of a nominee.
Conference speakers and participants
included officials responsible for selection
of judicial
nominees during
the
administrations of President's Eisen·
hower, Kennedy, Johnson and Ford as
well as chairman of the ABA Judiciary
Committee during the more than 20-year
period.
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Mr. Walsh, who ts a former chairman of
the committee, a former federal district
judgl' in New York City, and former
Deputy United States Attorney General,
said papers prepared for the conference
provided a detailed analysis of the
com mitt l'c's procedures and discuss a
number of proposals for improving and
l'xpanding them.
Mr. Walsh said the conference should
not only help the ABA committee function
more effectively in its role as advisor to
the President on judicial selection, but
hopefully will broaden public understand·
ing of the selection process and lead to
greater pubhl' interest in it.

According to the American Bar
Association law school enrollment, which
had been climbing dramatically for the
past decade, apparently has reached a
plateau. Despite an over-all increase in
enrollment at AHA-approved law schools
for the current school year, net growth
appears to have enderl. Even though
only one law school reported having any
empty seats, many law schools showed
fewer qualified applicants. Several law
schools also reported a greater number of
"no shows" in their first choice of
admit tees.
Enrollment in the 163 ABA-approved
law schools last fall totaled 116,991, an
increase of 6,278 or 5.67 per cent over the
similar 1974 figure. Women again led the
way with an increased enrollment of 22.07
per cent, to 26,737. They now comprise
22.85 per cent of approved law school
enrollments. ~tinority enrollment also
increased, but only by 4.12 per cent, to
8,676, or three times as high as it was in
1969 when comprehensive national figures
were first collected.
While over-all enrollment increased, the
pace has slowed significantly, indicating
that net growth appears to have ended for
student population as well as for the
number of institutions offering law
dl'grees. Many law schools showed a
dl'crease in the number of applicants who
meet admission criteria and several
schools also reported more "no shows" in
their first choice of admiltccs.
ThPse fads seem to confirm the idea
that law S('hool admissions are slowing.
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CLefters)

(Continued From Page 2)

The editorial board is totally committed
to producing a scholarly publication that
will bring credit to our law school. We
believe that the quality of the Law
Journal is one of the most important
yardsticks by which our law school is
measured. A It hough, still a very young
publication, St. Mary's Law Journal has
rapidly grown in size and recognition. We
realize the responsibility our job entails,
and we promise to dedicate our total time
and efforts to both maintaining and
improving the reputation of the Law
Journal.
The continued success of any Law
Journal is dependent, not only upon a hard

working board and staff, but also upon the
law school faculty and student body.
Fortunately, at St. Mary's the Law
Journal has the full support of the Dean
and faculty. An additional factor in the
Journal's success is the moral support
given to the board and staff by the student
body. Although not all students actively
participate in the Journal's daily tasks, we
feel that each and every student realizes
that he has a personal stake in the quality
of the Law Journal, for as the Law
Journal enhances the status of the law
school, the prestige of the law school
increases the reputation of our graduates.
The Editorial Board

Legal

federal Penal Code

Writing
IContinued From Page 9)
credit for L ega! B ih. and two for Research
and Writing.
The mo.;t startling revdation was that
many of the schools offered a course of
Advanced Legal Research in one form or
another. These <'ourses inelude drafting
such things as motions, complaints,
contracts, <"onveyanrPs, statutes and
legislation, etc. T.here are some schools
that, apart from the Journal, extend
credit to intensive resear<·h projects on
fa~ulty, requested :md approved topics.
Over all, L<'!{lll Hcst•arrh and Writmg is
a very gTueling l'XpPrit•nce. Not only must
law students at St. Mary's pay their dues,
but it is a common blight on law students
across the nation. ll is a very necessary
tool in our chosen profession, it can also be
a measure of success· -that is-once
you've done your "basic."

(Continued From Page 1)
forward in a slightly narrower form.
Although this defense has been
maligned by some as a "Watergate"
defense, in fact, not one of the Watergate
defendants would have been acquitted had
.the provision been in effect. These then
are some of the issues in S. 1.
Witan Want Ads
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Exam Nixed?
(Continued From Page 8)
A denial by the lacutty review
committee is not automatically the end of
the road for the prospective applicant, in
that he may appeal to the State Board of
Law Examiners. However, as a practical
matter, the applicant must shQw good
cause to support his application or appeal
in order to have any chance of success.
Another factor to consider is that the
majority of Texas law schools seem to be
leaning toward the idea of abolishing the
alternative of taking the bar exam prior to
graduation from law school.
A further and definitive determination
on the continuation of the policy of
allowing pre-graduation bar exams may
be issued sometime in the near future, due
to the fact that the Supreme Court of
Texas will be considering the wisdom of
retaining this alternative. As such, there
is a significant possibility that the
pre-graduation bar examination for law
students may soon cease to exist, although
this is only speculative at this time.

Awards
(Continued From Page 1)
The Criminal Law Association presented the following awards: K.K. Woodley
Memorial Scholarship- John L. Hubble;
Outstanding Member-Kayk Martinez;
Outstanding Mid-Law
Member-Joe
Casseb; Outstanding First-year Members- Tim Johnson and Ron Shaw;
Certificate of Appreciation for Outstanding Service-Sue Biggs.
PAD presented Edward Halloran its
award for the graduating PAD member
with the highest grede point average.
The Witan regrets that as we go to
press, the names of a number of Law Day
Award recipients were unavailable.
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